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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
VOLUME XVII. HO PKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1887.
Mink
MAT. GAITHER, Wanner. 1 1, k s.1
Gara.t di= Gaither Cc=a.parry.,
- -PROPRIETORS--
Planters' Warehouse,
DCBA':',CS AND W2EAT COMM:SS:ON MERCEANTS,
HOPKINSVILLE.
J. lasteGaaeg-heae. re-real clemat.
meet-roue:
B. Nance. ig g, , , x.• es. M -..t.re. A. ti.
1 HAIKRICRY. M F IIRI ER.
HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUs SE,
HANBERY SHRYER, Preprs
RAILROAD STREET. Bet. 10th and 1 lth.
Car arefill attention given to sampling anti selling all Tobacco eonsigned to
LIBERA L ADVANCES ON TOBACCO IN STORE.
Good Qu a rt e rs for Teams and Teamsters.
W. G. WHEF.1.1-:
W. H. FAXON, T.- 'a-Keeper.
•
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Mll
Tobacco Warehousemen &Commission Merchants
AND GRA IN PEAT:F:11S,
Fitire-17Procof ISMIziarie)1a.cou.se,
Rusoellville and Melee.' sereete. Holikinsville, Ky.
Liberal Advance on Consignments. All Tobacco Kilt nil Covered by Insurance.
H. G. ABERNATHY. H. H. ABERNATHY.






Ample Acconineelation for Teams and Testestere Free et large.
Ky.
Garner's-:-City-:-Pharmacy
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
5
_ _tea ef re/largest ead meet elegaet •Etie‘ lit the tete.
and Complete All Its Departments.
II it 'arr.., • !" arn. .5 (is-vier, s ha. for many y tl the leading dr -a ••
graiwarn K . haveita eii.!. :a-. .•• . ro.•or of me new •
will um tal his experience and .0.. • -.• •ie-rea.e. if pos..itde th.• reputation of the old tiro, for fad
dealing. competency and reliah • ' • . g
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
•nd mock of tbe best q ua.ity in al: departho-nts .4 the trade, at the 'oat rest n.ricrs. lar,,gs. I and
otis of  kind. Including sH EttAV INeWl Lid Cli.LESItATED l'A I NTS. Patent M. dicioes.
the hest and most popular 14,
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
to order la any cont.:he A r. and safe remedy War-a-Brae, Noveities mid ol,itay
tioode sp.. salty
Proscription Drolly Could
- t any Maw . ••• -
1Z.r. IC. C. "IZ7 -11.•=1". Grallird PilifitIDI3 PURIM.
II. B. GARNER,




Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS !





r';1 * FARM ANNUAL Fen r- '-_,- i'7"... 0
Walt, 6.- .e. I- '. 1 I-. t..,.. .. e .
eltZ igal2 
!Panel...al; 1..-01. a I ..: . r. •,.`'.crests .4 ,fluertratee,a1 Three I . ..• 'l'il and i-..- ,....z....• TIII ItEs•Tt•-a 'and rower t= wee, q Riallam Plain-, .Titurotavr.. •. rel . leer /- r 1Peal i r 4. y. It Is... e 3 eases.. it s it 1. 'kelt vier' F.e. i . V ',I. ET 'l.' IA a AS i If ... giii,,...„, ...,.. ..4 reel ve . tie. Wiam ems.* fie ...fivain.1 ma. •adArvis s-..,, s ,-,- J to...tal hlf L,..•' faala Canal, to• Call:0•1}•. ..




INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING.
INSTITUTED OVER ONE-THIRD of a CENTURY.
--•••11111.
RUcrrellif111 lrfernU110 meritorinfiv Many of the beat aat-keepers and 1111SInheed Me-re on 1 finalisecounty grachnited at thi• old 'tellable othinereial %choral. We* tearh in the 111 eeltthorough ..cr its.k-liceping e•ery dela ri idiom Itusill€410terse iurnit al Pen Illusion. Calculations and11:ttiieniatiea, Term and
Actull Ilueiness.
Short-Hand. Type-Writing and Telegraphy.
Ths youag mita of L4,-.1ay cannot himaelf juntice without making every •ffort to Mita, n •a thorough Ou.11101101 &hie-Atom. If you expert to be either a Mecham,. Mall ufmlurer, Banker,Merchant, Law yer, ',Debar, Vernier. 1 lerk. Ikea-Keeper, or even an Editor, a sorer roisal to el-ancrem in any of these departments of trade will be found getting a BUSIDeene KeltIr&-lion In our eollege. This I. an ateolute fart. Ladies received uvula equal terms. School openall the year round. Students can enter at any tune For terms, Ett , apply to
CURIIICK & RANK, Evansville, Ind
Pictures, Frames
RTISTS' MATERIALS.
A full stork of Booka. Statimeery, and action) Supplies. Orders by ma.1 promptly attendedlto bad satisfaction guaranteed. Cheapest house in the country.
I.A.1S?"4001%T
617 Main St.
lei little *imaged eight years, has teen af.
BI, dieted with Enema of the scalp. an at
times& great portion of the body, ever since he
WA* two year. old . It began t ars.
3,000 33.u...whels. 
extended to his scalp. which 'W4.111114. covered
ith .rabs anal sores. and from which a sticky
We have in steel Three Thousand Rusk- 
fluid poured out. causing intense itching and
els of the very fineet Northeni Seed 
eistree, elo,1 4':14; 111P hair maCed and life -
Oats, which we shall sell at the bOttoUl. raw, like a piece of beefateak. Gradually the
lees. Underneath there webs the skin Was
hair came out and was destroyed, until but •
smell patch was left at the back of the head.
My friends in Pealssly know how hiy little boy
has suffered. At night be would scratch his
head until his I4111..W %V/IP NIVered ith blood
I used to tie lois hands behind Min, anal in
mufti' ways tried to prevent his scratching;
but it was no nee. he would scratch. I tool him
to the hospital and to the leColfteli stela us in Pea-
body va succesis. About. this time, some
friends. who had been cured by the Cunene,'
Iteinedies, prevailed upon me to try them. I
began to UPC them on the 15th January last. In
seven mouths every particle of the disease was
re •eall. Not a spot or with remains on his
scalp to tell the story of his coffering.
hair has returned. anal is thick anal stron anal
Chilled Plows. the world I cannot say enough to express ray
his scalp as sweet and clean se any chili s in
ititude for this wonderful cure by the l'uti
Avery & Son's 
r„, Remedies. and wish all similarly aMicted
t,x. ,4k4oear- utihaunt my statement is true and without
Steel and Chill'd Plows, CHARLEs Vieli AV,
Heilman's I have peen Mr. McIray's boil when badly at-
Steel Plows and
EXCELSIOR
Planing mills. zarr, ana Scalp Covered with Eczema-
tous Scabs and Sores Cur-
ed by Cuticura.
A CHILD'S SKIN i
We have the largest stock of Seeds in
this market, of all kinds.
1_,COCPC).
We want to buy One Thousand Bushels sof
ClCocr Seed •t once, eon seoT CASH.
PLOWS.
We handle the foll..wIng line of Plows, whisk
aro the best made:
South Bend
ict. a, l'eabisly. Maas.
fected with the Eczema. e was pitiful
sight to look at. I know that he bar tried our




W.- ki•..1. repa,rs f.,r s.1 l':ows we wit Too
aan rely on bottom prices.
BARBED WIRE.
We 44.11 ths celebrated Waabburs Moen Wire
and the Superior Wore. I'lace your orders soon.



















All kinds of repairing on Wagon.. and Ma-
chinery, and Horse Shoeing
contracting and Unfitting a
speciaity.
Yours respectfully.
FOrIC Bro.  
Carriage Maker!
Cor. Virginia and Spring Ste.,
Hopkinsville, - - Kentucky.
-
Th: :situ Srpitg B
s •p•-,.a:t:, in no I as el.
A Full Stock
id' this build w sva on head, and rec, rumend





that the et:dements he lins made you as
regards the curing of hp body our t emcees
esisese,- are rue in ea ery iisrlienbar
ICCIAM .1. McCall-MY.
33 Foster st Peabody, Mass.•
,..; I:4 re. Price: l'utietirs, se 1.cida;
t Icura soap, XL cents; Concur:I Menilieht,
SI let Prepared by Potter !wog and Chemical
Co.. Beaton
send For "flow to ure Skin 1111.
eeeeee
pIMPLEs. Binek heads. Skinand Baby Humors, use Cullen re Soap
IN ONE MINUTE.
ilheiimittisni, %rim Ogle, Selene, Suit-
t,a..n. Sharp and tier% oils Pains mid%% cal tu-AMOel relieved in one minute bythe Cuticitra Anti-Plain Plaster. .Atdruggists, 25 cents. Potter.Deng Co.,fhastoc.
An Effclut REmody
e, . „, Blanched ; Pomo-
nary t leelions is A I vita inviter
ret-.1,i, • ' . • -1.4'e ft is re Mid
t.reserila at ' iiietiktal profession. anal
in many •. ••eete et fanlike. for the
pant forty t• la.• Inv ere:meal as en
int 11111.11ell• heels... Lead CI-towel!. It a
prelate:eel Met ails severe. to be taken
et Nee; small yintil. dirs. mid fa iv dose•
of it admiiii•ier .1 doe t arty seizes of a
cow or coulee et ill en• et a .assly cure,
Niel lista e Icein sdr;44 all.- life. There
is no doubt wloal.•ver that
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
lIns preserved the Ili c• of great numbers'
.1 eersve;•, by tare-tine the the ekateent of
Lereneitis. lironelittia Pneumonia,
i Put e anstimption, end by
Ile e III' • ••:' those thiezt rotts P. ft
sis 11.• :old 1. ;Ay use in vo-cry
feleie. %tier • are a. It ix a
dicifie far to all others in the
treat:mist of Croup, the ellen iation of
aeoping Collis le • ii ; !earn. isf Colds
and Influenza, ailmetCs perullarly ince
vii•neil to eleltilititel sod youth. Prompti-
tude &Milt{ tt Oh all deviate of this
Cl.i.P is of the mincer importance. The
lee• of a shale (ley may. In ninny eases,, ..• falai tonessueniset. Ito net elate
1.1t4 time hi experhueutlua with
eelirliee of dittibtful eitieacy, while the
I. oeiv eetisten iy gaining deeper
hese leo take at once the speediest and
re et I. Leese' to cun ,
Aycr's Cherry Pectoral,
DV
.1. 4 .. Ayer Ai Co, 'Amen, Mass.
eeki le, all Pruirgi.to.
The best and rarest Remedy tor eare of
all diseases ceased by any derangement of
the Liver, kidneys, Stomach and Rowels.
Dyspepsia, Slit Heada. he, Constipation,
TI.lions Complaint. and Malaria of an kinds
yield readily to the bene5cent inductee of
It is plesaant to the taste, tones op the
system, reetoree mod preserve* health.
lt is purely Vegetable, and Cannot fall to
prove beneficial, both to old and young.
As a blood Purifier It l. superior to all






•tnes received as the sty les 11/111tge.
If you would make home comfortable line
your carpets with
Heavy Paper Twill,
keel. nut the cold and aa•e your carpets.
I ti•i have a large stock of Stationery. yon
do well to ex•mine. Their stock of






Hair Brushes, Combs, Toilet Soaps








ean live at home, and make Mall
mosey at work for no than at any-
thing else in the world Capital not
needed; you are started tree; both
items: all Agee. •nyone can do the work.earning. sure frern first start Costly outfitsad terms freoe. Better not delay. Costa youmoth leg to send us your addreas awl and out; ifyou are who Jou will do at at once II. •L-LETT It Portlaad, ne.
WM. F. BLUM,
REPAIRING lititiVilnlill[1100011
Will always reeeire prompt attention, he doseis the mast workmanlike manner, and satisfac-tion guaranteed.
9 
C W. Ducker.•




, flare you forgot that long gone eummo r day;
The clear, blue sky • ith scarce a cloud o'erhead;
Tbe merry children shooting at flhdr play ;
The gnarled old Ash: the sweet, 'tweet words plinsaid-
Have you forgot,
Have you forgot what Mies it was te
To utter vows time never has undone,
HOW all the day we hand in hand did evil
And when 'kw am coded wished it just teens,-
Have you forgot,
Hare you forgot that gluwing summer ewe-
Tb• role and . loarider were in bloom -
You Mooned and kneed rus as you balk yaw
leaye
And I blushed may lia the Mr111,;ht
Have you forgot?
nave you forgot the idtter, bitter pats,
The dull &elude, the heavy, aching hevull
Whoa e were parted not tio meet sigma,
And worse than distance kept us far apart--
Have you forgot/
And now, when twilight trembles through ths
skies,
I sit aLd MUM. on an the words y on mulct
Tb• low. that glowed within your grays, calm
eyes,




Costume* In Every Degree of Tallaptdeee
tInueeSpatem Pursued at Milan.
Many a time I have seen the ballet at
Re work under Franceeco, aria have been
amazed at the commit between the
toilet in the morning and the ballet at
night. Juet imagine a long. dark, damp,
low room, under the lobby of the
Acatiemv of Mime!: the air is bail, redo-
lent of beer and bad whisky, the place
serving Us a barroom at. night awl filled
up with Son't gab during the day. So
little light comes in through tbe gratinge
keeling to thesidewalks that half a dozen
Ilickenng gas burwirm are struggling with
the darknees. In one corner of the long
room site a little Gerruan pianist ham-
mering away at an old instrument which
has thine that sort of duty for a genera-
tion. Perched on the piano sits Sig.-
Franceeco, a book in one hand and a
Ireton in the other. By the aide of the
piano sit two or three vf the leading
danoers in streot dress; they are there
simply l4) take their placos tie the oentrel
tigure in certain groupings. The rank
and file of the ballet etand in two rows,
quailing under the eye of the little sig-
nor. And Huth a lot of scarecrows!
In reheareing a ballet the gale wear
the oldest ballet clothes that they INWaad‘l•
with the addition of a sort of a jacket
which metes their shoulders and keeps
them from smashing cold. Naturally,
these clothe's-the tights, the gauze
skirts-hare seen the hard work and the
dust of yeare and of mane theatree, and
any one who hae been heiand the foot-
lights knows that for dust and dirt there
le no place like a well seasoned theatre.
In the different costumes which the girls
wear, every degree of Jilapidation being
preeent, the absurd dim repancies in figure
between them are ni ire apparent than
when all are drawee alike and painted
up to the &tenths:A lealet beauty. In
thie damp gloom the fat woman makes
the floor tremble when she skarn, and
seetns twice as facas when she rename on
it night in the last row, the ballet mamter
wing careful to put her behind all the
ahem while the living skeleton appears
at be more attenuated than usual, and
has dropped her stage smile for a look of
extreme dittountent with everything and
everybody. Now and then the latter
young creature draws from a mysterious
pocket a flask which contains cough
medicine and takes a sip of it between
the evolutions of the baflet; two of the
girls have neuralgia ur teothache. which
requires them to tie handkerchiefe under
their chin with a knot over their heads,
anti in such guise they skip about in the
belief that the performance will reveal
than aa a band of faacinating nymphs.
••Now, zen," says the little signor, and
the whole troop dances one way and then
the other, tho girls form rings and danglear,it one foot in the air and then the
ather; they skip around the signor, who
represents Faust tear the occasit in, and
pretend to lure him away by their grace-
ful actions. But instead of seeming fes-
tinated the signor scowls frightfully, imia
Insists that Mile. So-andeSe would not
fascinate a Iluttene4 unless she lifts hes
sight fait at least two feet higher, and
rine 118 if she meant it, while thereupon
mademelselle takes a fresh dose of cough
mixture. and nearly breaks in two in her
ieeire to Wane the signor. I have seen
Fru/wean work for nearly an hour trying
to get the ballet to feature in time with
the music. Invariably some of the gala
wonld be tau won or Wu late in going
friem one contortion to another, and the
trhole effect was 'paled. Patienoe is one
ef the prime requisites of the master's
set. and if it was nereepary the whole
eallet hail to May there until the thing is
Ione. Thirl part ot the work. however,
is never so trying to the sienor as wben
hie has a number of young men to drill.
The girls employed in the ballet have
astudly been brought up to it and have
Katie our for music, but what could be
opected tif a score of young hoodlums
picked out of the street. and promised 50
sents a night to march an African war-
dont? If they had nothing to do but
march there would be no trouble. but in
"Laafricaine," for instance, theme war-
rkest have to take part in the ballet, to
sdvance and retreat in time with the
mimic. and it took Franaeco whole day-s
to make the young men start and stop in
-erne. Yet at the end of the work I
towel him as IOW natured as ever, and
he would start the ballet with "Now,
sentiemaree" in as sweet a tone as if it
Wad not the hundredth time that the
thing had mime to grief.
Franceeco's deecription of the system
pursue! at the Milan Ballet school was
very ketereeting. Girls were admitted
when they are 5 years old and never after
they axe more than 10; the child is first
examined by a phypeician, who !Wee that
her limbs are straight and her lungs
sound. Until she is 15 the pupil rarely,
if ever, appears upon the feage, and goes
to no other school. She is taught read-
ing, writing, geography and arithmetic
fur several hours a day, but the greatest
pains are of ceurse given to the girl's
physical development and her ear for
musie. Four home a day an• devotee! to
re/mastics of the most thorieugh kind-
twinging, fencing. boxing, climbing-in
fact, anything that will insure a healthy
utimal; dancing is taught for several
houne and music for several more, Some
et the leading tangent of Italy have come
from ballet schools, where their voices
were first diecovered. Erten the age of
15 te PI the genearenent pays the pupils
a small sum to dance at La Scala, there
toeing reguLer imIlet performances once or
twice 1.very week in which there are
'Ben 200 peptone in the ballet. At Is
girl is supposed to have finiehed her
alucatiou, and takes rank according to
the skill she may have developed.-New
York Cur. Chicago Times.
The Emperor's Authority.
Even in the moat insignificant details
the abselute authority and supereision of
the old German etnperor are felt, 8.8 re-
garde anything connected with military
erganizatien. The princess imperial had
embreidered with her own hands a flag,
which was to be prevented in great pump
to the veterans of tho Seams! regiment
et hussars, of which she is the honorary
etenntander. At the last moment the
zertenony was countermanded, mill
eventually postponed for a niteitit. ho-
mage the prineder had 4.1ribrui(1.41..1 two
aitials anti a tear on the flag waived ob-
taining the authorizatitin to do so from
the emperor, who alone can give it. The
future empress of Gertuany eubmitted to
the implied reprouf without a murmur.
-Loudon Life.
(land fee ens Workingman.
Ten cenee worth of sponge' and a bucket
of seater, a fiveeient book on home calls-
theeice. a geed daily newspaper. the
books embracing every-thing evert}, read.
ing printed in tho various 'libraries,"
and a French coffee pot are worth more
ter a workingman than all the free baths,
gy-mnaeiums, lecture anti reading rooms
and coffee houses' in the world.-Chicago
News.
F e '6 Public. Schaal Fund.
Ten years ago the appropriation for a
public instruction in France was 89,000,-
000 trance; this year it is 132,976.000. A
large part of this is for school houses and
furniture and the hiring of teachers in
eitall pare hem, where the iseuiantry have
instructitin generatione.ter churclies, memorials, and other church w h:"Idows, in rich design. Embossed awl litelied Bruoetyn aastie.
1;1 too for halls, deeding', etc.
Professional hitmoriste are engaged in
2 !I W. Green at., near Second et.. New York to aroma after dinner merri-
eouleville.Kv. went.
LATHAM AND JACKSON.
A Pathetic ar Incident Beautifully
Deecrilied.
The following front the Hackett City,
Mo., Horse Shoe will be read with inter-
est by our people:
J. C. ',attain did the soul and grace-
ful thilig in erecting a InotitiMent tO the
memo a of( !presume his personal friend)
Gen. James S. Jackson. 'nue mention
of Gen. Jackson's name recalls to mind
an Incident of the late war that bad
nearly faded from memory. It occur-
red eel the field of the great "10111 out"
battle of Perryville Ky.--15,000 Con-
federates defeating 45,000 Federate. We
had steadily pushed the enemy back all
through the day, and when night put an
end to the desperate struggle fur the wa-
ters of Chaplet Creek we held both the
stream and the battle ground, with Ita
codimIngled shades of Union blue and
Confederate gray. It was a mot, crisp
evening when the writer, after totalling
over the battlefield, with several other
Confederates, ells attracted to and ad-
miring the eoltlierly figure and hand-
some face of a dead Union officer, whose
features appeared as If in the
repore of sleep. Ile was dressed in the
full regulation uniform. The hat lying
off heed had disclofed the face with
not a scar to mar its manly beauty. lie
had fallen in front of Cheatham's divis-
ion on the firet field after tiaseing Chap-
let, near that desperately stubborn bat-
ter). that bad heroically withstood-per-
hape Inspired by hie presence-the re-
peated yelling charge of the Confeder-
ate Ill:entry, until horse s, guns and bat-
terynien were nearly all destroyed • a
few of the gunners, having been pierced
with the bayonet, were lying around
their guns still gratspilig the short sword
in death. While standitig near the body
Gen. Cheathatn rode up, hastily dis-
mounting and bending over in order ta
more closely ecan the face of the fallen
officer, with emotion exclaimed : "By
heaven, that's niy old California friend
Jackeon, from Kentucky.•' Ile then
unbuttoned the coat of the dead soldier,
and taking a handkerchief from his
pocket, folded and bound the hands orer
the breast. Upon one hand there spark-
led the diamond set of a cootie ring.
Having paid this last tender tribute to
the remains of his old frietid ot the gol-
den West, the soldiers add he
bruelied a falling tear from hip
cheek, and charging las "boys"
to not touch the body be mount-
ed and desired cff. The old friend In
gray expecting the dead General's other
friends in blue to recover the lamella
ere another sunset, as he knew full well
Gen. Bragg had decided to withdraw
from Kentucky before the overwhel-
ming columns that were bearing down
upon him, and would before the morn-
ing sun have begun that memorable and
moot masterly retreat with his few thou-
rands, destined, ere again reaching the
Confederate lines-100 miles or more
southward-to march barefoot and
bleeding over rocks and through allows
to the mountain teenage of Eastern
Tennessee. On returning later in the
evening I stopped to again look upon
the dead warrior. Ile was lying In
state, ais it were, upon the grandest of
all catfaique-a death's field of""Alneri-
can Valor ;" upon the bare earth of his
native state, where the shalt of death
had stricken him while leatIting and
cheering his comrades immolation of
• cause be deemed most holy ; amid the
grim setting of the gory battlefield-his
owu Ille's blood added to its crimsoned
hue, e ith Iv dead and Its dying; the
ohatteral and ruined implements of war
in chaotic confusion around hint lying,
with the sulphurous clouds of the fierce
fratricidal contest yet hanging like a
pall o'er the ghastly scene, while the
army of the enemy in gray who had
slain him, in pestling pausal to review,
and marking the surroundings of his
hereic entlieg &teemed the valor of their
fallen foe-and yet a brother-of the
bine. We left the lolly upon the field
aa it bad fallen but the diamond ring
had dieappeareel from the hand. This
act of vaiitialisw was reported to Gen-
eral Cheatham e hile on the retreat
away ie the paes to Wildcat Mountain.
lie was exceediegly mortified alei of-
fered a large rewrite! tor the recovery of
the tails, %%Wittig to restore it to the
family of hie frieed of ether days. Gen.
Cheatham Was poloasoed of eating at-
tachmetas. Though severe and appa-
really cold and indifferent lie was yet
warm hearted and generous and sus-
ceptible of the tenderest emotione and
eentinients when the chords were
touched. So late as Chickamauga the
ring had not been recovered. I Alta in-
formed sevetal months after the occur-
enee that a boy soldier hail taken the
ring from the dead General's hand and
had sold the same to the surgeon of a
West Temiessee regiment. I cannot
now recall the number of the regiment
nor the nanie of the surgeon. I eaw
him neatly times after, lie being pointed
out as the person who purchased and
none the (Kumla battle tield diamond.
I IlitVe Peen this same ex-eurgeon
Mt itiphie within the poet year. lie did
riot live there. I think prior to enlisting
in the Southern army, but did. and per-
haps was tirnetieing hie profession in
the city during the 'meek of July last.
I have been thus particular in order
that it I am correct arid lie is yet living
perchance lie may read this, anti if not
having already restored he may be
quickened so to do in emulation of such
graceful acts aa that of Latham's. Now
that "OA Frank" lots goiie out to the
front to join Jackson forever, for dead
Cheatham's sake, should restore the hal-
lowed jewel to the family of Jackpot'
ere that other Confederate's. tribute is
furnieviesdil.ed to the memory of his Uuion
SIXTH TENN. 1NFT. KEE.
Miraculous Escape.
W. W. Reed, druggist, of Winclieeter,
intl., writes "One of my ciatomere, Mrs.
Louie& Pike, Bartonia Randolph Co.,
111d., was a long oufferer with Con-
gumption, anti war given up to die by
her physieiane. Site heard of Dr. King'e
New Dieeovery, and began buyilig it of
wee In six month's time she walked to
the city, a distatice of six". miles, and
now so much improved she lila qiiit
using it. Slit feels she awes her life to
it."
Free trial:bottles at II. B. Garnera
drug store.
A prolonged war between the 'mi-
litia and Abyssinians is expected. No
notification of blockade has been given
at Massowah. Loyd's agent reports
the quarrel not affecting oltipping, ex-
cept as a stimulus.
Young or middle-aged men, suffering
from nervous debility and kindred weak-
nesses, should send ten cents in lamps
for large treatise giving succeesful treat-
ment. World's Dispeneary Medical As-
sociation, Buffalo, N. la
'The Spanish lior.-411"-ertanient hae assent-
ed to the financial autonomy of the
Basque provinces, on the basis ot their
contribution of :10 per cent. extra to the
Exchequer.
PURELY VEG ETA BLE.
It acts with extraordinary efficacy on theLIVER.
KIDNEYS,
BOWELS.







No Household should Is! will t it, and,lay be-
ing kept ready for Immediate um' v. .II .ave
many au hour of strffering and malty a dollaw intune and doetair's





Mr. Rich Yancey went to Fairviee
Saturday to visit his aunt, Mrs. J. P.
Wood, who has beeraquite sick for some
time.
Mrs. I.. Wilkins and daughter, Miate
Doyle, are visiting the family of Mr.
James D. Wilkins, thie week.
MIRO Sue Wilkins has returned home
after a pleasant visit to her sister, Mrs.
f 'hare T. Yancey.
Mr. F. it. Wade, of Fairview. spent
Saturday and Sunday in this eeighbor-
hood.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Yancey spent
Monday in your city.
Mies Mollie Tony, of your clty, is vis-
iting the farnily of Mr. George Cannon.
Hee. II. F. Perry delivered one of his
best sermons at Antioeh last Sunday,
but owing to the inclemency of the
weather and bad roads, there was only
a small crowd present. Brother Perry
is an excellent preacher and quite a
favorite in this vicinity.
Mr. Tommle Tinsely leaves thls week
for Trenton, Ky., where he will reside
in future. Tommie is a worthy young
geetlenian and has made many friends
in this neighborhood who will be very
sorry to lose him from their social cir-
cle.
We notice Mr. Davie Ralston is mak-
ing some improvements on the lawn in
front of his I se. That's right, Davie,




T. L. Graham returned from his south-
ern trip Wednesday.
'Squire Wartield spent a few hours
fTriueertildsa.y mIrning with his Station
Nat McKee watt at the Station Mon-
ittelayn,edthket.first time siece he became a
Miss Agnes Yancey has gone to Hop-
kineville for a protracted visit.
Mre. S. H. Burbridge was the guest
of her brother, Wineton Henry, for a
few days last week.
Mr. Barnes, the tenant of It. A. Mc-
Kee, has moved to his old home in
Misoissippi.
There will be the usual services at
Pleaeant Grove Sunday at 10 o'clock.
Frank B. Lacy is putting up half a
mile of barhed wire fence on his place.
Will Whitlow is in trouble. Some one
"conjured" his old reliable buggy horse
so lie cannot walk.
The growing wheat crop in tide local-
ity halt deceledly improved during the
past five weeks.
It is reported that the railroad com-
pany will soon betel a water tank near
the depot here.
Winston Henry was the recipient of a
48 lb. bronze gobbler-. last Tueeday, a
present from friends in Todd county.
Some traveler borrowed a mule from
Syl Leavell, a cropper on 'Squire
Green's place, a few nights ago, but the
animal returned while a poese was in
search of the rider. It had evidently
been ridden to tome part of Tennessee.
OLD HaNallallitY.
A Letter from hilinsen's.
JOHNSON'S KY., Feb. 14, 1887.
Editor New Era • 'r
Mr. William Grace is very ill at this
writing.
Uncle Cherlie Dillender has been very
sick tor eeveral days. •
Mr. Jack Sharber and Mrs. Belle Foe-
ter were united in the holy bowls of
matrimony on the 13th, "Bro." D. W.
(Solloway officiating. I wish them a
pleseant journey through life that their
butt day• may be as pleasant as a May
morning.
I will Pay to your niany readers that I
was mistaken about S. C. Atkiuson
starting for 'few, sickneep prevented
him. J. C. has a hound that measures
2 tett from the tip of one ear to the tip
of the other. Bring in another dog,
boys.
Mr. Bob Dickereon and Andrew Ho-
gan have dieeolved partnership. Dick-
erson has resumed his old Nekton with
Atkinson & Shelton. There has been
plenty of rain anti they think the fin-
nie-tribe will- be plentiful. The firm
now stand J. S. Atkineon, G. S. Shelton
and R. Dickereon.
Uncle Jordan Bass has declined dig-
ging seng the comming seaenn. He
says there is more motley milling pop-
corn and potatoes than there is lu tang
digging, he lige turned his tools over
to a new firm, W. J. Sitarber, George
Randolph, J. McCracken and W. I..
Putnam.
The nearest way for the buys is out
by Sisk's old millet..., night cur dare as
for the young nian that twisted red pa-
per its the tobaceo says he will never do
eo again, thit caused the water to run
out of her eyes and nose tor three hours.
My advice to him is that he had better
gii-en her a red apple instead of red
pepper.
Mr. Frank Drake, of Kirkmansville,
wee ruund laet week buying hogs pay-
ing 3 cente Look out, boys, liogjorvis
and turnip galled is in eight.
The farmers have begun burning their
plant betle. They ought to be in a hur-
ry about it. It io now worth 65 cents
a load at White Plaine.
Mr. J. M. Sick got his hand bedly
mashed at his saw mill the other day.
There will be preaching at Oakland
church next !Sunday by "Bro." C. M.
Pendley. Come one, come all!
Nee R.
BA INIIRIDGE. •
Itensuitipox, Feb. 12th, 1887.
Fewer New Era:
"Hard titnee" and the "scarcity of
money" are the principal items of con-
vermilion here now.
Thereat] sbetween this place and Hop-
kinsville are Amply awful. It is almost
imposeible to travel even on horse-back.
Our farmers are greatly encouraged
over the recent slight advances in the
price of tobaccos. The last ten days
has been a fine season and no time has
been lost for ((tripping and preparing
the crop for market.
A good deal of clearing and fencing
has been done since the first of January
and many farmers have already burnt
plant beds, and active preparations are
going on for the coming crop.
The recent warm spell has muted the
buds of fruit trees to swell and eerious
fears are entertained of the fruit being
killed before winter is gone.
Mr. Lucien l'ool lost a very fine mule
a few days ago. The animal oiled with
lock-jaw, the result of a snag wound
received while being ridden to town
some (lays ago. 'flits iit theorem] mule
Mr. Puol has lost within the last few
alobinethiltsies has been raging to • very
alarming extent in tide vicinity for
more tnan a month past. There are but
a few handier( that have eticaped the af-
fliction. It !teems to be in a severe form
and many cases have been very serious
anti several have proved fatal.
A literary club and debating society was
organized at Mt. Carmel church a few
eveninge relive. We learn that Thum
day night of each week will be the reg-
ular meetinge, and 'I'he Prohibition
Club will hold its meetinge Saturday
nigNh'tje *are glad to report that Miss Ma-
lisoa etewart, who hag been dangerous-
ly with measles and typhoid fever, is
Bre(1.1o:t.eit'rlinlgit.tle Annie Pool, we
ar ar e)pli gdi t say, have both. recovered
from measles and are out again.
Mr. Henry Salmon, aged about twen-
ty-four years, died last 'tamales% of
measles, at the reeidence of Esq. .1. M.
I"Pool. M r. Salmon was a !Hee, wor-
thy young man and his death in deeply
regretted by the entire community.
Little Dudley, the eight-year-old son
of Mr awl Mrs. I.. 1"Ptiol, died WitSee that you get the genuine with re.1 "7" on
eaturday. the 5th inst. at the residencefront of Wrapper Prepared only by
of Kea J. 14. 1"Pool. The little fel-J. H. hILIN CO.. Sole Proprlekmo.Pheatteiphis, Pa. UNICE, $1.00 IOW hail measles red relapsed into pneu-
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amnia. lie was a great sufferer, but
bore his suffering with patience. Dud-
ley was a great favorite with all who
knew him, and he es ill be 'sadly mimed
by a score of friends who mingled their
tears with the bereaved parents.
We are preparing to organize for a
"boom" at Bainbridge and every man,
woman and child in the vicinity are re-
quested to call at Gilliland & Kenned)'s
store for the purpose of affecting a per-
tnanent organization.
Some of ye busy housekeepers have
already begun the work of "settin'
hens" and soon the chirp of the wee
chicken will be heard in the land.
Great dissatiefaction exists in regard
to the removal of the poet offiev from
Pool's mIll to Bryant's store. The
oft:rue:: place is much more convenient
ceive their mail at the Bainbridge poet
to three fourth. of the people who re-
"Jot."
Infantielde at Crofton.
Lbw,. YewCzaraorr: ox, KT., Feb. 13, 1887.
A little ten-year-old boy of Thad
Smith of the Fruit 11111 precinct, was
kicked' by a hoise last Thursday, tbe
hoof striking him on the nose and cheek
inflicted a coneiderable gash that has
been very p.inful.
Misses Nannie and Bell Parker, from
Mannington, have been spending sever-
oaul rdatoyetwwo.ith Miss Bunnie Hancock, of
TI108. Hancock and S. 0. Buckner
towebraece(h jerreneinas. t week Interviewing our
Drs. Rodman and Blakey were here
last Friday to see Joe Bourlaiid who is
still confined to his bed.
Mrs. Bill Day, from Earlington, came
up yesterday to visit C. M. Day's fami-
ly.
Rev. '1'. L. Crandell, in returning here
yesterday, when about half a mile
from the place, discovered some hogs
devouring something and riding out to
them discovered It was a new-born col-
ored baby. Ile placed the child out of
reach and reported the matter to Judge
Jackeon who had a jury eurunioned aud
proceeded to the spot. The evidence
goes to ahow that Celia Oats had been
threatened witb confinement that morn-
ing anti having disappeared, she was
sought out and arrested by Marshall
Ed. Higgins who carried her to jail Ian
night. I understand that she confessed
Llle crime.
How many old soldiers will call their
next boys Grover Cleveland remains to
be seen.
Ed. Higgin's little dog met with the
usual succeee in making • savage atteclit
-sedoingst_dtaryaM laet week. That was
g"Irloaunpial
Several agents of the wrought iron
range have been canvesaing this section
for several dee@ and have met with good
success in sales.
Of late the weather has been foretell-
ing the prognostications of the Signal
Service Bureau at least twenty-four
chdortracreyi.n advance with considerable ac-
Uncle Billy Ferri', and Mre. John
Cross went to Providence yeeterday to
visit the family of Henry Beadle.
It is a mistaken idea that some men
will hold that a broom is of more value
than a dish rag. We would like to see
the broom that can utilize itaelf in a
bowl of soup with the dexterity that a
fully developed dish rag can.
C. A. B.
CROFTON ITEMS.
Ceorrom, KY., Feb. 15th, 1887.
Edator New Era:
The phantom ball here last night was
al3 entire success. The ball was comfor-
tably full of merry maskers who kept
up the dance until 1 o'clock. Croft's
urine:Hind furnished its best music and
everything seemed to prosper the efforts
of the managers to make it immensely
enjoyable. The coetumes were variega-
ted, elegant and appropriate. I believe
it was generally conceded however, that
that ot Miss Linnie Lander, of your
city, and Mr. Quinby, of Mannington,
were most perfect In make up and char-
acters aesumed better sustained than
any others. Your city, Mannington,
Empire, St. Charles and other towns
were well represented.
Rev. Joe Crandell began a echool at
the public school house here yesterday.
Mr. Dick Keys, from Manniugton, is
moving to the Charley Kietner residence
in our town.
Mrs. Nannie Prowse and Mrs. Ret
Johnson, are both quite ill.
Uncle Jerry Haskins returned yester-
day from a visit to relatives in Shelby-
ville, Tenn.
Mrs. Susan Dunning, wife of Get-
ting Dunning, died near here yesterday
of dropsy. She had been confined
since July. The afflicted family have
our sincere gympathy in their bereave-
ment.
Mr. Hunter, from Princeton, is spend-
ing a few 4111)a hely with his sister.
Mies Georgia and aunt, Mrs. Jolnison.
Some sweetness can be derived from
very extreme bitterneete. Bees extract
a delicious, wholesome sweet from the
poitionest flowers. So while we grum-
ble at so much mud and warm rainy
weather, we ought to reflect that the
fiends who pitch horse shoes are denied
that pleasure, and that the imp *hie as-
sails you so often has no °evasion to ask
if this is cold enough for you.
Nothing so inspires us as harmoni-
ous, soul-etirring music. It does not
matter let it be the solemn chant of
choir, or the spirited waltz of the ball-
room. It may be the melody of the
intricate opera or the symphony of tile
rapid orchestra-they all please our
love for music. In fact there is more
or less music for us in everything. The
gentle showers with a patter, patter
against the window panes is but as so
much music tO booth our wearied bodies
to refreshing rest. The mighty rapid
river rushing madly on in raging tor-
rents is heard by Ile in the distance as a
sweet musical cadence, as if gliding
over the rocks and cataracte with en-
chanting lotieliness. Music is the love-
ly part of life. The tempeste, the trials,
the troubles of life are that part w here
no music is heard to quiet the humus,
calm the troubles and arrest the trials.
Where there is music, beautiful music-
not the discordant mockery immetimes
called music; there is always peace,
patience, and happiness.
Misses Buckner and I.innie Lander,
Lizzie Bowles, Alice Morris, Lula Hill
and sister, Mary Hagerty and Mande
Davenport, and Messrs. C. H. Hill, Jes-
see Payne, J. B. Lintlpey and Gideon
Gooch, from your city attended the ball
here last night.
Henry Abernathy and Dick Lipatine,
were here on busineee to-day.
C. A:B.
Feb. 10th 1887.
Two gentlemen rather deminutive
arrived here this week. One of them
registered with H. Farley and the other
is stopping with K. J. Enemunger.
Jno. Coombs and family left here to-
day and will make their residence in
your city.
Mr. W. II. Cansier left here the 9th
for his home In Kansas.
In the matter of the late pension bill
it it( fortunate for the old soldiers thet
the Courier-Journal and Springtiela Re-
publican are neither the Legislative nor
Executive department of the goverh-
ment, but rather ead for them, very, eryi
sad. In case of approval the c ntry
may survive, but doubtful the c ' s of
the C. J. and S. R. ---..--../
Noses have their legitimate uses-to
operate one of the senses anti to furnish
a target for bold hornete during their
summer practice of archery but not to
insert themselves into other people's
The reductiou of internal revenue andusiness.
The Tobacco Crop.
The great monied crop-far beyoad
' any other-of the State of Kentucky is
unquestionably tebacco. Not that
wheat, corn and grass are not to Ise ree-
ked above it in usefullness, but as an
article of exchange-a commodity that
hae brought more money, and will cola
tieue us bring more, to the producer
then any other crop of the Statee
co holds the first place. And under
fair average conditioner it will continue
to do so.
But, at present. priees are depleted,
the net inceme ie below a payingj figure,
and it is iu regard to this item we would
call the coneiderate attention of the
reader. Considering the value of land,
the price of labor, arid the expense of
handling, the present of this grand
paying, great woney-producing crop
of Kentucky is below the actual costprice of production. And we venturethe assertion that but for two things,
"the hope of better times," and the
millions lunette' in buildings pie:Lures.the planting this season would be 80 percents less than formerly, But these11111110111111( hard-earned money are in-
vested, and the cryleg question of theState, among rich and poor, trader,
merenent and laboring man, is how to
remedy this crop-how to make it paybetter, and every man has his theory.
Says one, "Tax, tax ! It is the tax."Another says,"The rich manufacturershave monopolized the business', and are
dictating prices." While still anothersays, "It Is the want of a proper export
market." Now, while all these thingsdu have a marked effect, and greatly re-duce tie price, there Is another, and abetter maven still; a reation that is with-in the colitrol of the producer himself.
And let hint look to that first; let himdo first what should be erst done.
The vast quantity of inferior tobacoo
with 'which our markets are over-
stocked-tobacco that lutrinsically is not
worth more than it le Winging now, but
which is bought up at these low prices,and used instead of the better grades in
end' quantities as will supply the needs
of the tisde, thus crowding out or at
least lo .ering ithe prices of the better
touacoo-this, we believe, is the key to
the whole .atter. Do away with this
inferior damaged "stuff" that is being
shipped into the marketa year after
year, in thoueands and thousands of
hogeheads, and you have the "sesame"
to the whole matter, to good prices, a
new era of activity in the trade, and to
an extent that has not been enjoyed for
many yeare. But how do this, you say?
How stop this influx of poor tobacco?
Nothing easier. Stop growing it. On-ly plant your best land, and if you haveno land that will grow tobacco, do nottry it, for it will not pay you, and willinjure your neighbor. Again, only
plata so much goal land as you can cul-tivate properly and handle well. Let"less aceeage,. better cultivation and
careful hendling" be your motto. Keep
your frosted and otherwise damaged
stuff at home and use it for fertilizinginstead of selling it. Two acres wellcared for will yield more than three
neglected, misused and badly handled.Do as the Pennsylvanians, who onlyplant what they can carefully cultivate,and who instead of mining their land
down, have by a judicious eystem offertilizing brought lands that originally
yielded 1,200 pounds per acre up to2,000, and in same cases 2,600 pounds,
improving not only their hied, but theirtobacco also, in every esoential, me-
lte-may of color, size,nicotine, and more
essential still, in prices, until they growon four acres 8,000 pounds at 12 cents,or $240 per acre, while we on etghtacres poesibly grow 8,000 pounds, and
sell it for 'nal( what they receive for
theirs. He that is wise let him be Gene-
fitted. There are, it is eetimated, aboutone billion people who use tobacco in
some form, so that you are sure of a
market It you have good tobacco. But
look at the statistic's of our markets,
principally of inferior kinds, and see ifyou do not find sufficient reaeon to cur-
tail your planting this coming epring
50, or at least 33-per cent., making your
acreage one-third lees. The tobacco
shipped from the West to the seaboard
n ISM was,161,507 hogsheads: while in
1SS2 it was only 97,654, a difference ofnearly 65,0o0 hogshead', principally of
at-trier tobacco, while New York alone
shipped the past year 124,632 hogs-
heads, and in leat only O2,24-4, or 32,000
ess. All these thousands of hogsheads
being a surphils of low grade tobacco
produced in the West, above what was
needed for home consumption and
eianufacture, while the surplus of fine
Aimee° is estin-ated at comparatively
Waet ler the reader is influ-
enced to action or not by what I have
said, he at leest can see that by a con-
cert of action on the part of the
growers, they can bring prices up to at
east 10, if not 12 cents per pound, by
the difference in quality, and still lose
but little in quantity by the increarie
per acre. 1.ft your motto be for at leaft
one year. "One-third tete acreage, bet-
ter handling and in the end better •
prices."
ToneCCO GROWER.
An aged milliner says, "I had suf-
fered ttitit'il and long from Piles, after
ryleg various remedies, but was cured
by Tabler's Buckeye Pile Ointment."
t made from the Buckeye, and is
recommended tor nothing but Piles.
ene trisi will convince the skeptical
het Tabler's Buckeye Pile Ointment is
a cure for Piles. Prim 50 cente in bot-
les, or 75 cents in tubes. One tube
•ontaine enough to cure a case. For
sale by G. E. Gaither.
• • •
THE PAUPER PENSION BILL
Expressions From Kentucky Members
on the Veto.
W•sramorox, Feb. 12.-The result of
IIICI vies. with the leaders of the sari-
oil. e hips of the Honae indicate, that
he 1.1 twist ice veto tneeeage of the Pres-
deer pees the Dependent Penoion bill.
Altl,..iigh the meaeure teased both
leases by more than two-thirds major-
ty, it a generally believed that the co-
gent reasoning against it on the part of
the President will prevent anything
more than an attempt to pees the meas-
ure over the veto. They my they will
make political capital out of it. Some
Iteniocrats are fearful of the effect Of the
PreeideEt'e veto on the soldiers' ele-
ment. 11.'
111E KENTUCKY DELEGATION SAY.
l'ulk Laffoon-"Ile has immortalized
lalineele"
Col. Breckenridge says: "He le
brave and wise in the veto. I am with
him. I started in a year ago against
such pensions."
Judge Baleen slept: "It has set
him up with me more thus ever. I al-
ways did like him."
Gen. VVolford says: "Ills measage is
the best tlocument that could have em-
anated froei that sale of the case. It
will lose him a large soldier vote, how-
ever. It is bound to hurt him some."
Gov. McCreary says: "This is a feath-
er in Cleveland's cap, and it will re-
elect hint. It hag made him invincible
hefere the country. He did the right
thing.
Capt. Stone says : "Of course I indoree
the veto, as I voted heartily against the
bill. All honest ,sobliers will stand by
him in blocking this effort to rob the
natiered treaeury."
Pres Taulbee says: "From the Preel-
dent's standpoint, which I think a too
broad construction, he is right. I don't
believe the Commissioner of Pensions
would take that latitudinous a view of
it. I voted in the committee against
that clattoe. The President strikes hard-
est for making the total tlisability quali-
fication."
Tom Robertson says: "I um with the
President, and voted against the bill on
its pottage."
Wolford, Taulbee and Wadsworth, of
the Kentucky delegation, voted fair the
bill on its passage.
Free Trade.
Dr. Jackson, Police Judge of our , the 
taking off of revenue stamps from
wn, will hold his regular courts on! •
Proprietary Medicines, no doubt has
largely benefited the consumere, as well
as relieving the burden of home manu-
facturers. Especially is this the case with
Green's August l'imeer anti li,schee's
Gernuna Syrup, as the reduction of thir-
ty-six cents per dozen, has been added
incresee the size of the bottles con-
taining these remidiee, thereby giving
one-tifth more medicine in the 75 cents
please, hut if I were of that way of a tor Cotigh net! Lung trouble, have
PHI anti Liver complaint, acid the blerntan
size. The .4 teas/ Fleteer tor ItyPpepere"old war marls" or whatever
thinking I would support Simon Bola perhape, the largest Utile of any meth-
ear Buckner tor the nomination for Gov- sines ,,, oe. amid, ao..eage of in.
enter troin the mouth of the Big Sandy , ereauted sigv t„e wales st te great-
to the lower end of Jatikeotas Purchase. Iy appreciated by the sick and afflicted,
J. O. Wash and family have moved to in every toWn and %linage in civilized
Mrs. Johnson's residence here. countries. :sample bottles for ten cent,
C. A. B. remain the saint size.
he tirst Wednesday in March, June,
ptember and December.
Mr. Smith Dulin, from Morton' Gap,
was up yesterday to see his father Rice
liulin Esq.
Weetns Brasher returned to his home
in Lebanon, to-day.













Loulavii!e Post : All true friends of
the President are hoping that he will
veto the dependent pension bill. It
was engineered to a passage by dema-
gogues and Republicans in both branch-
es of Congress, and is nothing but a
reckless and therefore reprehensible
piece of legislation, only poosible in the
presence of a big surplus in the Treaa-
ury. His veto will strengthen the pop-
ularity of the administration every-
where it needa strength, and best of all,
it will compel the demagogues to reduce
The Paducah News calls attention to-a question that is now agitating the
public mind. "There seems to he con-
eiderable controversey as to just when
the twentieth century will begin. Moot
all are putting it thet it begins on the
advent of the first Illy of the year 1900.
The reckoning is underetool to be from
the birth of Christ, and se we are taught
that this occurred on the 25th of the
month of Liecember, arid this being cor-
rect, it must follow that just nineteen
hundred years must intervene before
Congress has before it a bill intro-
duced by Senator Everts to purchau
Jolla' Erisson'e latest war vessel, the
Destroyer, and for building ten more of
the same pattern. According to a prin-
ted ileecrIption of this new factor in ma-
rine warfare, the Destroyer's distinc-
lye features is a oubtnarine gun of
6-Inch caliber and 30 feet long, placed
at the bottom of time vessel, the tonerle
projecticg through the stern, expelling
a projectile 25 feet long, and weighing
1,500 pounds, including an explosive
charge of 300 pounds of gun-cotton.
The Destroyer attacks bow s on, arid
discharges the projectile at a distance of
300 feet from the ship attacked. The
explornion of 300 pounds of gun-cotton
at the lower part of a ship's hull will
shatter it so completely that the expe-
dient of employing water-tight compart-
mente will be of no avail. Ericsson le
the inventor of the Monitor, and in an
article in the Century Magazine lie says:
' The, defense of the seeporte of the
Uni el States by the new methods of
piere ng iron-clad. In spite of theirappeal be taken to the State convention.'
! thick armor-belt will In due titne demon-The rule becomes especially 
imixetant rate that a conflict between an Th-in the pending political contest, for the I
r flexible and a Destroyer will be shorterreason that therr are iteveralwealtity,and
and more decisive than that betweenpossibly aome not over-scrupulous, ean-
the Merrimac and the Monitor."—Ex.didates for the gubernatorial nomina-
tion who should be spared the tempta-
tion to unduly influence the county
constituencies in detail. The "whips"
--------- --
Indian rubber worms; Did you ever
see any? Well the first time you pass
o of thewe Street venders of worm
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They telly Mr. Blaine Will not be a
on dilate for Presi•heit te less het se ill
throw hill stretigth to Sehater
tf Iowa. It lias ail al mg been (metal-
ed that Mr. Blaine *as a man of brains.
Tee State Bonni-of Equalizetion met
at F. ankfort Friday, H. Clay White, of
Grain county, being elected Chairman.
After the election of minor officers, the
board adjourned until March 15, to
await complete returns from the As-
seseore.
Me. Reagan, of Texas, is known as
"the ouly farmer" In the Senate. As
he hits been in office shoe 1839, it is to
be resumed that hie agrlcultund kites
are abeut conetimed in a pittriot dietri-
bution of Feed to hie emotiteency. Ali!
these "fartner-stateettuen" art generally
about the slickest of them all.
'Fite number of pension certificates is-
sued during the week eliding Jan. 29,
1587, wee as (olives : Original, 986;
Inert-ate, 554; reissee, 1st ; restoration,
113; duplicate, 18; accrued, S6; Act of
March 3, 1S83, 3; tinier AprIl 3,
1884, 16; Ate of Aug. 4, 1SS6, 12; total,
2018; eupplemental Act of Aug. 1,
1SS6, 113; et rears, 1; total, 2,131.
Under the present system of taxation
the price of brown sugar has • been re-
duced from 11 cents a pound to eta
eo eves, mei the finer grades In propor-
4 7° tion. The price of sheeting., ehirtingeis
ei end calico have been reduced from 50 to
s e. 60 per cent. To-day the workit g nen
6 m' I not onl; gets more dollars for his week's2 le
1 00 labor than he ever did, but each dollar
to that he receives will buy as much as
$1.25 or 1.50 would 15 years ego.
7-
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The Senate appropriated $20,000,000
for coast defenses and the Canucks are
really frightened.
Last Saturday luight at Milan was pro-
duced Verta's latest opera "Otello." It
is the most splendid of any of the great
Italians' composition.
One good feature of the election of
United States Senators by popular vote
would be that the long and odious Leg-
islative wrangles at the expense of the
state would be done away with.
One of tbe most successful commer-
cial travelers in York State is a negro.
He knows hie business thoroughly, Is
respected by all who know him, and, so
far as known, is the only colored drum-
mer in the country.
Mrs. Langtry, it is be married
at Newport, at the doer of the preeent
fiesson. Lillie is eouiewhat tired wait-
ing for that divorce. Mr. Gebhart &leo
said to show signs of impatience to his
intimates when reference is made to the
subject.
The Louisville Commercial with su-
percilious self-conceit tell. Mr. laruth
how small a man be will be when he
gets to Washington, and concludes with
the remark, "At the end of two y ears
come home, dear Asher, come home,
and the Democrats of this district will
show their love tor you by keeping you
here." Of course Mr. Caruth will act
on the Commercial's advice, which
would cut abort the ambition and uee-
Wines* of any man serving his drat
term In Congress.
The government has paid out 5808,-
264,811,571 in pensions since 1861: The
defenders of the Union are now draw-
ing from the Treasury- $147,000,000 an-
nually, thus preventing a desirable re-
duction of taxes. Were this amount
raised by a direct system of taxation
and not through the iniqeitous tariff
President Cleveland's veto of the pen-
sion steal is endorsed by everybody ex-
except the Republicans who would like
to I•ave a stick to brisk his back with.
The Louisville Poet says of it: "The
veto itself is a magnificept state piper.
Dignified, cold amid pitiless; in ita expos-
ing logic, wise and • judicious in its
analyeis of the weakness and dangerous
puesibilities of the bill, It will stand a
permanent monument, marking an
epoch in an honest saministration where
the interests of the whole people have
been establiehea against the persietent
encroachmente of a dingle clads."
To say that Polk Laffeion Is a "daisy"
io to put it mildly. When tlire/6-t-ise
was considering time Owenstx public
building bill he told a Congreeaman,
who had the temerity to bandy ques-
tions with him, that the city by the
river had 15,000 population. The eext
time Polk runs fur Congress the Owens-
boro folk will have to search the cran-
nies for the voters who own the excest
baggage. Polk was afraid time Presi-
dent might veto the bill hecause the
United States Court does not sit in that
city, so he introduced a bill providing
for a term Tof court there and Grover
can do nothIng now but obey the ener-
gy of our osin Polk, •
Savoyard recounting a conversation
with Gen. Woolford In the Louisville
Times, reports a novel discussion of
Pareon Newman'e funeral oration over
Logan, In which the old war horse said :
"Newman says that Illinois produced
the greaten stateenian, the greatest edu-
cated 'soldier and the .greatest volun-
teer goldier the world ever saw. I sup-
pose he alluded to Lincoln, Grant and
Logan. As for Lincoln, I do not sup-
pose anybody bet old Newman erer ac-
cused him of being a statesman; at
lout, if they dill, I never heard of it.
As for Grant, Gen. Lee killed more men
for him than Lee had in hit army In
less than six weeks, and 1 think that
disposes of 4rattl, and, as for Logan,
he was a tolerably good sort of a eoldier,
but I sat here thoother night and coun-
ted 400 and large odd better volunteer
soldiers whom I knew personally than
Logan. And 1 llon't think I ever heard
of or ever read a bigger fool a(),Iresea than
old Newman's."
Louisville announce@ an invetoor with
a discovery that will revolutionize the
industrial world. Mr. W. J. Miles is
the young man just entering upon his
glorious career. The Louisville Poet
thus deecribes the levention : The pro-
Cede promiiies to revolutionize the mar-
ket in all kinds of steel goods. The pat-methods the people would soon put a
ent is owned arid will be operated bystop to it. Everybody loves and honors local capital, at the head of which !sthe heroes who stood by the Union, but Mr. Chariee Goiletiew. The company
haa been ineorporated under the name
it is time that the country was ridding
of the Damaecus Edged Ttiol Companykeel( of this army of frauds that is liv- 
with a capital stock of $1,500,000. By
the process used by the company any
kind of iron can be converted to liteel
without any of the troublesome carbon
methods and gradual tempering. The
steel all10 is far superior to any other,
not even excepting the famoes, Dem:m-
etes steel. In addition to the hardness
of the steel, which is far greater than
that of any other kind, it ioeee none of
its elasticity. Heating which ruins
every other kind of steel, has no effect
on that made by this process. A knife
made out of thie steel will eut ordinary
steel without dulling the blade or hurt-
ing the edge. The uses to which steel
thus improved can be put and supercede
the use of all other kinds are innumera-
ble. It is the preitent object of the com-
pany to give the United States Govern-
ment the first eliow at the discovery.
For this purpose Mr. Godehaw will go
Waehington in a few daya and give
testa to the Government's agents. The
company will then either sell the exclu-
sive right of the proceee to the Govern-
ment or w ill establish quarters and man-
ufacture the steel for it. In came how-
ever, the Government should reftme the
offer, a factory ior making all kinds of
tools will be established. The procees
it a mysterious treatment, after which
the iron is heated and given a bath. It
is claimed for the procese that steel thee
made is uniform in quality. Its great-
est advantage will be in the making of
gun boats.
ing at the public expense.
Should a big tobacco crop be raised
this year the prices for a long time to
come will be run down to the bottom
notch. It will be eminently wise then
for farmers this year to give themselves
to the cultivation of quality rather than
quantity. A heavy crop will not pay
for itself; a light crop will unburden
the markets, and, should it be of supe-
rior quality, it will sell at remunerative
prices. The farmers will never have a
better opportunity to experiment with
the weed and give their experience sod
observation a test in the production of
the best poesible quality of tobacco.
Should this diseovery comic up to ex-
pectations, Uncle Sam will hold a secretthe surplus by reforming the tariff,
which is the only legitimate way to more valuable than the armies of the
do it. Czar. lie can encase hie ribs in the new
steel and shout defiance at the crownedOne Andy Wepier killed a man in heads ad libitant.
Louisville, served his term in the peni-
tentiary; came home and his friends In the canvass for the gubernatorialwere glad to see him. The cordiality of nomination eight years ago the mein-his reception leads the city papers to dates moved from county to ceunty andgive him a dreadful scoring, more tarri- engaged In a disgraceful scramble at thrble if anything than his confinement. primaries for the selection of delegates.We do not approve of the dispoeition to To put an end to a pratice so unbeconn-IIlionize red handed criminals, but it ing aspirants to PO high an office and sowould be a hard lot if men, who have destructive of party respect and disci-been overtaken in a fault, after doing pline, the State Convention authorizedpenace in a prison cell, should be cast and instrected the Central Committee,back Into the world to find all their in calling future conventions, to orderfriendship] severed and the doors of all the prim/ire s heel on one and thekindred shut against them. The Louis- same day. Acting neon that authority,ville papers may be right to condemn the Central Committee, after selectingthis Infamous hero worship but it is poor May 4 as the date of this year's conven-policy to hound down a man, mean tion, fixed April 23 that upon whichthough he may be. all the counties should appolot delega-
te.. In the face of these facts, Revere!
County Committees have ordered prima-
ries upon a date different front that fixed
by the Central Committee, and one
county ,'LlvIngeitone) has already select-
ed and instructed Its delegatee. In re-
sponee.to a protest from Chairman John-
eon, of the Central Committee, the
County Committee of Feyett,has rescin-
ded its action ordering a primary March
18, and adopted the date fixed by the
Central Committee.
It le exceedingly important that all
the counties be held in lige in the mat-the twentieth century of the christlan ter, and wherever a county committee
era will- begin. Oer reckoning, how- refuees to follow the instructions of the
ever, as establiehed, seems to close the higher Party authorities., contesting
nineteeth century at midnight on the delegations abould be selected in emir-
31st day of January, Pi99, but it will dance with those instructions, and an
still lack within a few days of a whole
year of being nineteen hundred yeire
since the chrietian era set in, and urttil
the expiration of thie time it seems im-
poesible that there can be a begiening
of the twentieth century. Count it any
way we will it is puzzling, but take, for
instance, the first hundred years. The
second century could not have been be-
gun until the first Was entirely out, the of at least one of the candidate, arej ea., nay the wrill show you a bottle full offull hundred years being rounded lip, t,„"eng tea r their Mil ham a campaign 'Pm' 'nt. r 7" wit"' ,ht7),Isee gienuineworms ive a WA'and if thine is trite all future centuries tenet eeteoUn. It is their s, he me es ream VS rMifinge. It bringsmust be treated in the same way. By (lividc am! (lettere:it the oppreit eel. This e'lle-For sale ie. o. E. Gaither. _ _ _ _our accepted computation of time, then, scheme can best be defeated by holding I A Russiao lady, said to be the dlvorc-A boiler on the estate Toledo, near ed wife of a consular official at Phila.
the twentieth century will begin with all the primaries on the same day.—
Havana, exploded yeaterday, killing delphia, has comniitted suicide at Mee-
Louisville Tfines.the year 1901." 
two persons and wonnding ten others. baden, by elsooting heraelf in a cab.
'1 Ile qui Okla of the fitter.
The male school tenehere Keinneky
gel '223 87 per im,tith. One all hardly
wonder, then, that of the 553,638 child-
ren in time State 294,925 never see in-
side a 'clued house. Think of a young
man invocing Unmeant's of tit Ears in
educetion to prepare himself as a
teseiter being (nod ri oiled by a gallery of
$23.87. It is etiough to wile him throw
up all the colleges had put let° hint. It
is nut enough to pay tor Ille board,
clothing and books. The commoneet
horse jockey far outstrips bin! as a wage
worker. The brick-inaleam, leacher,
plater, chimney-8 weep,
hook agent sed Imeketer could buy him
three lento over, tied lhe etiit is, if he
be a inst. of sense, lie leave; the school
in the hands of Melt all0 can't make a
living at anything else.
Thus Is the cause of educetion damag-
ed. Teschiegis a protraction requiring
the highest order of native end aequired
talent, hut it receives the lowest. Young
men shun the calling because it °trete
them no fuhre. There 14 riot money
ettough in it to make It hottorable and
there is etettigh work to make it drudg-
ery. There is such a preautliee :widest
taxation that before we can expect any
materiel aid from that source, society
'innot take many upward strides. Pub-
lic itentintent is slowest cotivince41. on
gee-tione of finance. Great sea waves
of eloquences might be s!oehed over the
land on the glories of education that
would stir the emotions but never con-
vert the pocket-book.
At tills point the natioeal aid idea
comes in. It Is a policy hi every sense
expedient f••r the government to COM-
mit Itself to the work of educating the
illiteritte. There are ten million voters
in thie country, two mation of whom
can neither read nor write. (hie voter
out of every live who absolutely ;would
not know who was Preeident, were he
not tohl. Wlm knows but that this fifth
voter is the balance of power? The
other four pair. two and two, antl theee
"fifth men," ho have to depend on
their neighbors for everything they
know, absolutely shape the affairs of
state or become the tools desigeing
trickster'.
Not only the safety but the prosperity
of the county depends on an ed-
neatest! people. Hon. John W. Hol-
combe in the Indiana State Journal
says: "Ignorarce ami poverty are in-
separable. Careful calculations beeps'
on the stetistics of several strates ellow
that a commonetehool education olds
fifty per cent. to the productive power
of th • laborer. an academic education
one hundred per cent., a cellegiate ede-
cation from two to three hundred per
cent. AlsO, that of the illiterate about
one in ten 14 a pauper, while of the ed-
ucated the paupers are but one in three
hundred. Whence it may inferred
that ignorance le the very probable road
to poverty, while education is the almost
certain way to competence." Thus the
nation in its contribution of $77,000,000
to the cause of popular education is but
making a loan to the people to be repaid
with compound interest In an Intelli-
gent, thrifty, progressive and opulent
citizenship.
With Noll aid Kentucky could offer
her teachers renumerative wages itad
competent men would come into the
profession. The result would become
evident in five years. The strong na-
tive common tenet: of our reople would
take ou a culture that would lead the
world. Our tastes and pasttimes %mad
be reflect) nod time native wraith of the
State under the stimules would be in-
creased ten fold.
Our Preeident.
The Paducah News think* Mr. Cleve-
land IS not "our sort of a Democrat."
TheeNews is caught by the armlet aed
glitter of Mr. Watterson's diatribes and
falls into the ranks of the "snubbed and
eore-beade" with its "boss pistol." it
is simply impassible for Mr. Cleveland
to skylark around the country to see
what the boys in the trenches think
about this proposition or that. As an
honeat man he must act on hie owi.
judgment and integrity. He might pos-
sibly desire the great, throbbing thoughts
of the boys to aid and counsel him but
he cannot go to them, neither can they
come to him; and, like every other i‘en-
sible man who fiuds himself in a etatioe
of vast responsibilities, Mr. Cleveland
uses the brains the Creator lodged in hie
cranium to honestly work out the prob-
lems of .etate set before hint. Besides,
he is predisposed to certain lines of pol-
icy because these were endorsed by the
Democracy of the country and were the
winning doctrinee of the leant Preeitient-
ial campaign. Yet these are the very
points WIlitill irritate the imaginations of
the •hoss pistol brigade." Because he
does not convert the party into a com-
munity of spoils men, where political
service le the only merit worthy of rec-
ompeuee, he is &everted of being untrue
to hie affiliations. Because he does not
adopt the theories of men whose view*
are formulated entirely without the
pressure of peroonal responsibility, he Is
mid to be unwise. Because lie does not
consult time amateur political oracles
scattered over the country as thick as
"tlees on a cat," lie is said to be out of
sympathy with told above his party.
Tide is his crime, that he is working
so hard and so truly for the beet interest
jif the whole people aud giving eo little
heed to the double-leaded political
prophets whose range of vision is cut
ihort at the first paying office.
Mr. Clevelend le to-day the most pop-
ular man with the peopie in this coun-
try. The voters of the land respect his
integrity and judgment. If he errs,
they know it is an honeet mistake. Ills
career Is brilliant with an admirable in-
difference to hie own political future,
such an ludifference as at once stamps
hint u a great, good man. Ills positions
on the various public questions could not
poesibly bave accorded entirely with
any individuate, ideas, but because of
this difference of opinion he is not culpa-
ble, mud because of his unswerving in-
tegrity, his nomination is beyond ques-
tion and his election a certainty.
The Destroyer.
-
itiv. "I 'tile" Weer, of trlith, wilt) step-
pl..1 it  a eitece court to a throne, is
in a fair %%fey to become a great inane
If the Tucker Mormon bill pnesee the
Stelae., lie *ill leave the appoititinent
of 7,000 (alleirie and will have to come
to Kentucky for some of them. The
bill pins the appointment of all the
comity officials in the hands of time Gov-
ernor and telly 128 are left for the Prete-
theit's prerogative.
Often the worst doctrines are encased
in accepted maxims. For ittetance, it is
said email turijorities constitute the best
reit ical conditions. "It makes the not-
jority careful and cautious amid the mi-
nority Relive amid vigilant, and puts
both parties on their good behavior."
'lids is dontitiess true, but look at the
other title of the picture. Nie 'etre-
quently it leads both parties Into the
worst forms of trickery and dema-
goguery'. The privilege of pown r is in
doubt mei lio scheme is too dirty for ei•
ther eitle to adopt that they may win.
Sloth may be the weaknees of over large
neejoritiee but duplicity Let the sin ot
doubtful contests.
The Legie-lative ra-ce-iii-t-his county is
attracting ;menthe). The Republican
 Menem is very doubtful as many of
the "leaders" are aspiring to the borior.
'there are really more candidates than
most people Imagine anti the fights
promise s to be an interesting one. 'Fee
Democrats are casting about for a good
man who can run a winning race, and a
good utile a Ill be nominated. 'Fite 'Kee
ple are beginning to realize that none
but efficieut men should be nominated,
men of pense and ideas. The day has
gone by when anybody can be sent to
the Legislature without reference to
glialitleation, and alien only mnen of
braille can be elected, state affairs will
be best sdniinistered.
The question of "reconle" Is getting
to be a very funny matter in State poli-
tics. Here are a crowd of fellows sorely
dietreeely because certain candidates
have no record. They abuee these as-
pirants without stint because of the de-
ticiency. Yonder again are a lot of
fellows lamenting in sack-cloth because
their candidate haa a record. In the
latter class are Senator Harris and Prot.
Taylor. Both these gentlemen are a lit-
tle mixed on the poll-books. Harris hu
been voting for Republicans and Taylor
switched off on St. John. From a cool
view of the situation we think the boys
without a record have decidedly the ad-
vantage.
One Csmitlian newspaper, at least,
looks at the fisheries squabble In the
right light. The Montreal Herald sen-
sibly says: Here were Canadians at
scores of maritime porta with thousands
of tons of ice for sale and no other mar-
ket for it; with tons of thousands of dol-
lars' worth of produce and fish for sale
lying useless on their hands. There
were the United States veseels ready to
buy and pay cash for these eupplies.
But no trade, no barter, no communica-
tion between seller and buyer was per.
mated. If this Was according to treaty
it was not in accord with common aense;
it was entirely opposed to the commer-
cial spirit of the prevent day."
The Peneion Vet*.
President Clevela ml's veto of the De-
pendent Pension Bill is an honorable ex-
hibition of courege and brains. It is the
stroke of a man of honesty and real pa-
[dodo's. It le manifestation of great-
tiess. Soreheads who have been full of
spites and bickerings will wither under
the shadow of this great act. Soldiers,
the real soldiers, everywhere commend
the veto, which will do honor to his ad-
ministration (lid it contain no other great
act. The Louisville Times well Rays:
"No Union soldier who deserves the
name of soldier was concerned in this
gigantic raid for money. It was a coil-
epiracy of camp fellowers, of sutlers and
bounty jumpers, of stay-at-homes who,
having been forced by draft into a for-
mal enrollment against possible emer-
geney, are undertaking to pose as heroes
after danger haa so long passed as to be
forgotten. It is useleas to deny that he
is making his renomination a necessity.
If it is not done by Democrats it will be
done by a faction, perhaps, and that Mr.
Cleveland is just now far and away the
strongest mart before the people In this
country, no intelligent man would risk
his standing to contradict.
"One Nail Drives Oat Another,"
is a French saying that fluids exemplifi-
cetion in the way one disease will sub-
etitute itself for another end graver one,
irl very many cases. Liver diaeases for
instance will soon induce blood disor-
ders, throat ailments,skin affections and
eventually, because of impoverished
blood, consumption itself, unless, in-
deed, it be treated in lue incipiency anti
early progress by Dr. Piercer "Golden
Medical Discovery" which acts as a spe-
cific in these ailments, accomplishing a
rapid cure by ite powerful alterative ac-
tion upon the great organs of the body.
Henry George gees a frown on the
wrinkled front of grim-visaged war.
Referring to the recent strikes he says:
"I think it a fight in the dark, the blind
push of men squeezed beyond endu-
rance. I think it the first passive form
of a civil war, which steel-clad forts end
armor-plated shipe cannot guard tIP
against-the kindling of passions and
the arraying of forces that, roused to
full energy may give cities to the names
and destroy our very civilization iteelf."
Henry is a kin! of political setrotiomer
searching the heavens for strange dati-
getre. Ile sees in tiie smoke of these so-
cial dieorilera a great aerial mounter
making straight for this world with
destruction in its eye. When it comes
it may fioat by in time vague splendor
of a comet making beautiful the night
These are indeed days of Wee prophets.
We believe that one great lemon has
been learned by thia conglomerate maws
of civilization within our borders that
"War's* game w hich, Were their subject* ti me,
Kings would not piny at."
There may be violence in localities,
bet a general war that would disturb
time possessions amid business of every
man in the country and unhinge our
prosperity is next to impossible. We
are a community of civilians, and, while
we have eentiment enough to pay dear-
ly for the valor of the dead and dis-
abled, we have too match sense to train
a great standing army with a thirst for
blood to be let loose by some tyrant.
Mr. George predicates his war on an
appeal for votes, anything yol know to
catch the popular attention, like the
acclaim of a patent medicine vender on
the public iquare.
0,14 Wadies Pre, to AU.
In 1886 we gave away over one mil-
lion beautiful cardil and scrap pictures.
We have time prettiest lot of Sunday
School, Reward, Birthday, Fringed and
Visiting Cardin, Scrap Pictures and Fan-
cy Tigaue papers of any house in the
tra•le. To introduce samples at once we
make this liberal offer :-The {tenon tell-
ing Ile time longest verse In the Bible be-
fore March 15, will receive a Lady's
Watch worth .4i0; Solid Gold, limiting
Case, Stem Winding. If there be more
than one correct answer, the secorel will
receive a Gentleman's Gold Watch
worth $50, Hunting Case, Stem Wind-
ing; the third, a Solid Sever Watch
worth $25; the fourth, a Gold Finielied
Witch; each one of the next ten pet--
eons, an open face Nickel Watch. En-
close 24 cents in stamps or silver with
your 'mower, for whieh we shall send
you a pack of samples of our lovely
cards and scrap pictures, price list,
agent's terms and a 32-page book over
15i.I illustrations and a plain Gold Ring
made from heavy 18k. pure rolled gold
plate. We warrant every one for five
years. Name this paper and write at
once as Ode will not appear again. Ad-
drese W. ('. St-bawler! & Co., Room 5, P.
O. lime I eig, eittei brook, Conn.
Frying Meat On A Big Seale I FOR CH1111 l'ABLE WORK
Leto We-die-mite). night W.,els figo,
the smokeehotise tili Mr. P P. Masee's
place, emir Rearview, catight fire by
.13ie unknown means mill 2,500 pounds
of Sue meat were (mistimed. A buggy
house does by also ignited and WM
burmel with a leiggy aunt hermits on
the inside. r Memel estimated his
t as! loss at $41.81, hut he had $2110 Ito
purance on tle. meet.
Accident or the I. A. T.
t_ larteo ille Tobacco Leaf.
Saturday evening about 7:30 o'clock,
*heti near Merritt'', Ky., one of the
coaches of the I. A. ,t 'I'. train whieli
left this city that afternoon jumped the
trartk by the spreading of time radio, and
turned over. For a time it seemed that
a terrible lOPII of life would result to the
passenger., but the train was rtinnieg
sloe ly and was soon under control. The
moat painful wound was perhaps revely-
ed by R. W. Roach, whose arm was se-
verely cut by an Iron spike or bar,
against which he was thrown. Ills arm
Was not broken, nil was generally re-
ported. Conductor 0. G. Perkins had
mie leg very musit bruitied and a alight
gash cut over one eye. There were no
other csetialties worth mentioning.
A Railroad Shake-sp.
There have been many big change.'
made in our local railroad officials this
week and they say more are to follow.
Mr. S. E. Tingle, road agent for this
division with headquarters in Ode city,
has resigned and moved to Indiana.
He le sueceeded by Mr. H. Feeler, of
Louisville.
T. L. Grata, the yard master, has
been promote:I to the position of coal
supply agent at Guthrie. ilia suc-
cessor is Clarence liolernati, at one time
night operator here.
A. L. Purdy, the yard engineer, has
been given a road engine, and Mr.
Frank Marlin will Luke hie place on the
yard engine.
Mr. E. R. Mentz goes from here to
St. Louis to become the check clerk
there, and Samuel McGarvin will step
into the position he vacates here.
se-
'Ike Duties of a Cilizeu.
Every citizen is duty-bound to con-
tribute his prorate to the public spirit
and aggreesive force of a community.
Those' who oppoee induetries anti (eta-
ciee public efforts are clogs in the wheels
of progress. If Deduces is eltill, then
the citizens ghoul(' labor the harder to
"push" the town. Every marewbether
he is in business or not, should be a live,
active agent for his town. Movements
looking to the development cf natural re
sources, or the cultivation of new trade
territories or the establishment of new
branches of industry should be
endorsed,tolk upend puelied for the pub-
lic good, no utatter if the individual
shall not reap a personal reward. It is
so eley to object and criticise, a fault
most always uncoupled with malice and
acquired merely- from the facility with
which it grows on one. Ott this polio
we eubmit a paragraph from the 1,ex-
ingtou Tramicript :
"More towns die for the want of con-
fidence In the business men and lack of
public spirit than from rivalry from
neighboring town' or adverse surround-
ings. When a man in search of a busi-
ness location goes into a place and finds
everything briniful of enthusiasm over
the prupecte of the place, all earnestly
at aork to build up the town, lie soon
become! imbued with the saute spirit,
and as a result he drives down his staked
and goes to work with the same inter-
est. When, however, he goes to a town
and everyone expresses a doubt and
appreheneion of the future pruperity
of the place, moping about and indulge
Mg in Imaginary evils abide are likely
to befall the town, he naturally feels
that it is no place for Iiim, and at once
shakes the duet from his feet, and
pulls with all poseible speed for an-
for another town. Coneequently try
and make a live, progressive town out
of the one in which you live. When
you are working for or saying a good
thing for your town, you are accom-
plishing the more for yourself. The man
who works against the businese inter-
Wee of his own town, and it le ilone
various ways, 'should not receive its ben-
efits and privileges."
TOBACCO NOTES.
The farmers, of time Bentietumtown
neighborhood, have stripped three-
fourths of their tobacco.
Tobacco has commenced to move; sev-
eral hogsheade having been brought te
town during the past few days.-Todel
County l'rogress.
The Gant and Gaither Company re-
ceived 32 hogeheada of tobacco Tuesday,
the largest number received by any
house in this city for one day this sea-
son.
Henderson county farmera have pret-
ty generally concluded to plant but
sman crops of tobacco the ensuing sea-
son. This is tiensible In them-they
will fully realize the good result.
A colored tobacco raiser brought in a
load of the frosted weed this week and
could not get s bid for lt, our dealers be-
ing unwilling to give it house room.
He hauled it back to the country.-Un-
lontown Local.
More tobacco came in last week than
the two weeks previous, and prices did
not stiffer in consequence, as was ex-
pected. Jim Keland, of Smith Mills,
sold three loads at $7, $7 and $1, and
Wm. Sbortridge, of the saute neighbor-
hood, sold his crop at $6.25, $6 and $1.—
Henderson News.
A rumor Wile afloat that the German
buyera, in Clarksville, received a cable-
gram, Tuesday, contaluing lestructione
to hold up on their pi/Monies as war
was imminent. Should Germany go to
war the whole of Europe would become
involved in the struggle and the price
of the weed would materially decline.
TOBACCO SALES.
Wheeler, Mills& Co. sold 40 of tobac-
co, Feb. 16, as follows:
Good leaf, $8 30 to 6 50.
Medium to corn. leaf, $6 25 to 4 00.
Lugo, $3 00 to 1 00. •
Mkrket a shade easier.
W. M it Co.
Gant it Gaither Co., sold 50 hinle.
Feb. 16, asi follows:
Good leaf $8.00 to 6 AO.
Medium 6.25 " 501.
Common 4.75 " 3.75.
Loge 3 50 " 1.50.
Market easier. G. & G. Co.
In 'Noonan.
Diets in san Anemia, Texas,Jan 30th, lies7,
of ronetimptioo. Miss Susie Davis, daughter of
R J and •nnie Ware Dans,forrnorly of Chris-
tian rourity. Ey.
Mille Susie was horn in Christian end
Wad olucated at Bethel Female College.
As a teacher she ha., no superior. As a
sister and daughter Rite Was the idol ofher family, ah ! none but God can eound
the depths of the tnothers woe.
She wan a modest, lovely ti twee with
a golden heart. So fragil In form, yetso termer to endure; so young, yet, the
only stay and vornfort of her parents.
It la sad at all timed; to lay away our
loved ones in the Wants of mother earth
but when it is one around whom clue-
tered so many endearing charms, It la
doubly so. But she was tired, so tired,
and has gone where there la no blight-
ing power.
We think of her side by side with God
looking down to bless the path we trol.
So calm was her face, we shall dread It
less. There's a vacant place in the
household band. Gone one pure heart,
and soft, gentle hand, but meetly she'll
rest, till deaths' sleep be over, and we
shall join her to part no more. Dear
weepilig mother, forget your care, look
up to heaven and know she Is there.
FRItt,ICENTLT accidents occur ln the
household which cause burns, cuts,
sprain"( and bruises; for tete In such
(Vice lir. J. H. McLean's Volcanic 011
Liniment haP for many years been the
constant favorite family reuiedy. For
sale by 11. B. Garner.
1The Spaniel' Chamber of Deputiee Ilea
linseed the bill providing for tee leasing
of the tobscoo monopoly.
The Bishops of Belgium /mate appoin-
ted Dr. Abbehme, an eminent Oriental-
ist, rector of Louvain University.
The Bishop 'of Long Wand read the
lessons in the servicee mentery of the
Duke of Albany at Cannes on Oaturday.
Count Goluchoweki has been appoint-
ed Austrian Minieter to Roumania, and
Count Deyo, Austrian Mieleter at Mu-
nich.
The British troops in India will be
armed with repeating rifles aini the
Martini titles will he transterred to the
Setting-
Mr C. elite Receites a 14old Watch
From M r. John C. Latham.
--
Mr. C. Gant, who been so ef-
ficient in superintending the work of
improvii.g and beautify leg the city cem-
etery, has been the reeipient of a hand-
some golti watch twin Mr. .1. I', La-
tham, of New York City, recognition
lir MP valuable metier. Mr leatIoni
with exemplary generosity gave large-
ly to time work and has taken great in-
terest iu the progress or the improve-
ments. Asa poblic benefactor•iiis imauie
will be revered by the usimple of ilop-
kinsville. and es long lin "the monu-
ment" needs guard over the graves of
the "deathless dead" it will remain a
eymbol of Ilia klittllicild amid genet osity.
Mr. Gant, &twisted by Mr. Jas. M.
Howe and Mr. C. 61. Latham, has par-
ticipates' les this charitable work and has
given Ida tiine, taste and energy to it
with magnificent residue lila name is
inseparably linked with the honor that
has been placed upon the dead and his
deeds will live after him. The watch is
a fitting expreseion of the gratitude felt
by Mr. Lathatiel t is made of rich, yellow
gold finished with perfect plainess. On
one eide Mr. GanCe initials are wrought
out in a beautiful blue enamel monogram
amid on the other is a nimiogram of the
figures 18s7. On the interior faoe of the




JOHN C. LATH •M, JR,
FOR CH•RITABLE WORK.
The atch to full-jeweled and theBn-
eat ever seen in thls city. It is impossi-
ble to attempt a deacription of it. It
came in an ebony case lined with red
satin on which is *tamped 'Finny &
Co. On tlie outside of the case on a




The gift is a beautiful exhibition of
Mr. lealiam'e appreciation of Mr. Gant's
services and expremeee the kind feelings
of our people. May the donor "be
doubly blessed" anti may "lie that re-
ceives" feel the cheering effect that





The heirs and relativea of Joliet L.
Jenkins, recently killed by a train, have
brought suit spinet the I.. & N. rail-
maNe.m hing has been dene yet by State
or I.'. S. authorities to apprehend the
matt or men who have been making
coutiterfeit eoitis here. although circem-
stances point very atrongly to a certain
individual who has been belying large
quantities of tethers' solder anti zinc
here for the past year.
Mr. J. M. Millie at Nortonville, is a
crack shot with a pistol. At Norton-
ville a tew days ago he gave an old ne-
gro 5 cents a &hot 4.0 Shoot at POIne
ckickeils. lie tiled a 38 S. W. pistol,
dist ince 112 yartfa, anti kille41 11 chick-
ens out if 14 aloes.
The Hopkinsvilie ladies hate adopted
the setieibie plan of attentlitig the thea-
ter a ithout their high luau. It le an ex-
ample we woule like to see very gener-
ally followed here. The young ladies
who wore and opera hood at the min-
strels show Saturday night elioeved good
sense and a regard for the righta of oth-
ers.
Thos. Longetaff, an employe of the
Reinecke mitten, gives us the following
items eeneenting the minor : 'limey are
down now about 310 feet-forty fret be-
low No. 11 vein, and expects to go forty
feet deeper pefore striking No. 9 vein.
'they are now working through porous
sateistone rock, and their progress is
necessarily slow, SP tine rock Se hard to
drill, sod too porous to break up much
blasting. in their progress they
have femnd pomp oil sell some natural
gas. but not in paying gisantiticer
are having some trouble witti the heavy
flow of water. Work is gone( on night
and day, a about internaierioti.
TIIE NEWS.
Mr. Gladstone wiil reatone Ide seat i.n
Parliament on next Monday.
The new poet-0111m building at Ham-
burg, a grand eilidce, had just beenen-
augurated.
The German &ikon Company will
increase its capital from five milliott me
seven million marks. -
Towtcro SA LES.
Sale of 151 Hoge:heads New tobacco by
Wheeler, Mills & Co., for Week
Ending Feb. VIII, 1587.
51 blids. good to medium leaf at $11 00,
9 75, 8 90, s 35, 7 70, 7 60, 7 10, 7 05,6 26
6 20, 6 00, 6 00, 5 95, 5 NO, 6 40, 5 75, 5 75
5 GO, 5 60, 5 60, 5 60, 5 55, 5 55, 5 50, 6 50
5 50, 5 40, 6 its, 5 35, 5 3U, 5 '25, 5 25, 5 '20
6 au, b 06, 6 00, 5 00, 5 me 6 00, 6 00, 6 00
6 nO, 5 00, 5 00, 5 00, 5 00, 5 00, 5 00, 5 00
5 00.
-12 Melo romnion leaf at $4 95, 4 95,
4 NO, 4 75, 4 66, 4 60, 4 60, 4 541, 4 50,
4 50, 4 50, 4 60, 4 50, 4 50, 4 35, 4 35,
4 31), 4 30, 4 30, 4 25, 4 25, 4 25, 4 25,
4 10, 4 10, 4 05, 4 00, 4 00, 4 00, 4 00,
4 00, 4 30, 3 95, 3 95, '3 90, 3 86, 3 GO,
50, 3 SO, 3 50, 3 W.
114 lihds geld to common Inge at $3 45,
3 46, 3 40, 3 25, 3 2b, 3 90, 3 10, 3 10,
3 00, 3 00, 3 00, 3 e0, 3 00, 3 00, 2 90,
2 90, 2 145, 2 80. 2 40, 2 30, 2 25, 2 25,
2.25, 2.10, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00.
30 Wide. frosted at $1 90, 1 80, 1 76,
1 75, 1 70. 1 70, 1 50, 1 60, 1 50, 1 45,
1 40, I 30, 1 30, 1 30, 1 15, 1 25, 1 25,
1 10, 1 10, 1 10, 1 10, 1 10, 1 00, 1 00,
1 MO 1 00, 1 (V, I 00, .75, .75.
We have received, so far, but little re-
ally good or fine tobacco. The leaf of
such sells rapidly at very full prices and
will eontinue to do so in our (pillion all
the ;Leeson. It is now apparent that ful-
ly 50 per cent. ef the crop is worthless,
ruined eitle•r by frost or careless cultiva-
tion or handling. The 'torso half of
the crop will sell well, probably HIGHER
for the good leaf than for several sea-
eons, wit& all lege and low grades will
continue te sell very low owing to ex-
cessive 111mnd:ince of such styles in o141
stex-ke and in the new crop. b‘e would
urgently advise our friends who have
sound and good tobacco not to be
frightened by the talk of "low prices"
into selling loose at the prices now being
offered, tbey can reasonably expect
far better reeult: by prizing and selling
their crops on the market. To do this,
however, extreme care must be taken
in assorting and prizing only one kind
in length, color, body and order in each
hogshead. Art obeervance of these pre-
cautions will be worth from 1 to 5 eel.
per pound to your tobacco. No frosted
fthould ever be prised with sound tobac-
co, Ina put up to itself and held to
await a better market, or sold for what it
will bring. We have a good market.
There Is none better for (lark tobacco,
and all who live contiguous to it will
serve their best interest by avoiding ex-
pensive freights to distant markets, "go-
ing farther end faring worse," by sell-
ing right here where they can see to the
selling of their produce themselves. We
can not close this without pointing out
the wide difference in price between
COMMON and (mon tobamo, and urging
upon you the importance of planting
entailer crops and making a better glade
of tobacco. 10 acres of FINE TOBACCO
will bring more money titan 50 acres of
common poor stuff such os many are
now making. DoN'T PAT To MARIE
C0111161oN TOBACCD, make it (moo Or don't
rairie it at all. To do this the first titeit
is to PLANT LESS. 914 acres to "the
hand" is a FULL crop. It takes more
work to raise $15 tobactxt than$3 stuff,
but it takes less land to do it, and you
CAN do it if you will try. Commie to-
bacco will grow all over the world, at
least :allover the Temperate Zone both
In Europe and America. and the high
prices sinee "the war" has tempted
farmers everywhere to undertake it on
both cotament.e. 'Ihe result is an over-
whelming amount of woollies.' trash
that our fathers "before the war"
would have been ashamed to put upon
the market at all. The world's mar-
keta are overetocked with fetch stuff and
must eontinue Indents Tot* arid other
tobacco growers make a change.
We take occasion to thank our old
friends for their constant patronage and
offer our service. to them again and also
to all who may feel dieposed to give us
trial, usuring them we will endeavor to
do for them all that can be done to get
them the full market value of their crops.
ResWnitt.}1:11:liv.ER, MILLS & CO.
Da. J. H. McLiteitt'e Strengthening
Cordial and Blood Purifier, by its vital-
lents: properties, will brighten pale
cheeks, and tree/forth a pale, leiggard,
diepirie d woman intri one of eparkling
health and beauty. $1.00 per bottle.
Fur sale by IL B. Garner.
.,,ellakikiimmi
7-71111._
Invalids Hotel and Surgical Institute
Mall of Eighteen Experienced and MIL111.,
fed riosiniel•• aid toireeees.
ALL CHRONIC DISEASES A seECIALTY.-Patients treat.. I bcre or at thi ir Manytreated at ti tIr011gt1 (saroscousienee. assuccessfully- 014 If tome in person. l'ome andgee ua, or v tot] Wu cents in stamps for our
Outd•-assek." wind:. given nil Part_ o-lden. Address: WoRLD'n Doirturna NY MEDI-CAL AssociATION, ties main et.. Buffalo, N.Y.
For " worn-cot." " onn-doern." debilitatedwhore tiatiliene sentnetrefserti. bonne-keepers. and nvorworkevl women sreneraity,Itr. Pier, 'S Pal i-irite Preocription ie the Noseof ail nmorative ton lee. It is not "Cum-till."but admirably fulfills a sintrieneep of purpose..being a most potent Specific for all thrill°Chronic We:do-reeves and Diseuere peculiar towomen. The tontne nt of many thousandsof suet. efleff 41, nit the Invalid.' linty! and Sure.Seal I net a ot • has afforded a large I riefleC
gdaptnig n.141.4644 for their elm, ,1
Dr. Plerce's Favorite Prescription
the vomit tLis vast elm ro- tcs. For
internal eongeetl ##### Inflamniatiom
the budget. 'I'h• King charged am
The Italian Senate yesterday voted and uicerntiou. it leto a powei-VI sieneindm , as so- t‘dil,rn untne(cimpi;ctonic
a specific. It
Signor Deuretie with, the formation of a to the whol;. system. It cures wcnknomiministry.
Paris papers continue to publish de-
tails of movements of German troops in
Alsack, vouching for time accuracy of
their statements.
Police at Loughrea broke Into a tav-
ern and stole a quantity of liquor, and
made unpruvoked attacks upon citizens,
wounding several.
The corporation of Elberfeld, Germa-
ny, has decided to provkle the town
with electric lights, and to construct an
elevated circular railway.
A St. Petersburg dispatch gays that
China is maiming troops in Kasligar end
Kuldja.-and that 30,000 men are already
assembled in thoee districts.
Prince Louis Napoleon, second eon of
Prince Jerome Napoleon, (Plou Pion)
!MN asked pertitieeion to accompaity the
Italian troops to Massoweit.
Candidates for State Offices.
The following is about a complete list
of all the announced candidates for the
various State office*, subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic State Convention
to be held in the city of Louisville,
May 3d, 1887;
Gov MINOR.
Gen. S. B. Buckner, of Hart county.
lion. A. S. Berry, of Newport.
Judge T. H. Hine*, of Warren tayunty
Senator J. B. Harris, of Madison
cOillity,
Col. G. A. C. Holt, of Calloway Co.
Leerriretano-Ciotwaston.
Hon. Joe. Read, of Louisville.
Jas. W. Bryan, of Covington.
Hon. Jos. Gardner, of Mercer county.
ATTORNEY ANIMAL.
Gen. P. W. Hardin, of Mame coun-
t
Judge A. E. Richard., of Louisville.
A eurrost.
Gen. Fayette liewitt, of Hardin
county.
Johnson F. Rogers, of Woodford
coil lIty.
Barry South, of Morgan county.
Sum Pusuc lesearcrioN.
J. ()piths Pickett, of Fayette county.
A . M. I sooiliiight, of Simpeon county.
E. Porter Thompson, of Owen coun-
ty.
Prof. H. K. Taylor, of Logan county.
Rico i
T. II. Corbsat, of McCracken county.
lion. 1a'. H. Huston, of Boyd county.
A Clear Complexion.
How can you expect a clear complex-
ion alien the blood is full of impurities
and the stomech clogged? The blood
becomes Impure beeatme the liver does
not act properly and work off the poison
from the system, and the certain results
are blotches, pimplee and eruptions.
Purify the blood with Simmons Liver
Regulator, and regulate the liver, stone.
ach and bowels, and then the skin will
become clear.
A prolonget1 a ar between the Ita's
inns and Abyaelniarei is expected. No
notification of blockade has been given
at Maaeowah. Loyd'a agent reporte
the quarrel not affecting ehippitig, ex-
cept as a stimulus.
stomach. Indigestion, bloating, weak hack.nervous proptration, exhaustion, debility andaleepbwenems. in either my. Favorite Pneoctip.lion is sold by druggists under our pettiestguarantee. See onipper aniund bottie.
PRICE $1.110, ramagenwcri:sr.
Send to cents in Memos for rh-. Pieree's larreTreatise Oil DidellirSI of Worein 4103 pores,paper-covered,. Attirella, Ilt1.1...









PILLS, woRKING CLASSES Attention!
fitti
pota, r;11\ 0111
'TM (banana Caro on Earth for Pala." Will•MEM quickaythan anLothsw,krvn renz
Bee:lingo Sufi brek, krui.....,
Burns Penlds. Cunt I.ur dea-
r, 11,irtay r...rer, Pron-bios,
!sections, kse:iusy. aon, non aoL,
Schwas., Wounds, Headache,I.a.o.eke, sprains, pit. Prier,
16 eta a bum*. tedd by all
etteirkes. (Meeloa.-The gee-0a. u.ne •nelnattant (MI bean our
trallareerret 11•411.111arat, and oarferishelle signatme. A. C. Meyer & Oc-, Solel'ropnewrs, lialtanore, Md. C. S. A.
Flir. Bales Cosigh Orme will ears yewCense at once. Prise maly Se Cta. a beetle.
•S•L•
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We do hereby certify that we euperviee thearrangement. for all the Notably •nd Semi-.tonital Drawings of toe Leaman* State Lot-
tery Company, and twreon manage and cos-trol t he Drawings themeel ves, and that awesomeare eonthieted with hohesty, fairui-sa, and Ingood faith toward all parties, and we 111101011111the Company to use this certificate. with l'ao-similes of oar signatures attached, in its adver-tisements."
Censualleeleaseres
We the oindereignisi Ranks and Bankers wiltpay all Prase, drawn in the Louistan• stateLotterte,• which may be presented at °Ur COGS-sera
J. H. OGLERRY„
Pres. Louisiana Natitiaai dank.
P. LARAUX,
Pres. State National Hank.
A. DALDU
Pres. New Orlealt• Tlati•nal Hank.
HairniecEDENTEu ATTRACTION!IA Over Half a Million Dietributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMFY
Incerporated In hoe tor le Years by the Legis-lature tor Educational anil eharitafile purposeswith a capital of $1,000.000-to which a mesterefund of over UW000 has minee been added.By an 0 verwheint!ng popular vote its frau-ch was made • part or the present State Coe-stitution adopted Deeember id. A D. 1579.
The only Lottery ever voted on and !Indorsedby the people of any State.
It never !Matta or postposu.
Its Gran& Single liluitaber Draw.lsig• take place monthly, and the Semi-annual Drawings regularly every six mon tbe(June and December
A spleodid opportunity to win a fortune. 3rdGrand Drawing, Class in the Academy of
Music. New Orleans, Tuesday, RI Alt, 16th16157-and Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
killrNotice-Tickets are Tell pleallAra OUIF.Halves. 95. Fifths. $2. Tenths, $1.
LIST OF PRIZES. •
1 Capital Prize of 1160.000 
1 Grand " of 60,uto0 
1 " • of 10.000 
1 Large Prises of 10,00(1 
4 `' " of 5,000 
20 Prizes.: 1,000
BO " 600
IVO " . SOO 




100 Approximation PrIZSO of SONO
1:4) kb)
100 do do 1.00
2.175 prises amounting to S:AS.000
Application for rates to clubs should he madeonly to the °Mee of the Compant in New Orelease.
For frrther information write clearly Orinaildre.oi. Postal Notes, Lepreep Money or.ders.or New York Exchange in ordinary letter.Currency by Expreea (at our expense, ad-dressed
INECEMENTS!
We oiler the following "Inducemente"
to subscribers to the New :
PREMIUM LIST.
We leave thus far arranged for the fol-
lowilig ',torments. 'I'he list will be com-
















A 11 anitoome Organ,' tete •ea,
s Slops, 4 ants of Reeds of 1}4
tirtaine each, sold and fully
guaranteed by H. Baldwia
Lo., Louisville, Ky.
Light One steel *egret Inge—
handsome frames, tit) sant.. 6
One Stsslaril 4- Horse W arm,
made of thoroughly seaweed
timber, soaked ma oil.
One Scholarship Certificate is
Soutio-rn Barmen, Coi•eire,
ki v., good for a full
course of Practical Book-keep-
ing aid Commercial Arithme-
tic,
An elegies t Wheeler R Wilson
hewing Machine with ant sod
lateet .rnproved attacbmenta,
sold and fully warranted by
K. West, and ou exhibition at
hie once
A fine Wire-Twist, side- seep,
breaeh shot-gun, war-
ranted Arst-claas.
A Handsome. library feet
Litaeule complete Works
Three Tuition Certificates in the
livanev ills Commercial totters,
good for face value in tititiom
Two Rail Scholarship tertie-
gates Loinevilte Short-heed
ane e ype- Writing Institute.
An Elegant Cookisk Stove.
with all the attachments, el.
ther for wood or bold arid
warranted by C aid well & Randle.
• ilne Solt of Clothes to he on-
to-ten by the purchater.
A One Silver Watch, standard
male. and warranted first-
elasa in every reteect.
A handsome decorated Dinner
set of Chin•.
Fire premiums, cacti one tear's
snhecription to the Tri- Weekly
New Era.
$12.50 ,„,antre w,.at.rade, by the
112.50 "me Tot'aecm screw, by UNMetcalfe Manufacturing Co.
$12.00 
Webster's Unabridged Dietiof -
ary, latest edition. fully illus-
trated, leather-bound.
A fine Hand-made gentleman's
or lady's Saddle.
A nice Cottage Clock, guaran-






















on M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington. D. C
A ddrees Regietered Utters to
N ORLEANS la AT1ONA L BANK,
eiew ()Heine, La.
hoBareEthRrh
airigelei:Ie.orflall:'their.atlelrirwrelfegs,r1is a guarantee of al•Irlucr fairnees and Integrity.that the chanesse are all equel. sail that no onecan weedily di. ine %bat number» will draw aPrize. All ',Mitt, therefore aelvertleing togiiiirantee l'r:zes in this Lottery, or holding oat
nnwery




I o net. t.. inform the rilltens of tiopkuniTille
aini aiirr..unding eountry that I have in myealee room the large4t and finest eelectioh of
Monumental Work in Me Smith, '
Anil haat., .fiperior faeilities for eupplying allLim', of Marts's. and Granite work no-sired. I
MA111.1flIclUre Ural hilg hot the beet Marble. Im-porting DINE( t• front ITALY and SCOT-LAND Pr:able...me to etteeeeefully rompete withany bootee in the country. A large evil fine me.lection of deeigns always os hand Orders DO-




l'enn, 37th Year, il,ee
Tuesday, January 25 1887.






Eromptiv cunet Ix Dr.
Pierese• Plea•ant
Pa man ve Pei lets. 112)
ciente it vial, try Druggists.
12 Profe•ear• and Instructors-14
4 otor•e• et •tudy.
I. Coilme in Arta. 2 1....._mr-si in Letters. 3.Connie in scieme. 4. Course In Regineering5, Yottng Ladies' course. 6 Normal Course.7 Commercial Course, S. Preparatory Course.Thorough Instruction in Mueic, Painting andDrawing.
Both metes admitted. hut rneet only in class-room, snider the eye of t be last reeterProt. and airs. James E. Seolicy will havecharge of the Boarding litprirt meet inCollege Bedding, with whom all non-renidenty ung ladies will board. Young men under sori •umetancea whakoer, will be allowed tord in College, but will find excellent ac-
4 e Innuslations III private lam:1mo. Tuition feesaeonahle. Price of lioard moderate Mili-ry drill for young men. Cainthenois foryoung ladies. for further information. cata-logues, terms, etc , address
S R.CRUMBAUGH, LL.D..Or JAS. E. SCOIKV, it . A., President.vice-President.
We are nowprepared to furnish all clamea with employ•ment at home, the whole of the time. or tortheir spare moniente. Itusineel Dew, light asidprofitable. l'erte.ns of either eel easily earl,tree e, vents $S.00 per evenhinegr. and i i.re-sunly e
naddrg"tirmisgeall tweiar,yimaes k'inneloas men. That all who see this may send theiritildreas, awl test the business, we Blake thts of-fer. To such as are not well unfitted we willsend one dollar to pay for the trouble of writing.Full particulare and outfit free. •Ektrais OnoI 0.1110014 0 co, Poruasti, Malan.
entaur
'rumen
The most wonderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
know n. Its effects are instautaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
Coodwin's COCOA-NUT OIL CREAM
The v1••t Penile, I flair Diming in I ec.
It kerp. your hair from falln.s out It promote/4 the growth, prevents
dandruff. keeps the scalp clean, makes the hair and whiskers gloomy, re-
storer hair to tte natural i•olor, and will grow hair on bald heads.
SAMPLE norri.ES 25 Cents, REGULAR SIZE 50 Cents.
J. H. COODWI/, Proprietor,
Western Laboratcry. • ---- Olasiessti. Oki,
GOODVIVIal•tt
HORSi and CATTLE POWDERS
Are the Farmer's i., I es for
All Diseases Pertaining ta Heroes.
Hales, Laws, Hogs and akeep
It parities the blood asd prevents annotatingdisease all stock are subject to requirisig as is-tenet remedy. •
This powder ie prepared from one of the old-est and beet receipts knovrn among' fine stocklateen. and dealer+. Thouaantho of tortmeamishere Noce received test ifs' Ind tn the eflicary ofthe Porde,. All that is.a•ks.d is trial of thePowiter, am. sbc UAtollAt r be to J V I ueelthat it ban no equal as • preventive and sure ofall theatiee in all stock. IT I PI A POSITIVE Urea (Oa HOY CROLIta•. This Powder is miaraateedto gore eclair° la every exec.
J. H. GOODWIN, Proprietor and Manufacturer.Western Laboratory,LiDel °nate 0.•••••IL 4.
Five premiums, each one year's
'mimeo-onion to the Weekly New
Era.
worth of silvertoung ia Tel - Week-
ly New Era,
Worth of advertising In Weekly
New Era.
Wal'orth of Job Printing at New Era
Worth of Domestic.
Worth of Calico.
Worth of Day Goods.
Worth of Queensw are
Worth of Groceries.
A Pair of Pins Boots.
A Fine Hat.
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• TI.e.o 1.1•••• 11600.4 Gram Crawl
•••••• Mamma. Ise sad sto bolls. Woe05•••••••••
• .500, • Ir•fitlera. The wart eer aleoleel pet..
•••• (00( Otte. •••••Alm.s/LA Woos VINO*
Lurie. I50••• ••••• Aar
ant t'NrAll" it.nD OFFER.
We have arranged with the publishers of
those tee i'as n. furnish the whole forty-Bre
With one year's subeerl pt Ion to otar paperatm, tioket in our drawing for *LOD for
AVeekty. and ELIO for Tri-Week ly er wewet tend lane five for eta,. or the wholeforty-Aye for $1.30. et .1.1ress loll orders te
NEtc Ell A " ruitetettitto on..
lleelaserIlle• -
For $4.25 will furnish the weeklyVA Era I year. with lel-et in our draw iig, arei the Weekly Courser-Journal I year. and W•terhury Wateb
For $5.25 we wi" ""one year, ticket and Con-rier-Jocrual a. I Watch,
For $2.40 we will furnish the Week-ly New Kra, a ticket ladraw ny. the Weekly .?few Tort World. avid ahanilsome leather-bound gilt-edged llua...ry ofthe United St•tes
For $3.40 Weekly New Era I year,
we is tu nosh the Tro-





res Backache, Ling Tro&e5
Kidney Diseases,
RheorlatIsm Ets.
A trial will convince the west skeptical thethey are tes asst. They are medicated mith ca-r.cum and the aelve principle it petroleum, hei,,1far more powerful in their action . ha. whatDo not be induced to take others. tiot be sure ma'get the genuine -Petruhne." which te always en-closed in an envelope with the larti011e• theproprietors, The P. W. P. Ce., and dliectbee.,lour lansuages : also seal on Bent auae heti, ofsack plaster Sold by firet-cless ibeggets, vsgei ts ea ti
cOlf N PLASTER8
Are the best know, fna Kan! and rat c ad,bed never fail in (MN* poes us cents.
The Peleg 347h ite Proprietary
aWl's •• 1-• RIBS.
113 W. Broadway. N. Y.. lc. S.
lir FIRST-CLASS DRUCAllsTa






















rs. Mary Ellie is still tory ill.
New Era Printing and Publishing Co.
JOHN 0. RUST.  Editor.
FEBRUAR1 18 1887.
AGENT'S
Ntio are authorized te tollect sub
acriptioes to the Nee' ETA :
Lee Thacker-Lafayette, Ky.
-Dr G. W. Rives- Williams P. 0 .
C. A. Bresher-Crofton.
Gilliland A Kennedy- Bainbridge.
le Armstrong-Cerulean Springs.
W. W. A J. P. Garnett-Pembroke.
J. W. Richardeon--Frult Hill.
OUR CLUB OFFER.
Get us a club of Roe nett subscribers, for
either WHOLLY at $1. 50 Or Tal-WRIOILT
at IA. 50 • year anti we will give you the
w Nee tor 24113 re• for one year with tick-
et iii:otir drawing.
For a club of ten aew subscn 'ors we
will give the Titt-Vi EMELT NF.‘V Etta one
year. ticket in the drawing ae,I the forty
five books advertised in our list of "In-
dueements."
For a cleb of more than ten we will'
give the paper, ticket atni books as above
and a liberal commiseion, which we
guarantee to be aatisfactory to the club-




-Dave Wiley spent Monday in Crofton.
N. Tobin has gone East to buy goods
S.,E. Stew, Trenton, was in the city Mon-
day.
Neter M llecalte went to Louisville mon-
day
Ankle Hopper, Hanson, wits in the city Wed-
nesday.
J. W. Wieks attended the tobacco sales Wed-
neoday.
F P• Gracey, Clark.ville, was in the city
Woodsy.
Mr. Bob McCarron illove.1 Au Indian
Territory.
cot. Joe le Foard, neshotie, was in the city
Thursday.
Rev. J. W. Bighorn has returned from
owensboro.
R. G. Morrow, of Paducah, paid us a eall
Wedsesday
Miss Game Wallis spent last week vasiting
the family of Mr. B. 8 Campbell in the coun-
try.
Mrs. F. II. Il.nry and Mrs. W. A. Wiltette
are visiting Mrs. B. A. Wcrinal.l. of New Or-
leaps.
Mrs. R. C. Jameson, Pembroke, was in the
city Wednesday.
Mrs Douglae O'Brien. ,,f Nash•ille, 'sin the
city visitisg friends.
Mrs. James •telerson hu retureed to her
home in Hartford accompanied by her moth-
er, Mrs. A. J Waller.
J. Jaques. a former toerrh.int of this place.
wae is town Wednesday.
Vise Fannie Iliisyon lite returned from a vis-
it to friends in Maui phia.
Mr. P. W. Hurl has rrturne I from Calvert
City in this county to live.
IL Y. Cotton an,' Geo. W. Ramsey. Madison.
•il le, *ere le the eity Wedneolity.
L. Spot /eland, aselet•nt resident engineer
ou oleo. v. mad. was in the city Atin•lay.
Lew Dobyna, White Plain., and W. M. Mar-
tin, Cruflon, were in the city Wedue.elay.
Mee. Laura Holloway awl Mrs. Wm. S. Hol-
loway. of Henderson, are visiting Mrs. Joe
Mccarroll.
Mr,Chas. Hilt, tint Miss Liaxie Boals
asd a number of others attended the ball at
Croftou Monday n-ght.
ciartsvine Democrat: 311IieeS Lou Redd and
Lulu Wetting. of Hopkins•ille, are visiting
Mrs. T P. Major on Monfort' Avenue
Mr..lohn McCrse, of Clarksville. who has
been ',limiting relative. at Newstead. poised
through this city Mooday on hie way home
Syrup of Figs
Manufactured only by the California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francieete Cal., la Not-
titre'e Own true Laxative. It is the
moat easily taken and the most pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
the syatein w hen bilious or costive; to
headschea, cold.; and fevers; te
cure habitual eoestipttion, Indigestion,
etc. For sale in 50 cents and $1.00 No-
dosity . B. Garner. Hopktioville, Ky.
Rank Robbery.
Our usually quiet town, at least the
East End, was thrown iuto a flutter hut
Tueeday by the discovery that Mr. Jam.
Chappelre bank had been robbed of an
unknown sum of money. Mr. J. J.
Chappell discovered the iteficit, anti has
engaged eyesore! detectives tto work up
the MIMI. It IS hopeel that the elicit rascal
will he egged, How, ellen or by *leen




A Todd Comely Xavier.
rni Thursday of last week at Kirk-
manaville, in Todd county, two brother.,
named Hurt, became involved in a quar-
rel. Hill Drake, a colored man, was
neat them and attempted to quiet them
and asked them not to fight as they were
brothers. Charlie Hurt turned upon
the negro, without further provocation,
and hit him a savage lick on the side
of the head with a stick of woed, By-
standers took the billet from him, but he
immediately got another and sgain
struck the nelfrii, and then turned awl
rim off and Is still at large. Dr. Bart-
lett w lin WWI Millet! ill CO dress Ote ne-
gro'. wounds, pronounces them fatal as
the skull Is graetureit in tit 1,14,..5,
In a Hsi Way.
Saturday night there arrived In this
city a young lady, neatly dressed and
good looking, who had neither friends
nor acquaintanees here. She found
lodgtog dieruptable quarters and is
evidently in a het way. Her story is a
sad orte aqd after the regulation style.
She i9 the daughter of wealthy and ree.
pected parente in a Southern Indiana
town. She gave up borne, ease and re-
finement to follow one who proved fake
and has now thrown herself on the
cold worki to float oc sink upon the cur-
rente san. Whether she la telling the
truth or merely uttering a pretty story
to catch the sympathy of the public is a
matter of conjecture, altseit it gad to
reflect that vice lures so fair a victim.
College EntertalameNt.
The o seehos-cuiugh is prevalent, i
thia city.
For list of lands for wile by JOlitt
Earlington shipped over 1.200 cars of
coal list month.
Mr. Ed Steger toeught a sox and
litter ot pigs fur $20 yesterday.
V.
Payne, *et fourth page.
I J. L. Tett has been appointed Post-
Muter at Nortonville.
1,000 bushels of Clover See I wanted
J No. It, Gums & Co.
Jacksun Moreinon, a well known col-
oreti man, died in thie city Saturday.
The Fair liround Cottage for rent, ap-
ply to Di. B. S. Wool).
Jon Chin ball a clash with a colored
citizen Wednesday who threw a rock
through hie window.
Dr. G. E. Chrietian has juet signed
new preecription clerk. Ile arrive
Wediteeday and IS a regulatien ten
pounder.
Sam, the infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam StItee, died last week morning.
remains were taken to Ileuderson
for Illterlilent.
R. T. Quarles, of Naehville, a young
man well known in this city, will be
marripd to Wu Flora Hoodenta I, at
MeMinville, Tenn., Feb. 2and.
STORE ROOK FOR RM.:T.-Corner Of
9th and Clay etreeta, formerly occupied
by J. T. Barrow. Apply to
JNo. R. Gamest & Co.
Dr. Win. Fuqua hes moved to the Da-
bvrisidgheouse, north of •lie Slain Street
A protracted meeting will be begiut at
the Methodist church by pastor Lewis.
I ,
There have been sixty-one sults filled
in the Circuit Clerk's ofliee since the
January Court.
Win. Camp, of Trenton, Ky., and
Miss Ida Adaine, of Elkton, were mar-
ried last Tuesday.
Look fur "Inducentehts" in another
column, for the biggest bewspaper bar-
gain a the della011.
a 
Walter •nd Frank Carney, tvo
A rumor is afloat that a colored wo-
man is running the largeet pocket sa-
loon in the city. She is doing a big
businese and is becoming notorious at
her calling.
Mr. J. M. Casey has sold $16,000
worth of farm lands in this county in
the last two weeks. W. A. Lowry took
$10,000 worth and J. W. Cuey the re-
maining $0,000.
The Tobacco Leaf: The indications
ilow are that this road-the Ohio Valley
-will build to Princeton and there
combine with or make running arrange-
ments with the I., A. & T.
Jno. Alexander, colored, went to Cal-
vin Crabbe, colored, house near the asy-
lum, Sunday, "spilin for a fight." He
raised quite &disturbance and a war-
rant is uow out for his meet.
Foa sete-The horneetead of the late
John B. Gowen, containing 24 scree;
also a valuable stone quarry am] other
lands on Nashville street. Inquire of
Walter Evans, 424 Main street, Louis-
ville, orJoe McCarroll, Hopkinsville.
Mr. Ed O'Brien, a prominent citizen
of Hadensville,, is critically ill with
erysipelse hieh set up in a wound in-
dicted on his leg several weeks since
by the accidental discharge of a pistol.
The Owensboro street railway went
into operation liaturtlity night and the
citizens were as happy IlA a boy with
lila first pair of breeches. Owensboro
has thrown aside the garments of a town
and is wearing grown up, city clothes.
The Junior Dancing Club was delight-
fully entertained by Mr. Felix Gaither
at his father's residence, Friday night.
The meetings of the Club are always
highly enjoyable and this occasion was
one of the most pleasant of the season.
Agent Log/Oen informs Its that beet-
nem is heavier over this divialon at pres-
ent than ever before known in the his-
tory ot the road. There is a heavy
freight blockade In the South, which
accounts for the delay In north bound
trains.
Measles le alarmingly prevalent In
the southern part of Todd county.
Nearly every faintly is nursing a case
and in some instances entire house-
holds are sick. The physicians say the
disease is of a malignant type and is
usually followed by pneumonia.
Henry- Tandy ,and Mary Sergeant,
both colored, got two old pistols, Sun-
day, and began playing war. The re-
atilt was Mary wite killed. The piffles
live in the Pembroke neighborhood and
furnisb another ;warning to fools with
pistols.
"Many voters" call throtigh the Tele-
phone on William Wherton to become
a candidate for the Legislature In Trigg.
The name of Esq. Samuel Larkins le
also mentioned, and Mr. James Lester
thinks he coulti "carry the full Repub-
Heart streegth and have a haat of warm
friends In tile Democratic camp."
There must be otomething done with
the mails on this divialon. Important
letters to citizens of this 'Owe were not
delivered last week In Unto tor their
Otibtelne toe of tattle the liartlee
tf/ITIVII.1 VIP mail eerviee Is
lor the benefit Of lite people, and when
it heronsee iiieflieleill (rift any
the proper remedies emelt! be AI Olive
applied.
Severel tninieters in this city and a
number of the leveling eliristian people
are contemplating a grand union revi-
val to be held In the rink building. The
room is large and commodious arid
would be the best place in the city for
such gathering*. Sitteil.1 the nteeting
be decided upon, we may expect the
most general revival ever held in this
city.
Our confectioners did a land office
businese on Valentines Monday. The
melte were crowded with them, of all
shepeo, slam and assortments. The
New Kim came In for HO share. We
dill not get any of the pantie mese uf
course. Ours wire all silk-plush, finish-
ed in gold anti gilt. The are hanging in
the compoeing room, a very art getlery
of color and serithnent.
Mr. H. II. Abernathy returned frons
Morganfieid Seturday, where he had
been to *mist in the organization of a
K. of P. Lodge. Seventy-five Knights
from Henderann were present to assist
in the work. A lodge of 31 members
was organized. The work of adminis-
tering the degreee commenced at 1 p.
m. Friday and was not concluded until
a. m. Saturday, riO recess being taken.
The Court of Appeals rendered a de-
eittior, recently, in the case of the Com-
monwealth vs. Hazzeiwood, which will
be of tweeted to dog owners. The
Court held that, independent of the act
of the Legislature requiring County
Clerks to keep a book for the registra-
tion of dogs when they beconie reoeg-
nixed aa peroonal property, dogs were
listed and taxed and therofore personal
property and must be so regarded un-
der the law. The vilite of the dog is to
be determined the same ae any other
personal property.
The Tobacco Leaf speaking of the
pending sale of the I., A. & T. says:
An advertisement having appeared in
the Nashville Union and other Tennes-
see mere giving notice of the sale of
the Indiana, Alabama and Texas rail-
road to take place in this city Saturday,
April 9th, tome misapprehension has
arisen in the public mind as to the cause
of the sale.
The sale iiS ativertised is a mere for-
mality. The L. & N. Company Will,
Almon as a matter of course, be the pur-
chaser. The result will probably be the
applauded. Among the •isitors were legal extinction of the I. A. & '1'. tom-
Dr. Jas. Rodman and hely, Rev's Dagg pany and the merging of the road into a
anti Prestridge, Mr. Ross Donalliaon, branch of the L. & al'., which it ;is at-
tire Bailey Waller and Misses I,illie really in effect. 1 ,
Wailer and Emma Threlkeld. Dr Rust An elegant Gemini was teeldered the
gave notice that lectures will be includ- young tiociety people of the city at the side. Nothing so adds to the appear-
residence of Mr. M. II. Nelson, Thine- ance of a thoroughfare. It gives grace
day night. Among those present were and comfort to the streets and is indica-
Misses Stannie Orteeby, Rosa Stellate- tive of the public spirit and culture of
gen, Madge Fairielgb, Frankle Camp- the citizen!. Now is the proper mason
bell, Mary Warfield, Ophelia Peyne, to plant trees and there is an abundant
For Oils, Slats, Pills, and all lire's of , 011ie Hinkle, Lulu Winfree, Julia Ven- supply of the above variety hi the for-
bitter, nauseous' Liver Metheines and able and the MisiLea *arbour, and Messrs. esta around this city. Citizens should
rathartons is the very agreeable liquid ; Beller Hickman, John Cenaphell, riets. take advantage of the season to outs-
fruit. remedy, Syrup of Figs. Ito ad- Campbell, John Feland, Walker Wood,
antageot are evidertto-it is more easily John Burnett, Robt. Burnett, Duncan
ken, more acceptable to the stomach, Galbreath, Ben Campbell, Chas. Bur-
rs ,pleattantly effective, and inure bridge and Bryan llopper. The even-
in
ly benetleial to the system than any ing was most enjoyable anti the kind
it:er remedy. Reetoruntended by lead- hoet and hostem reiteived the hearty ac-ing physicians, and for ssie in 50 cent knowledgentente of the gallatot compsny-
'' and $4 bottles by II. B. Garner, Hop- Mr. E. Grey Lewis led the German in
kinaville, Ky. a most creditable manner.
A
brothers, died at their home near Wad-
Willa, last Friday.
Geo. Bradley and John 1 irr have
bought this county for the sale of the
Reitiloietuer patent fence.
A town in Florida Is going to be
named after Rev. T. T. Eaton, a minis-
ter well known in this city.
The seven-year-old daughter of Mr.
John Ed Carter, of Bennettstown, died
of brain fever Tuesday afternoon.
The stock holders of the I. A. & '1'.
have determined to complete the broad
gauge road to Cerulean by June let.
The only child of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Walton, of Allensville, died of inflam-
mation of the brain, Sunday morning.
Street Superintendent Twyman in-
forms us that he Is prepairing to begin
work on cleaning the streets March let.
The express husinese is especially dull
at this time. Agent Tibbs informs us
that the reeeipts last month were $1,000
short of Jan. '84.n
Jno. Rabbet', Dr. J. S. Dickerson,
P. E. Bacon and Robert Rutherford
have ineorporated the Model Roller
Milling Co., at Trenton, Ky.
Princeton voted the $20,000 bonus to
the 0. V. Railroad to come from Fredo-
nia to that place, Tuesday. The propo-
sition canted by 151 majority.
Frank Gray and Walker Coleman, both
colored, had a fight near this city, Wed-
nesday, In which Gray Was badly used
up. The case will be before tile courts.
To gain an idea of the itnmense coal
business done on this Division, Agent
!option informs us that more titan 300
car loads of black diamonds pass here
every day.
Mrs. J. T. Rabbeth, of Trenton, pass-
eul through the city Wednesday to attend
Mrs. Mary Whitlock, who is dangerous-
ly ill at the residence of Mr. R. B. Mc-
Reynolds in the county.
The set of forty-five books, for 50 cts
which we furnish in connection with
the New Bits makes almost a complete
library Rhin itself. See advertisement
uutler the head of "Inducements.
The Western National Bank lately
organized in New York, of which Sec-
retary Daniel Manning will probably
bierrealdent, has among Its stockhol-
ders Mr. Lucien Jones, of title city.
The Lotus Literary Society of Bethel
F emale College met on Friday evening.
Miss Fannie Baker, of Princeton, Pres-
ident. Miss Laura Basket, of Bender-
men, See. The following program waa
splendidly rendered :
Musk!, Etuee Mezerka-Mios Mary
Negiey. News an,1 Notes-Miss Emma
Nelson. Motile, eliver Thiaties-Miss
May Wooten'. Recitation, The Painter
of Seville-Miss Sallie Roost. Music,
The Storm at Sea-Miss Lula Owen.
Addretee-Rev..f. W. Biohain.
Mr. Bightern'a addreto was brimfull of
wit, humor, good advice and inatruction
delivered In the gentleman's own pecu-
liar, attractive style, and wag warmly
fel in the exercises hereafter.
Rerolivez.
An Merest Substitute
The tobacco market Wednesday was
firm but thereiwere,many rejections. A
good board of buvers was present, and
farmers can feel assured that they will
get the best possible prices on this mar-
ket.
Col. L. A. Sypert has closed a con-
tract with the L. A N. Railroad for the
use of the rock quarry on his farm north
of the city. The railroad company will
pay him 3 cents per square yard for the
roek, and at thie rate his land is worth
2735 per acre.
'Squire Alex. Campbell left yesterday
for hie new home, Eldorada, Slieeouri.
Hopkinsville loses one of Iter best citi-
zen.. Ilia departure is much regretted
by his many friends here. May un-
bounded success be with him in his
Western home, is the wish of all
A farmer livieg within pix mile,' of
town brought le a [temple of lead ore,
Wednesday which tie found on Ida place.
Several gentlenten vereed in mineralogy
took a look at the ore and prot.onnce it a
very fine specimen. The gentleman
who owns the farm says there la a vast
deposit of the ore on his place.
Subscriptions to any paper or tnsga•
zioe in the world taken at this Ake at
club prices that will in many instances
save the price of the New Ens. For in-
stance, the daily Courier-Journal (sit
latillea a week) snit the Wean? New
Bits for 110.50: or Tal.Wisaktf fur
CIAO,
Sometime sine. tee publialleul a leiter
Of inquiry, trim Wirelike, for mie Wo.
Nemec The party III Wirelike got
train" of ilia Wall through some of the
Kentucky papers but loat the paper,
and now we have received atiother note
asking us to insert the notice again.
Things begin to look queer.
The jury in the cues of the I., A. &
T. Railroad vs. Sam White and J. 0.
anti R. B. McReynolds assessed the
damage for condemning right of way
through the farms of the above and re-
turned a verdiet Saturday. Mr. Sam
White geta $350 and Messrs. Melley.
nolds Hot as much theae gentle-
men desired.
A familiar old sow has been walking
up to thy door of Tom Bilinundann's
grocery anti eatiog the green vegetables
dipipley. Tom alterpeitiel his hateliet
and laid in wait for her. She was not
long in coming, and as she reached for
the tempting moreel Tom blazed away
with his tomahawk, hut the weapon
miscarried and smashed a $5 show case.
Celia Oates, colored, charged with
murdering her infant child at crofton,
Saturday, was tried before Judge An-
derson Tuesday. She testified that
the child was born dead and
she buried it at the time and place al-
ready published. On her statement the
court released her under a bond of $100
to appear at the March term of court.
One thousand dollars is a big SUM of
money to inveet In advertising, ill it not?
But then "printer's ink" brings in more
money to the square inch than any oth-
er commodity in the world. We be-
lieve in printer's ink and are taking
$1000 worth this year; time out April
15th. See all about it tinder "Induce-
ments" in another place in this paper.
Hon. Polk I.affoon and Senator Beck
both deserve much credit for their con-
sideration of Owensboro's interests and
their efforts In her behalf. For such
work as was done in the House Mr. Lef-
foon is entitled to the main credit, as he
represents us there; for such efforte as
were put forth in the Senate, Senator
Beck merits our dislike. It is mere
bosh for anybody to seek to create any
false impreseiona in the matter. The
truth Owensboro appreciates the work
done by Senator Beck and Mr. !oaten),
and any efforts at invidious comparisons
fall flat in this community. Mr. Laf-
foon has done his duty by hits constitu-
ency, anal Mr. Beck has shown a very
praise-worthy interest In behalf of Ow-
ensboro and her people.-Owensboro
Inquirer.
Several of the streets In this city are
beautifully .atiailed In summer by mag-
nificent rows of maple trees on either
ment their streets with these beautiful
shade trees. In many placee a day Is
set apart as "tree day." It is observed
as a holiday and all time people turn out
to worehip nature and beautify their
town. Why timid not our people inau-
gurate a feetival aell0011 of this kind?
Nothing would so enhance the beauty
and value of property.
All the liquor licenses in the city have
expired hut one.
Mrs. Anna Ritter, grandmother of
Mrs. W. 11. Griffey, died at the home of
W. 11. Griffey, at Noah's Spring, Tenn.,
Wednesday, the 2nd inst., after an ill-
ness of eleven days, of typhoid fever.
The deceased was In iter 74th year.
Cadiz papers please copy.
Prof. '1'. S. Genie, Bentiettetow in call-
ed and subscribed for the New Ea• and
will get us up a club among the colored
people in his vicinity ; and by the way,
the patronage that the New ERA gets
from this clam showe that we have
quite a large element among them who
are taking the proper couree towards
education and good citizenship. To all
such the New Etta is, and has always
been, glad to lend a helping hand.
Off For Frankfort.
Judges R. T. Petree and Joe McCar-
roll and Hons. John Feland anti James
Breathitt left for Frankfort Wednesday
to argue the Winfree-Anderson conteet-
ed election case before the Court of Ap-
peals. A decision will probably be ren-
dered on Friday or Saturday, and the
readers of the New Efts can feel assured
that they will get the very first intelli-
gence of the result hot off of the wires.
-
Flee Tobacco.
Mr. Henry G. Hanna, of Pembroke,
hae shown Us a sample of 2 acres of to-
bacco that is the finest and largest we
have ever 'seen. It measures 20 inches
errors and 34 in length. Mr. Hanna
took the premium at Loitiaville Jan.
1711 on this, as the beat wrapper in the
Hopkinsville anti Clarksville district.
He raised over 40 acres this season, but
this was a special lot to which he gave
individual attention. He has been offer-
ed $9 around for it, but still holds it.
This shows the poseibilities of the bust-
nese, when our farmers go in for quali-
ty rather than quantity. if more of
them would follow titia line, there is no
question of the ultimate profit of it,
naturally and inevitably resulting from
the raising of the standard as a basis for
prices.
Natural Gas.
Negotiations are pending between the
Hopkinsville Natural Gas Company and
Col. L. A. Sypert for the purchuse of a
farm, belonging to the latter, which
lies along the railroad north of the city.
The company proposes to bore for gas
as goon as the well at Bowling Green is
finished.
The geological formations:around this
city are favorable to the existence of
gas, and at several points near town
there have been seen evidences of it. A
well on Mr. Wallace Wartleld's farm,
only 30 feet deep, was being cleened
lut fall and the workmen smelled gas
plainly. A stick taken from the bot-
tom was as if saturated with oil, mid
there can be no question but that If the
well should be stink deeper a reservoir
of natural gaa would be struck.
Col. Sypert has submitted two
propoeitions to the Natural Gall GOMplIn3
in regard to his farm north of the city.
He will permit tine Company to bore,
and. In the event they strike gas or oil,
le will sell the farm to them for $6,000
cmh, or $3,000 In stock and $3,000 cash,
at his optiois. Or he will sell them the
mineral rights at $10 per acre to be ta-
ken lu cash, or part cash and part in
stock, at his option. Tine farm lies be-
tween the Madisonville road and the
railroad and includes 253 acres. It is
highly probable that the Company will
accept one of these proposition's and that
they will Legin boring in a mouth or
two.
When Baby was sick, we gave her Crater*
When she Was a l'hdd, she cried fur Costoria,
When she beearnA Musa she <long to Castor*
Irma silo had Children, ohs gays thara Castor*
Valentines.
Last Monday was set apart by all the
world in honor ot St. N•alentine, a gen-
!man who had the misfortune to lose
his head at tite hands of a Houten Em-
peror. He Wall a man of such ueboun-
ded love that the ilay of his execution
las been ever since honored as an SIMI-
tenuity occasion, a day Witeil Cupid
reigns snit wititintent is eitioreine,
The eitatnei le 'heeled bY on'to In
sate originated lite Biome feast el'
the Idipareallit, hmi, enitioug ether vere.
Monies, the names of toting girls Were
written oli slip, of paper which acre
played in a box and drawn thenos
young men *Ito preamited gifts to the
girls, When the Chrietlan era arose
the fathers of the church attempted to
abolish the pagan rite, but finding it
impossible to do so, they modified it and
gave It the stamp of Christianity.
From the earliest times the lith of
February has been obeerved as a day
lot love and sport. Sir Walter Scott
ocateo one of his most beautiful novels
on this merry day, and many are the
curious legends that cling about the an.
ilversery of the good old Saha.
Little now remains °filthy old time
looms. This 'esthetic age has drawn
he mulls:pent out of the °maims stet
construed it into& display of pseudo-art.
Satins, velvete, plusher painted in all
shades and shapes, decorated with gilt
anti silver-frost, luminous with pasto-
rale and lyrics and alive with tinted
beasts and birds, profuse in gaudy illus.
tration-these are the costly trinkets,
that flood the markets and rob the dudes
to keep the eentiment of the day alive.
Supposing that one's love is measured
by the richnese ef his valentine, the
fellow who floods the malls with his $20
painted satin shoots the meet deadly
darts. In strange contrast is this to the
pioneer lover who lisped his modest
sentiment for the first time in an elo-
quent scrawl to the timid niaiden who
received the missive with an aurora of
blushes and knew the author bot dare
not confess him.
It is an accepted maxim that fit is but
one step from the "sublime to the ridic-
ulous" and so It le but half a stumble
front the "aesthetic to the silly." The
luminoue cartoons underwrit with a
staitze of slush fairly outrivsled the vel-
vets mid plushes of upertendom. They
are full of rhyming hits at the follies of
mankind awl sell as rapidly as though
they were a panacea for human ills. 11
St. Valentine could have foremen this
!nevem! river of daub that flows front
his bleeding neck, he would now be do-
ing penance on the "darkest curve of
Styx" where eolor and rhyme are un-
known.
But for all of titat the small boy fires
Ilk valentine at need intirmitiea, and,
alien the pellet hits the mark, lie rolls
in glee like a hunter who has-brought
down his game at long range. Tide is
the only opportunity the rising genera-
Lien has to get even oith the bald-head-
ed paragone who lecture them on "how
good we were when we were boys."
And get even they do, for while the old
foxed crush the cartoons between their
hande they truly feel the wound.
The vast quantity of comic valentines
that are sold is astonishing. "There are
only two firms in this country that man-
ufacture them. They are McLaughlin
Bros., of New York, and Peter G.
Thompson, of Cincinnati. The former
had long the monopoly of such work,
and after Thompson came into the trade
a war of rate was inaugurated. and this
year they are 'telling them at fifteen
cents a grom, below the cost of manufac-
ture." These cartoons are scattered
over the land like tile "leaves of Velem-
broosa," and, if to sport with them is a
pleaeure to the young, the rest of the
world Can forgive the fully while the
children have their fun.
of Regaidless of Value No[ Below Cost
Do we propose to offer our stock, but we will offer you goods at such prices that will astonish you for cheapness. We
have cut prices way down, in order to reduce our stock to make room for our immense Spring Stock, which will soon ar-
rive. Our prices are down far below any goods offered at forced or clearance sales. Having a resident buyer in the city
with 36 years experience gives us advantages which no other house in the city has. Our stock of
Winter Clothing, Suits, Overcoats, Boots, Shoes, Underwear Socks,
Hats, and in fact, everything in our Clothing Department will be sold at prices that cannot be had from any other house in this city. We ask you to
make no purchase until you have seen our stock and learned our prices. We pledge ourselves to save you money. We will place on sale this week one
Hundred Dozen Unlaundried Shirts worth 75c., which we will close out at 45c.; also the Gold and Silver Shirts for less money than ever before sold by
any one.
WINTER BOOTS AT HALF PRICE. WINTER UNDERWEAR AT HALF PRICE.
WINTER SUITS AT HALF PRIcE. WINTER OVRCOATS AT HALF PRICE.
In fact , all our Winter Goods must go. We ask you to call and see for yourself. We stand ready to prove any assertion we make. This is no idle
boast but plain facts. In our Dry Goods Department we are ready to offer better bargains than ever. Our stock has been greatly reduced since our
bargain sale was inaugurated, but our stock is still too large and must be reduced still more. We will therefore make it to the ir ',crest of any one wish-
ing Dry Goods to give us a call before making a purchase. We are closing out a great many goods at just half their former price. We have 100
Cloaks on hand which must go. Price no object. Call at once on
"rirai1430 COld Relimizele),"
1VX. 3011,116..1\TIK.M.1La
Deeds Recorded. DR. SHERMAN'S NATIONAL DIS-
PENSARY
James E. Jesup to Andrew Nelson,
town lot ; J. C. Ferrill to Wm. Ferrill,
town lot, Crofton; F. E. Hammonds to
J01111 D. tenter, 105 acres land; R. B.
Monk to Henrietta A% Monk, land; E.
H. Price to M. C. Davis, town lot;
K. Twyman to John Coombs, town lot;
R. W. Henry Com. to I., & 1'. rail-
road 51,i acres land; Same 3t4 acres
land.
Flower Seed for the Ladles.
NaliE tot Neuner, of Louisville, Ky.,
are the largest flower and vegetable seed
dealers in the State. They have exten-
sive facilities for shipping choice flower
seeds to all sections of the country and
are constantly receiving orders from all
over the South. Ladies desiring plants
or flower seed should send for their il-
lustrated catalogue or addrem them di-
rect ith an order at Louisville.
Robbed While Drunk.
Mr. John Spitlen was In town Thurs-
day and took on a little too much
"booze." In order to escape the police
he went to the rock spring to sleep off
the effects of the liquor. While lying
on the green sward, he was approached
by a tall slim white man who went
through his pockets relieving him of $55
in cash. Ile says that the thief rolled
him over on his face and took the money
out of his hip pocket. Ile was power-
lesa to protect himself. After commit-
ting the robbery, the thief walked leis-
urly away and has not been men since.
Spitien says he could recognize the fel-
low ahould he see him.
Amateur Railroading.
One night last week a small colored
boy watched the engineer of the Ac-
comodation train back hisengine on the
side track. As soon OA the engineer
left and while @team Walt up, the little
fellow jumped aboard and opened the
throttle. The engine responded to the
call and started off like • thing of life.
The night watchman heard her coming
and at once became suspicious. He ran
to the moving ettgine and closed the
throttle barely in time to save a wreck.
The novelty of the boy's daring is amus-
ing but of a serious nature. Kids with
such proclivities should be furnished
dynamite bombs to "projick" with.
Working the Town.
'fuesday a company of beggars came
to town coneisting of a father and moth-
er awl several children. The man was
a big boded, lazy fellow and the elder
son reached his dimensions. The com-
pany rested on West Seventh street
while the mother with an infant in her
erns& worked the town. Site wore a
look of gracious grief on her counte-
nance anti the babe was an eloquent ap-
peal for help. She moved with quick,
elastic step and flitted from one store to
another with the agility of One killed
at the business, *idle the litiaband end
the fat hoy (*racked jokes on the coins





At statet1 periods 10 the titounierulal
history of our town, our leading men.
chants attract attention from all quarters
by cetting and slashing thitugs, so as to
astonish the natives. Whenever this oc-
curs there is a grand rush to secure the
good things while they are going. Such
an opportunity is now offered at the
Standard and truly "Old Reliable" es-
tablishment of M. Frankel & Sons. No
house In the country does such things
more handsomely than this mammoth
eatablishment. The head of the houee,
the father, lives in Cincinnati, w here,
with plenty of cull and the business
smitten that has made him one of the
most powder and stivemsful nterelients
our town itaa ever knuwn, lie scoops In
all the bargains otTered. 1111 sone, at
this end, all worthy descendants of the
father, kuow exactly how to handle the
tons of merchandise coming into their
house at all seasons, and cater to the
public taste with a success peculiar to
the family. Just now they are making
one of their grand slaughters (not Char-
lie, they maid-ed him some time altiV
and it's all on account of their coming
spring goods and pro bonopublien. The
said s•publico" is therefore advised to
tackle them, and do it right now. See
their big "ad" which tells all about it.
A Row at the Theatre.
The curtain went up on the Uncle
Tom's Cabin performance at the Opera
House, Tuesday night, to a crowded
house. The blood hounds and jubilee
singets were a drawing card and the
gallery was puked with over 300 sight-
peeing coons. Just as the bell tapped
the curtain up on tbe first Ito, a row
was raised In the gallery. Several offi-
cers rushed up and the audience below
became quite nervous. The curtain
went down in a hurry, and before the
people could get scared sweet peace
brooded o'er the crowd like moonlight
on a lake, thanks to the efficient offi-
cers.
'1'lle details of the rumpus are about
as follows: Joe McLaughlin, colored,
weed a plank across a gallery isle, and
house policeman T. 1'. McCatney bad
some trouble getting iiiin to remove it.
He then posted himaelf near the railing
in front of the crowd with a cigar in hie
mouth and McCulley gathered hint to
take him out. Joe started to hit the of-
ficer when quick as a flash he Was laid
out with McCamey'e club. Confusion
ensued. Coustable Wiley who was in
the audience below saW a negro draw
a pistol and try to shoot at McCamey.
He ruistieul up stairs with policemen
Ennis and Teryman and in an instant
order wits restored. The prompt work
of tise officers is to be highly commen-
ded and detnonatratee that there must
and will be order preserved at the Opera
House. As 140011 as the row was over
the audience quieted down and the per-
formance went on as though nothing
had happened. The offieers were not
able to identify the fellow who drew
the pistol, but he would make fine feed-
ing for a court of justice.
As a toilet article, Ayer's Hair Vigor
stands unrivaled. It cleanses the scalp
and removes dandruff, cures itching !Hi-
mont, restores the original color to faded
and gray hair, and promotes Ha growth.
Permanently located at Hopkiasville,
Ey.,-Doing a Large and Ex-
tensit e Businees.
A I isit to aud Through that Splendid-
ly' Equipped and Elegantly Fur-
nished Establishment.
TH E DOCTOR A N D II I Si WORK
Dr. H. M. Sherman, born in Charles-
ton, Jeffereon county, Virginia, Febru-
ary 13, 1836. A regular Graduate of
Medicine and Surgery. Twenty-five
years practical experience. Recogniz-
ed and established for the treatment of
Chronic Disease' since 1870. Now per-
tnanently located at Hopeinsville, Ky.
We called on Dr. II. M. Sherman,
Hopk insville's fanned specialist, during
our visit to that city last week. The
Doctor gave us a cordial reception, and
accompanied us through the different
departinenta of his well appointed es-
tablishment, which Is in a commodious
building located on Seventh street in
the rear of the Bank of llopkineville.
First we were through the laboratory;
second, the advertising department;
third, the ligente' reception room;
fourth, the ladles parlor and reception
room; fifth, the dispensary: sixth, the
Doctor's private office and consultation
room. The fifth apartment, we
found to excel in beauty, comfort
and convenience in every re-
spect, and the ladies will be captivated
with its superbly elegant furnishings,
picture paintings, piano, books, &c.
The various departments' are provided
with electric lights, which on account
of the Doctor's rapidly growing pracs.
tit*, has frequently to be brought into
requisition. Each department ie under
the supervielon of experienced loands,and
is conducted upon the very best profes-
sional systein. The founder of this en-
terprise hum spared neither painstuor ex-
pense In Its eatablieliment, which, by
the e ay, is the meat complete dispensa-
ry of the kind west of New York and
it has been instrumental in adding a
large increaoe of visitors daily to Hop-
kineville from all parts of the country,
who go there to avail themselves of 15r.
Shertnati't ekilled medical treatment
and advice. Thousands of people in
this and adjoining States visit New
'York, Cincinnati, Louisville, Chicago
and St, Louis to voneitit epecialleta,
which necesaerily is a great expense.
The advantage the entitled no* have in
this Mil of the State IS thst they ton
reach 14141,1'01e at a very little ea.
tifIlse 111111 POMO( a physician oho has
deltoid a reputation, alid
tired' mid hundred* flatly testify to his
successful trestment his line of atisv
hitelloines are sent out month-
ly from this dispeitentry to over a thous-
and afflicted souls all over the country.
We bespeak merited success tor the
Doctor in his modern and improved
;node of treatment of the nation's sick.
•
COAL THIEVES.
They Mn4 One Ran's Face sad Attack
Another-A Reward Offered.
We have frequently mentioned the
daring persistency of thieves In robbing
coal trains In this city. So bold have
they been In their methods that it le
ding/Irma to interfere with thein.
Thursday night enelinutur Grigg oll the
south hound freight, wishes arrives here
at p. in., saw abeut 25 of the vsgrents
throwing off coal while 11111 train was
stopped In front of the gas works await.
nig orders. They haul unloaded about
a ton when lie thought he would remon-
strate with them. Ile walked down to
the cars and asked them to stop, when
some one on the opposite side of the
train threw a large rock striking him
in the face and inflicting an ugly
wound. Ile was knocked down Mt got
up and dragged himself into the depot.
Dr. Seargent dressed his wounds, and
he was taken to Nashville on his train
a very sick man. The railroad authori-
ties have offered a liberal reward for
the apprehension of the thug who threw
the rock, and it is to be hoped he will
be captured and punished.
The same night while special police-
man R. B. Joht.son was standing on the
platform at the depot, some unknown
person threw a large rock at him, the
stone paseieg in a few inches of him.
Saved His Life.
Mr. D. I. Wilcoxson, of Horse Cave,
Ky., pays he wait, for many years, badly
afflicted with Pitthisic, also Diabetes;
the pains were almost unenditrable and
would sometimes almost throw him into
convulsions. lie tried Electric Bitters
and got relief front first bottle and after
taking six bottles, was entirely cured
and had gained in flesh eighteen pounds.
Says he positively believes he wottld
have died, had it not been for the relief
atTorded by Electric Bitters. Sold at





choice patent. winter wheat .$6.26 to 5.50
Choice Iiinuesuta  4.25to 5 00
Plain patents  4.75 to 6.00
Straights ... .   4.15 to 1.3S
Clear  3.76 tn 4.00
Bottom grades ,  3.86 to 3.60
PROVISIONS- v
Miss ionteoPer ble  13 50
Bacoe-per lb tools 
Shoulders  7%c•15.00
Clear ribeides  7.30
Clear aides  7.150
BrLKIIIAT11-
shoulders... . ..........   Sit
Clear rlb sides  04.,6
Clear aides 7 06
L•ari-
Choice leaf  N
Prime steam   6.15
SeGI•lt Crain MIATII-
Hams  10Viall'..
Breakfast bacon 8 VP
Shoulders .., ...........  n'.
DRIED Bear -
Louisville  lo to 13
Chicago and St. [nuts  to
GRA IN-
Wan8T-
No. 2 Red .
No. 3 Longherry
Cons-
No 3 mixed  1104c




No. I mixed  31c
No. 2 white  He
ars-
No.2 'S
LOOVISILLE LIS'S STOCK II•SEKT.
CATTLZ-GOOd to extra shipping, or
expert cattle  4 40 to 4 35
Light ahlp ing  4 00 " 4 20
Oxen goo, to extra  3 60 " 8 71
Oxen common and rose'  2 00 " 3 25
flali's good:  3 00 " 2 75
Light stockers  I 70 . 276
Teeters, good  2 75 •• 8 87
'',Butebers, best  3 75 •• 4 2.5
Butchers, medium to good  5 25 " 8 50
Boteners. common to medium  2 50 " 3 00
Thin, rough steers, poor tows and
scalawags  f 00 " 1 60
Hoes-Choice packing and butchers 4 25 " 6 10
Fair to good butchers.  4 sei " 4 90
Light medium butehers.  4 66 " 4 75
Shoats  •   3 75 " 4 25
Vi VOL--
Clear medium, Heatucky  kb to 27
assorted Clothing  2n
Assorted Comptes  to
Burry. Southern  Is to 23
Burry, Kentucky  31 to 16
Black  7 to 26
Tnb-warthed  as to :72
GENSENG-
Good to prime 51.40 1 50 per lb on ar-





country packages  It to 17




Mixed ............ _ .
Hand peeked Ind. and Mich 
FEATHERS-
New  40
Mixed la 10 40
Prtme Sint  len
Prone dry salted ...... 1234
No. 2 " "  10%.
H•Y-
All Timothy good to prime  10 Die it 00
Medium to nixed  II OS to 10.09
new Timothy  5.10 le 10.1111
PREFERRED LOCUS
ota Bena.







are all to be had very et e
Jno. B. Galbreath & Co.




We have just received
our New Spring Stock
of Foreign Novelties,
consisting of all the lat-
est designs, of Diagon-
als, Corkscrews, Wors-
ted and Scotch Goods
We make only the
best goods and guar-
antee their wearing
qualities and perfect
fits We have the lar-
gest and best selected
stock we ever had and
will sell at the lowest
prices for CASH.
N. TOBIN & CO.
105 Main Street, Opera House Bloek.
Ile Was unable to catch the miscreant.
Had the rock hit hint, it would have in- Wil8nMeted a serioue injury.Certainly something eliould be doneto stop this vile work. An officere life
is hardly safe and citizens and coal deal-
ers need protection.
HOW'S THIS!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Cotarrit that can
not be cured by taking Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J . CHENEY dt 11O., Preprie
tore, Toledo, O.
S.-11all's Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, aeting directly upon the
blood mei nmeite surface of the ityatem.
Price 75 ctn. per bottle, sold by all drug-
gists.
The journey to Paris of Gen. Marty-
noir, of Russia, to which rumor attach-
ed political importance, was made sole-
ly tor the purpoote of purchasing horses,
Gen. Martynoff being chief of the Im-
perial stables.
You Are Rig" ht.
Sea Machine men come and go,
but C. E. West stays with you, and
warrantm his work.
LAND FOR SALE.
e w.11 :010 acres of the Peebles Farm











Baskets, etc., etc. The




-And be convinced that my new stock of-
Watchos,Clocits,Jewelry,Silverware
Cannot be surpassed in Styles and LOW Prices.
'lir."' OS SI=CP=.4.C7...1=S A SPECIALTY.
Repairing and Engraving by W. H. (they, a workman that cannot be excelled in his ,If ijou aunt .1
1P'IJOILATCO CPIEL C713ELGIANT
Tou will find greatly to Tour intereet to see ni. ;eir,having elsk where, Ii2L't tOinspect my etock. No trouble to rhon- goods
105 S. Main ,irret,
opp. Opera House,
4:3;•• iFelEACACIL 02,r t,
Depkin•vtlle. Ky.
C. W. lEITC•LPE, Pree't. (Si W. MITC•LYI, Vire presit A fitt.te, see'y A Trent
Milo Muolutilfill Comm!,
0




Anil Make a Specialty of Repairing En•
ginea and Mill Machinery.
We have recently added nur fartor
General Repair Department,
where we will do repairing of
WACONS, PLOWS,
8HOEINC
and anch like. Our smiths and wood-
workmen are
fillechaulce of IP.xperlesce.
Our Iron Cistern Top
lathe most convenient. durable and, heap-
eat top Manufactured. We mani.fai tun.
OUR PUMPS







WROLGRT IRON TOBAGCO SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
We are man erecters of the American
Combination Fence
For Christian, Todd andiTrlita counties.
It ir the beat and
CHEAPEST
Fenee manufactured. Cab and IIXF011
Melt.
We manufacture all goods we sel: ara
Guarantee Them Fully.
8hrill be glad to quote prices or male




Rka,14% attn. it at e est vi a I 01 taut 141.1. ASO W11111101
win Da 01 r 1 B 1 15 It
JOHN MOAYON, THE FARMER'S FRIEND,
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing., Hats,- Boots Shoes, &c.
All of the Latest styleb at the Lowest Prices,
JOHN MOAYON
Cor. Ninth and Virginia Ste
ICI. sT. 1E-XCOCOM1EL,
OLD RELIABLE,
Is again hau.i al :he ol.i stand. corner .tli an I NI a in ,t ;rid, Where he will con-
tinue to weleonie his old friends and the wild ie generally, and sell them, cheap for
cash, everything in the way of
STOVES and TINWARE, QUEENSWARE
)11141 house-furnishing goods of all kinds. I:very 1R•iz,iltier in liouvo-li ping
to call before buying. Strict attention to businee. and low 'incest° everybody







the Lova"' •ed OBEYS sad'hasn't's the TB andVIC4
Olt of TOUTB
Of etweits, Indienditm.Leck of
karlAtuiall sad Tired Feeling an-
1101,0.4 rored Bono., mow
els and nerwee receive neer
force_ Enliven. the mind
and Rnopliee Brain Pinesr.
LADIES Slii:ear"Tit.1,74:.4."TcLitn411,7.11.:
Rafe, •peody core Gleam • clear, he•Ith7 oomtdea ion.
All attetni.t• st rountorrwit Ins only adds to Ito vepU•
E . 1 I -1,T,-.:...O.r.,Rii.;,:,:r.;:.;:,i.i:Ft;;:;71,-...F:riA:ti,01f):F.....,..tue-tio.
utt'iPills
Stimulates thetnrpidlit cr.stremeth.
•ns the organs. reusiluIVIA
the bow cis. land LiilemillUicd us an
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
In malarial district's their eirtnew
are vi 'del, recouvil•ed. us I ht.:. woo,
seas peculiar propert tee in I regime
the ei stem Or  that Done
Nicely %meter coated. 1'1 fee,




Never fails to cure every form of disorder
peculiar tu Malaria-infected districte. It
Is Warranted,
in every ease, when Used in rieenrilanee
with directions. It eopisins no quinine.
and not only neutralizes Miasma' it. fatiseit.
but stimuloties the Liver to healtita ;union.
gives tone to the etumech, aud iiroinotts
Me appetite.
"Pottersuille, Texas,1
Jan- 15, 1884. -1
"Dr. J. C. ..4yer ,S. Co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in local i-
ties abounding in Malarial
disorders; have been the Pubject
of their attacks in many forms,
and found no reiru•dy so reli-
able and safe as .lyer's .4gue
Cure. Taken according to





DR. J. C. AYIM & CO., Lowell, Maas. j,
Mold Druggl.ta.
Price $1; stx bottles, $6.
Office,44 Murray St.Nest Vtirk. Printing neatly execute 1 at





H. K. TAYLOR, I
Of Logan County,
14 a candidate for elate Superintendent of Pub-
I e Instruction. subject the action of the Demo-
entire State Coirteation
MONE
to be made Cut this out and
7,`,17 u) ",::„nit,7nes wj 1;41y
v aloe and importanee to You,1h:it o ill st.rt you in nominees o loch will bring
3 uu in satire money right away than anythingt ise in the wort.t. Any one can do the work
snit live at home, hillier sex. all ageol. Some-
' hing sew, that Just room inyiney fur all work •ern. We will start you; Capital not Deeded
This is One of the genuine, important chalicesof a hfe-time. Thom who are amOitious and, nterprtaing Will nut delay. Grand outet free
, il tree Tarn & Co.. Angans Maine.
o _ _____. _ _
SHOW CASE
A514 FCR P7-1',MEHLET







LtiLoosvILLE8. NASHVILLE R. R 
THE GREAT
Through Trunk Line
WINO Chalge and with Speed Unrivaled
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
Ir•-oni Louls, Evansville and Eiendio‘ot
to the




sed puiets in Fiords
.44• •re at ft-oars* end Nash-
f ell pop..
NORTH, EMT, SOUTH & WEST
la Cullman Palace Care.
EMIGRANTS Seeking "'emelt on theline of this road willreceive 'etc's' low rates.
Sew „Ty, t. tads tmmpany raf..,










of eseh we.k. A staunch:Democratic organ.
Best indueemente ever offered to advertiser.
THE WEEKO NEW ERA
Willi be issued every Frola• as usual.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The following are the subscription rates of
se KENTUCKY Nair 1.1•. payable strictly cash
I advance:
Tn-Weekly.
Dor one year  12 I
a months  1 16
For 3 month' ..  rs
Weekly.
For One year  SI g
For eiviewrone .  75
Ter months  10
Club Rates.
fat- Weekly (labs et 5  11 at
Trf -Week • te elute of 10  1 00
Weekly In clubs of 5  SI 26
Weekly in elialre of 10  1 00
Persons sow tatine :he Weekly New Era whodesire to change te the hi-Weekly. can do soa ud melee a credit for all unexpired time dosthem mie the Weekly.
Plantl&011112
Terrn.s_
We fantod!, hundreds ef home-. yearli :.Piano. niel orgene an-I allow cus-
tomers to pay in small month- p







AND MOHOGAN CARER. 'SPECIAL
IlEoll•Nis MADE TO ORDEN.
ORGANS SHON1NCER.HAMILTON.ESTEY.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO
ee ea' e -ore:re .
Louisville, : : Ky.
Choice Styles cf Organs for the Sit-
ting &am, Library and Hall.
DR. DARWIN BELL
offer, his professional services to the people of
llopkineville and vicinity.
alpsoface over Planters Bank. Ma.n It
MAKE MONEY!
frirtnnes are daily made by successful epera-tors in somas, Grata and Oil.These investment.' frequently pay from S500 to$1,000 dollars or more on each Mon invented.Address for eiren'arn
WILLIAM E. RI( HARI'S,




ameteeteiedeate ....he. • az":
AYER' S Su:;3".;*)31.zdCallietta
If the lea, r b. - 011 I IQ
comes torpid, tithe r" L. •
bowels are constipate, if n!, :1.41,4,•h
faiht to perform its functions properly, tete
Ayees Pills. They are inveluable.
For some years I WAS a Victim Livor
letildlplatnt, In coneequenee of which
suffered from (Tenersi Debility and !t-
rete:It. A few boxes of ..tyres I•ille
reatered me to perfeet -- W. 1'.
Brigtaney, Henderson, W. VA.
For Years I have relied more upon
Ayer'sleilis than anything else, to
Regulate
my bowels. These Pills are mild in ac-
tion, aud do their work thoroughly. f
have used them, with good effect, in
cases of Rheumatism an-1 Ityspeesia. -
G. F. Killer, Attleborough, Maes.
Ayer's Pille cured me of Steriaeh and
Liver troublea, from which I hal se te•real
for years. I cot:deer them the best pills
male, and weuld not be vett:tote them.
-Morris (Tates, Downseille, N. le
I was att.i.ked with Bilietie Fever,
weieh wihs followed by J:uindiee. and
wee at tleneereisay ill that no Land,*
despaired of my recevery. I
taking Ayees Pills, and aten mewled
tny customary strength and v: •er.-
John O. Vett ison, Lowell, NebraelZa.
Laet spring I suffered greotly frolel
tri ohlesoatio humor on my stile. In spite
of every effort to cure this et-mitten, it ilk.
creased Mail the flesh beisoiy: entirely
raw. I was troubled, at the saute time,
with indigestion. and distressing, paius in
The Bowels.
lo• the selves, of • friend I talking
Ayer's Peke In a abort tinnanwas free
treat pain, my food digested properly. the
sores on trey baly commen(ed heisting,
anti, in less than one:month. I was cured.
- teudeel le White, Atlanta. Ga.
I Ileac long mai .1yer's rule. in my
familyened believe them to be the beat
p.' is matle.-a. Dank a, Auden. Miss.
My wife rina little girl were taken with
la +eatery a few days age. and I at once
began r thezit small doses of Ayer's
Pills, tier:king I would call a docter if the
(helm. ti.eame any woro. In 111 short
itru, ate bloedy discharges stopped, all
pa:n \rem away, and health WAS rusliored.
- Theodore Esling, Itichntund, Vey ft
Aver's Pills,
Pre.,s-cd Dr. J t' itier a(O. Mem
S.11111 by all Dealers In Medicine.















-Aad All Points In -
Arkansas and
Texas
Throttle!) Th- kete are cow u Sale. Call on or
addreee
B. F. MITCHELL,





Dapart-Fr ni owensboro.. 2:30 p m 9:40 • zn
A rnve-Owenehoro  10:45 a M 6:le p
Depart--Central Clty  5.50 a rn 2:30p m
  4 :13 p m 1 :00 p m
• Myr- " SO  4:t3 p m 12:13 p in
  iesearn leop
Depart- Russellville..  6:55 a m 11:11 a m
a:15 p
Arei•e- " p w 4:30 p
fi:34 m
Depart- Alain-tile  5:30 a mArnee-Adatrville 9.15 p
W ELLS, Gael Man'er, Louisville, Ky.















I have reopened my Barber Sti.o,. on Roswell.• street. between Mr. Fest. NrItrylitt anoCaldwell & Southworth, where I sill be gladto see all my old customers and the public.q_haviag. Hair-Cuttleg. Shampooing an-1 Boot-Blaeklog done la the best m 
JANIEn IMANDILA WEN.
EvAiwevILLS ft CeeriestAMIN DALLT Peewee
t The Light Draught etsanier
71 R. As. IT IC ir 3C INT
J B. THOIIPSON MaaagerIli. Nests Clerk.
Will leave E•anaville f Cannelton distillexcept Sunday. st o'eleck. a ro,, makIngsureconnectioso with tbe 0., it. N. R.
Returning, lea. es cannetion daily at a:39 prm., Sunday extepled, and Owensboro at p.
1031110T flan °ASO 
Leave@ Evan/wins  9 a. m. sharpLca•es 0 wenalleiro.. 4 p. m. sharp
I Fare goo. lbw roam trip on Sunday. hot notresponsible for stores piirchasedl by the steward.
BYRNE'S a Allot**I For freight or leilealige mune mi beard.
New York Slloppilig.
tea„ ' averybedy deligbied with the tasteful awleon. Titt am. ...throe,. streets
131P"Mce wirocier,' 11:1k a beautiful selecteins made by Mrs. Lamar, who n000t, BALK( 0: 
SPAM'S, ., May 15, Pee.has never failed to please her customers. New p, Ton will plearie ship Us per Anil freight one
attend
Orders solicited and Prompt Delivery Guar- spring cat:wariest issued. Send fora. Address genus N. B.
WM. aLLIC/1 LA MA R. It Off* us Pleasure to report a gnat trade for
STRIVING.'
I atort,,I on A lonely road,
A few compenhine with me went,
Some fell behind. solue forward strode.
Buz all on .ino high purpose bcnt;
To live for Nature. finding truth
In beauty and the shrines of art;
To eon...crate our joyous youth
To aindi outside the common mart
I tt.rued nal le and Looeired long
To ',luck a rose, to bear • terd,
To 'moo, wink' Usti-Mao to the song
Of books through ivory coverts heardi
To ie e in thoughte tl.at brought fain*
Or ouerdon from the thoureit erewd
To for meta that couel oye C.A1111
The world's appisuses coarse and Wel
Tonsil thtwoh oft I hind my sheaf
In thinly comrados have not knows,
Thouoh art it long sell II:o is brief,
An 1 y..ollihar how forever flown:
1 wool 1 t les the rapturee sweet.
Nor setup the toil of earlier y,ftriii;
Ott I r ilt:I41 1 climb with eager feet,
oio 'gte t wering hei,;!t on h..!..-ht Apposes.
-I:ranch's -*Aria and Cathleen.'
THE VITALITY OF CHINA.4 -----
4iolden 'Use of the Oriental Nation to ft
Pliree .1 g t,to Powers.
no 4'11 !I .It to a piaci.
oni000 i•Vi..e 1 1 ere" 1.1 by far
C..' , itest clew . eeeell this generation
lue. a ea ees1 in A .1,c politic:4e' Deis
:reely yet eix years ewe tit • ere et (Att-
ie-, • t. melee Lie C.,. aeeties of
Cie w,w1(1. and ie.,. the ra.lities of
Europe, la if 1,ht. I ;I:Apa-
r:oat end datiect pit:let. A few olaerv-
eta. it is true, who hal noteest recent
events -the expirat len of the Punt:lays,
the erasure of the king,kim of leashgar
and the detkeetaresi tett:tele ey
Peein 11.entanding the retrocession
of Fellilja ly Vie Emoetee-had I ...lout to
doubt waether the vitality of China had
not leen uncla-rrated. but the stateemen
lif Eurepe pred her very little att,,eti
The dap:itch of an ateloateelor to Europe
was considend rattier an abeurality; it
was necemery to in -eat his suite from
Moth in Lendini by :ome rather Alan'
St • 11: enCPS. and tlk- Frc nee Wt.:111 it,
is II. II it began ite tee..ere:tent.: in helo-
t lene, openly I:renew:cal the Chineee
emein to le uee ceemtite
We carte:vat ileetyed carrying tett the
treaty of Tien-tain with a certain indif-
ferent inaolence. and in central Entree
China wad conselered art intereetipg goo-
expresime Within six yeurs
helifference haa disap
pond. and China ia not.- recogniziel
all diplomatist+ as a ..f fiest im-
porte.r.ce. which can exercia• a direct and
writ:lei influence on alnaset every great
power.
See stands, in fact, In direct contact
with the majority of them. It ie not tee
much to say that the statesmen of Pekin
could overthrow any French minietry by
merely increasing their pnesure on Ton-
quin and enceuraging the :trio:nese to
attempt an insurrection. That is to may,
they omit' oompel the French govern-
ment to ask for men and money with
which to defend their Indo-Chinew, pea-
semions on a scale which the peasantry
would itaturedly not boar, and which,
eeen if voted, would alienate the cham-
ber. The Chinese are quite aware of
this fact, and are even now striking
blows at France. which exxsperates the
foreign oflice in Paris to the last degree.
The Chineee could in Iturrnah make
everything difficult for GU: Britieh goy-
merit. which again has every reasoe
desire their friendship, not only leeause
the opium revenue depends upon it. but
because in any great struggle with
,the alliance with clans might enable mg
-to effect a serious diversion. perhaps to
embarrass the government of St. Peters-
hurg mime than by auy direct attack in
the Black sua. Tfie Indian government,
ecting in unison with that of China,
would contrail nearly half the human
race, and could exert a force in Aaia
with which even the mama; of soldiery
at the dispaal of the czar would be un-
able to oontend. To Kumla, Indeed,
China is one of the most formidable of
states, because by an invasion of Man.
chooria. or of the territory west of
Kuldja, the Chino«. ernperor can. at dis-
cretion. compel St. l'eten.burgh either to
euentit to a defeat which would be fol-
lowed by insurrectii ins throughout Asiatic
;ambits or to ferward an army over 3,1)00
mace ef an inhospitable country at an
eepenee which would be ruinous to any
treasury in the world. One can hardly
imagine a scone poeition than that of a
Russian emperor with a European war
on hand. yet compelled to defend his as-
cendancy in Tartary against a gexteral
like Teo.
In Parte. London and St. Petersburg,
therefore, the Marquis Tieng is one of
the mcat honored anti influential of
diplomatists. and even in Berlin he ie re-
ceived with markea nepot, for Prince
Bismarck never forgets that Slav and
German may enc. (lay be compelled to
try issue of war, and ho hes ideas ebout
ships. cob nee aryl oimmerce, which
Pekin can materially aid or thwart. In-
deed, the influence of China stretcher:
even bee owl Asia awl Europe, for Wash-
ington is anxious about Chineee trade;
lees meet delicate queetior.s cattle
sbout eleneee immigranta.-London
Spectater.
rbe Practice of Tea Drinking.
1)r. James Davili stetei in The Thera-
peutic Gazette that the Druidic college
of the Twelfth century consieered tannin
tLe most potent of all the produets of na-
ture in pr,xlucing sterility, and the tea
drinking. as practiced by the puelic. ure
doubteelly acts in the fame direction. -
Kaneaa City Tama.
A Curious Mountain.
Prempecturs for gold Calaverao
county, Cale hate eecevcreel It
1110Untdin. Ifra EL i eterie-i, was foul:, 1 be
vari, els varieties of ochre. The find n-at
a veritable mountain of paint. containing
all the primary colors with all theet
various ehades.-Chicago Ikrald.
Beef Tea
Fothergill stated sonic time ago that
beef tea a rather a stimulant than a
neurishmena and now an article appears
in The Nineteenth ( antury sit/ming that
it powerfully retards dieestion. Thei
action is said to he duo to the orgeoni •
acids contained in it.
A Tainenet Flight.
Hires of prey fly so swiftly and for
such a length of time that a falcon once
lost in the eaest Fontainebleau. in Da
centre cf France. wae found the follow
day at Malta. moo. than a thousand mike
distant. -Beaton Budget.
Ae the doctor turned sadly away from
the patient whom he found using Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup, he mid: "It beats
me every time."
The leaders of the different parties in
Lower House of the Hungarian Diet
have 'greed to pass to-morrow a credit
of 8.Ceal,000 tiering for the organization
of the Landsturm.
PAiss in the small of the hack indicate
a disemeil condition of the Liver or Kid-
ney', which may be easily .removeil by
the use of Dr. J. II. MeLean's Liver/mil
Kidney Balm. $1.00 per Bottle. For
sale by H. B. Garner.
A SENSATION.
1. it ooit three bottle" of It. B. arestild in Atlanta to .ine of any other blood reme•
. aid twice a. much consumed to the State of
Georg.a as an, other pet-puree..., ee ear
neat lase ..eir34 ord. lint MI41) AA the drug-gist,. A -I the tosople They are competent
witnes-es sit liotaies,n Atlanta are buying B.
IV B. in five •iol ten gr... loin. 11114/ wilne 0/
them as often as et ery Month, Why thereunpreetedenteilliales her.. at home with so little
salveresine Modeety forbid* u. making a re-
ply. Had R B. H. been before the ;midi.. a
quarter or half aeentiiry. it would not tw• nee-
...wary to be loktered up with crutches of Pageadiertisements now. Merit will conquer and.140.4 n
$1.00 WORTH $500.00.
For four y. ars I ItAVe 1,ecn 4.ifferer trent aterrible (--rin of Rheumatism, a hich reducednve ao me- that all l'ope of reeoveri- DWI givenlip I have euffered the Intel escrueiating painday and night, and often while writhing in ag•ouy have wished I could die. I have tneoerything known for that dtmeaf•e. but nettlingdid me any 'toed. and have hiel some of the linealphysicians of the state to work en nie, but allto no effect, 1 have spent over PAO withoutfinding relief. 1 am rinw proud te say that af-ter using only one dont.. of II. ain abb-e) walk &mum' and attend to tinniness. and Iwould not take SSW for the benefit receivedfrom chit mingle boitle of II. It. B. I refer to allmerchants awl ItileirlrM !nen of this town.
Yui:rs. most truly.
G. Gelt•.Waverly, Walker moty. Tent,.
ZEE S.Vcre61.7..a=a0Nicr=n 15
I have been trout ded with A Wri.44,41.10041eaar torsi: years. and have expended over$250 00 for worthlees remedies which did me Dogood The um- of 15 bottles of IL B. it. has aboutcured roe-doing more gond than all other rem-edies combined It is a quirk and rhea,' bloodpurifier. 0. RUDOLPH.Tedadega, Ala., Apra zo, Nes.
HOPKINSV1LLE. - KY. _ 
LOANS
Deionstratedllerit.
thin preparation. Indeed it bee far eclipsed allother Morel remediee. loth in demonstratedLivery and Fee merit and rapid Sale with toi.}COMM dt V •IIDZIllag.
-STABLE,
(te pro. e ("emit 11 NO 3 I. h. T. L. Smith, Prop'r.
1- o: oii- c ... , . . A .. • ill, li l li, A ”),.unta l Hopkinsville, - - Ify. leil Book of % undere, Ii 01..1 ii ith ti., iiiont vi on -
01.060 to $1,01)0,000. Sltrictly confidential awlsafe. R)n.le given, settlements made. Corns- Lae e ant roomy grant" and enne 0 an-onimmla derful and strati' ng proof et. r before knows.
t10114r horms. Itpenlal sitenticm given to furnish
pondence wantell. 14. W. YosTES. Banker, risgood horses and vehicles to all livai7 Diltala Addrees, 11111.00D MIA LAI CO,
60 BrOadway.'S. .s•lesbose connectkin everywhere. 
Atlanta, Ga.
\`4
who ilesire full informatien aeon' the
Callen •nd core of leileonis, Scrofula and
S it "le. rn, Rheum ."
. -re • .. oveeinliateasserealteastearmeletereeeeeesiedeeete
WHEN NIAGARA WAS DRY.
nemaritaide Day. Forty Wears ARR. hi
the History of the Great Cataract.
ellarty-nine years ago next goring,"
etel an old resident of this village, “a
eight was witnetaged at the falls of Slag-
Ara that had never been teen before, at
least by pimple then on. earth, anti in all
fielletaility such a sight will never be wit-
nessed again. It was nothing more nor
kae titan the running dry of the groot
eateniet, or at least so nearly dry that it
is no exageoration to call it so, in which
omelition the falls remained for one whole
"The winter of 1848 haul been (ine
the coblest on record, and such ice haa
never been known on Lake Erie since, I
guru, as formed that season. It was of
enormous thickness. It was quite late in
the spring before. the ice was loosened,
even about the shone. of the lake. Ono
aay -I think it was wox the end of
April-a very stiff northeasterly whid
came up. and its force was so great that
it tweed the great fieltht of ice. then en-
tirely separateel front the sleeve, up the
htee, piling the floes in great banks se
they moved. The sigla of thew ice
tanks is described yet by thow who wit-
neseed it as one ef nest awful grandeur.
'Lite:ad night tim wind changed tnithienly
to the eppecite quarter. and grew into a
terrible gale front that direction. The
lake's ettrfece was packed with minia-
ture icelieritte and thew were hurled Neck
II the gale with such tremendous force
tiett an impenetralee limn a-as formed in
the neck of the lake front which Niagara
river times, and the great current of
water which finds its way front the lake
in the rushing channel of that stream. to
he dashed over the gigantic precipioe at
th • falle, was so held in check that not
more than one-quarter of its usual vol-
ume could find a passage through the
imnionee pack of ice.
As this paek was stubborn, it wan
naturally but a very 'Abort time before
the falls hail drained nearly all the water
out of the river. This, of couree. oc-
curred during the night, and we people
who liteel in Niagara village knew noth-
ing a the phew mem until next morn-
ing. I remember that I awoke very
net-1y that morning, with the some of
something exceedingly strange oppressing
me. It waft Rene time before I discov-
erol that tin) feeling came front the fact
that the noise eif the cataract was almost
imeeing. I jumped out of bed, and on
hotting the house eiund that ecorte of
others had leen awakened by the :same
circumstance, and were hurrying toward
the falls to see what the trouble was.
We found that the great Niagara falls
was only about one-quarter of its former
volume.
-We had hot heard of the trouble at
Luke Erie, and the terrible thought that
the trate were running dry created a feel-
ing of alarm not easily imaginable. The
American channel had dwindled to a
creek in cemparieun with its original pro-
portions. while the British cluumel re
sembled some (irdinary river in the
droughts of August. Gest island was as
big as two Goat Wands, as the water had
s‘iviruidentk.xfprzwitm,eovferv,y.-ezidsile meify jiaggleadvircengkm•
which no eye in that vicinity had ever
wen before. The bed of the Canadian
rapide. far out into the stream, was dry,
as waa the space between the lower end
of Gent island, and out beyond the
tower. The rocks thus exposed were
black and forbidding, giving the dry
river bed the appearance of a tract of
charred stumps. The Three Sisters
looked forlorn in their enhimeed dimen-
sions. The great jet of water which had
from time out of mind leaped into the air
about 300 yards south of this group of
islands in the great rapids, and which is
leaping there to-day, wait not leaping
that morning, and, as some one re-
marked that day, the tremendous roar of
Niagara had subsided to a moan.
-The ecene was at once desolate,
strange and awful to contemplate. The
picture will never leave my mind. The
whele. viilage was out exploring caves,
dark roceesca, curious formations in the
rocks and other remarkable features of
the cataract and rapids that no mortal
eye had probably eser gazed upon before.
Thew explorations were made safely to
the very brink of the Horseshoe rapids.
A Mr. Holley- drove a hone and buggy
from the head of Goat Island clear to the
spot where tho leaping jet of water had
always writhed and foamed. He also
cut several sticks of timber near the brink
of Liorwahoe falls, had them hewed there
and hauled them away with four horses.
These sad:re-they were large, fine tim-
bers-are in the frame of some house at
the falls now. This remarkable condi-
tion of affairs at the cataract continued
all day. anal shovred no signs of a change
when the people went to bed that night.
When we anae in the morning, however,
the old familiar thunder of the falls was
again Making the earth as before, and
the river and rapids were again the
seething, whirling, irresistible torrent of
old. The ice in tho lake had shifted
again, and some time in the night the
long reestrained volume of water had
/tithed down and claimed ite own."
A Horse' Dealer's Trick.
A brick which meats with great sue.
COSS a often played outside the stablea
In this instance the dealer is the buyer.
A farmer or peddler having a fairly good
hone for elite is approached by two men
bitting in a wagon le,hind a faist horse.
-What will you take for hif" mks
one of them.
"Seventy-live &liars, and cheap at
Considerable bickering ensues and the
animal is finally sold for $410. The
farmer by this time is MI thoroughly
mixed up that he dote not stop to count
the roll of small bills which is hastily
thruet into his hand. His horse Le
speedily- tied to the rear of the purchaser's
wagon and disappears with his new
owner in a cloud of dust. The farmer
betakes himself to some little corner and
counts his money, which he finds is $25
or $30 short. By this time he has for-
gotten the description of the leen who
gave lem the money and is helphas. Ile
cannot charge it on the market dealers,
because the transaction tuok place) on the
street. Timm ie not the blightivit chance
that he will ever see his horse so-eat or
receive the balance of his money.-New
Yerk Workl.
Until 1776, cotton spinning was per-
formed by the hand spinning wheel
_ -- -
A mast that bends to the gale hr. an in-
vention a a Conneaticut citizen.
Geed Netts from IraIlaingtOil.
One application well rubbed in of Sal-
vation Oil cured me of rheumatism in
the arm, of two months standing. I
never intend to be without it.
H. B. Kramer, 234 lat St., S. E., Wash-
ington, D. C.
Fifty men tnade a raid last evening
upon houses in Ballyvourney and Kil-
teichael, County Cork, and seized all
the firearm@ they could Mel. They
evaded the pollee.
_err- • Am.  -
SICK headache is tile bane of many liv-
es. To cure and prevent this annoying
complaint nee lir. J. MeLean's Lit-
tle I.iver and Kianey Pelee'. They are
agreeable to take and gentle in their ac-
tion. 25 cents a vial. For sale by II.
B. Garner.
A zel Babb, nephew of the town mar-
shal cf Willington, 0., Monday night,
shot and killed Aedrew Moore, colored,
on the highway three ntiles from town-
Babb, who gave himself up, says he act-
ed ir, self-defense. The men ha d guar
relied sonic time ago.
ae • cse
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The Beet Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruiees, Sorew, Salt Rheum, Fever,
Sores, 'Fetter, Chapped Chia
bitting, Come, and all Skin Eruptions,
and pee itively cures l'iles or no pay re-
quired. It ie guaratiteed to give per-
feet eatiefaction, or money refunded.
Price :15 (ante per box. For sale by H.
B. Garner.
The \--4Pational steamer Holland,
was spoken to on Feb. 6, 700 miles from
land. Her preeeller Wad broken and
she was returning by Pali IO England.
St. Ma 's Oil is a God send to the na-
tion 144 it W titre all pain Of every dis-
rription, bo Internal and external.
This oil is a family doetor ; Its merits are
unequaled. Sold byall dealers in med-
icines,. Sample bottles 25 cent*, full size
50 cents mil $1,00. A sure cure for
rheumatism. All that is alikeeles a trial.
.1. II. Goodwin, proprietor, 60 west
fourth street, teneinnati, Ohlo.
Mrs. Rebecca Hall was acquitted in
Chicago yesterday of the murder of her
hatband. The prosecuter declined, for
lack of teeti mony, to ask the jury for
con v iction
-ewe sr ea
Another Lucky InakegenillIch.) Nan.
Word was received that at the tut
(Jan. lith, 1887,) drip/Ingot The Louie-
ens State Lottery,i ticket No. 91,960
dr. W ileftelne. the IFIret Capital Prize.
I ow transterew the: Mr. John camp-
s-lb. (1,Iir firm or flow, Ms & Co.,
North Muskegon. Mich., owns a tenth
interest in this ticket. The announee-
men t ereated considerable exciteme n t.-
M iiekegon (Mich..) Chronicle, Jan. 13.
SEVERAL AVOIDABLE DEFORMITIES.
---- -
Loading Results of Maternal Neglect la
Early Suntory.
It is not tO be doubted that inany ot
the pertional Meets, if not the aboolute
deformities. extant among the human
race are more the result of human care-
lesentare neglect or ignorance than of the
blighting linger of disease. If mothers
'would only take the matter a little more
to heart mid give it their earnent consid-
eration the whole lace vomit' be greedy
benefited thereby, fair in this, as in so
many other things, on the mother dues
the main reeponeibility rest.
Walk down the :greet and note tho
pitesertbyi leron how many physically
perfect could you place your finger?
Here comes a tine looking num, but he
holds his head lueletually on one side.
There goes a lad with awkward gait,
keeping his head far out. in front of his
bcsly. llere camee a delicate lookire
girl, wita 1 ollow chest and the evidettees
of Buffering ei her face. Should you in-
quire as to the cause. the would tell you
that her hack "hurt" her. And every
one of these defects is the roma of care-
lemness or ienorance on the part of the
pnrents: Not that thew people have ever
been ill treated, as the world calls ill
treatment, or have even leen permite.
ta fall, but they have certainly been the
victims of a want of peeler care.
There ere ninny pointa aboet which
mothers Ahmed exerciee the uttreat vigi-
l:Ince. but &iota which they are lamenta-
bly ignorent. Chief among these, be-
caitse care tipen this point should begat
with the infant's life, is a proper method
of diapering a beity. "What effect can
that have mem a baby's general health?"
demands mute young mother. Little,
perhaps, upon its general health as a baby.
but mei+ upon its general comfort (and
likewise health) when that baby shall
have become an adult. With some moth-
ene the adjusting of a diaper ie the work
of a moment. "Any way, so it is on."
Others. in excess of neatnese, arrange the
diaper so smoothly and pin it so tightly
that it is almost impossible for the HUM
legs to move, much less to grow awl
strengthen. A left handed mother dia•
pers her child from left to right; a right
handed mother the reverse. Let each
look to it that she guards herself care•
fully against habitually tightening up ore
little thigh more than the other, lest the
tighter one may grow a shade more
slowly than the looser one, thus produc-
ing in time a shortened or distorted limb.
The shortening may be more or leas, but
it exists (if once produced in this way)
and, existing, it should he attended to as
soon aa noticed.
If the babies thetnselvea could write of
their distorted intestines. their cramped
livers, their compressed stomachs, the
werld would be tleeded with a new de-
parture in literature.-Emma, C. Hewitt
in Philadelphia Times.
Slaughtering Deer in lffigeourt.
On Hurricane creak are two expert
deer hunters, who have been bagging
deer and turkey on the wholesesale plan
since the opening of the game seseten.
They came front Michigan in September.
Since the deer aeason opened they have
shot and killed thirtyeeight deer and only
wounded one which they did not finally
capture. They use no dogs, but they Lei
through the woods stealthily and travel
but a short distance apart. They uae the
Martin magazine rifle. Three times out
of five if a deer sta.rts up before them
one of the hunters stops him the first
shot. Failing to do this, they follow the
animal up with three or four shots in
quick succession. If the deer should
escape this fusillade, and disappear from
sight, both hunters strike out after him
like. a streak of greased lightning. They
go bounding over logs and through bru.sit
like all poesessed. They will rem away
from an onlinary person who is not used
to Missouri thickets and jungles m eneily
as a Kansas tornado will outstrip a Mis-
souri cyclone. Both of these hunters
have whistles. By the sound of these
whistles they telegraph to each other the
course of tho game they are pursuing -
whether it is bearing to right or left or
moving straight abead. Nine times out
of ten they will reach the summit of a
divide before the deer reaches the apex of
the next divide, and then they open fire
again. That deer is made of good stuff
that gete away without taking some of
their lead with him-that rises and shows
himself anywhere within forty rods. and
thew hunters say they nave wounded
only one deer since they came that they
could not capture. This one was found
a few days after it was shot, but it wait
spoiled. They ship all their venison to
St. Louis parties. Tiny realize twelve
and a half rents a pound for the saddle*
which is all they ship.-St. Louis Repub-
lican
The "Sandwich" Advertisement.
Perhaps the must obnoxious method
ever devised by dealers to draw attention
to their wares and their placers of business
is the walking advertiaement or human
sandwich. We mean of course the per-
ambulating biped who bears the trade-
mark of his temporary owner. Some-
times he is three-fourths transformed into
a huge shirt. colowal hat or a loromotive
barrel or is encased in billboard,: telling
the public where the "late, necktiaie
may be purchased. There arc evon
worm forms of this bid for patronage
which become veritable nuiganees and
call for police interference. To make a
human being, endowed with reason, fete-
ings and a heart in his hasten such a
"guy," and for a niere pittance, is some-
thing that requires conselerable harilie
hood indeed. And no sensible busir.ees
man believes that the silly device pays.-
New York Graphic.
The Bullet That Killed Nehon.
Half of the bellet which killed Lord
Nelson is now in the paseseion of Capt.
John H. Burton, of Hamden, Conn. Ile
tells the story thus-. John Hepburn,
granduncle of Capt. Burton. and after
whom he was named, was railing master
of the Vietory, Nelson's flagship. After
Nelson was wounded be was removed to
the cockpit of his vessel, and the sur-
geon, after extracting the bullet, cut it
into two piecee, and gave one to Capt.
Hardy, of the Victory, and the other to
Sailing Master Hepburn. Tho latter gen-
tleman served in a similar capacity on a
number of vessels. and once, while on
the Turkish coast, ho had a native artist
of Turkey construct an ivory case, in
which the half of the bullet he had was
placed. and in which it has been eafely
kept ever since.-Chicago Times.
The Duty of State Legislatures.
Legielation Pima! be eficeted In ev-
ery State regulating the sale and use of
the many poieone resorted to by women
in their desperation to obtain beautiful
complexions, while there exist* in Dr.
Harter's Iron 'Forth. every requisite nec-
essary to accomplieh the object without
injuring the health or endangering life.
els
The steamer Waterbury, from Bridge-
port, Conti., Was run into by a schooner
on Long Island Semi(' l'hursday night
anti was badly damaged. The schooner
was ilninjitred. The damage to the
Waterbury Call he repaired.
PKasoss who lead a life ol exposure
are subject to rheumatism, neuralgia
and lumbago, and will find a valuable
remedy in Dr. J. Mel.ean'a Volcanic
oil Liniment; it will banish pain and
subdue inflammation. For tattle by II. B.
Garner.
--ese
In a prize fight near Germantown,
Pa., yeeteiday Dennis F. Butler, the
chsutplon short distatice swimmer of
America, defeated John Reagan, of
Kensington, N.J.
Sem permanent and complete are the
cures of bilious arid intermittent diaea-
see, nia-le by Priekly Aoki Bitters. Dys-
pepsia, general debility, habitual cons-
stipatioti, liver aud kidney complaints
are speedily eradicated front the systins.
It ilimenfects, cleaners led eliminates all
malaria. Health and vigor are obtained
more rapidly anal permanently by the
use of this great natural antidote than by
any oilier reineely heretofore known. As
a blood purifier and tonic it bring* health
renew'. energy and vitality to a. worn
and diseued body.
The Rev. Sam Jones refused to ad-
ilreee a gathering of newspaper men in
Boston. Ile was probably unwilling to
wapte time in scattering the doctrine of
trite perdue*. around where there was
so little need of lt.
No other spring medicine has won for
Itself such universal confidence se Ayer's
Saruparilia. It is the most powerful
combination of vegetable alteratives et:-
et offered to the public, and is ecknowl-
edged by the medical profession to be
the beet blood purifier.
A brul railroad smashup (secured on
the Cleveland Pittsburg Road, near
Cleveland, yesterday. Several cars
ware wrecked and railroad employee
serlouely injured.
FAR better than the harsh treatment
of medicines which horribly gripe the
patient and destroy the coating of the
stomach. Dr. J. II. MeLean'a Chills
and Fever Cure by mild yet effective ac-
tion will cure. Sold at 50 centa • bottle.
For sale by II. B. Garner.
notertallaing Guests la Wozios
When a Mexican lady opens her Louse
to ceenpany elle dues not feel bound to
provide her guests with an expensive and
abundant variety of refreshments. She
presumes they come to dance. cunverse
and enjoy thenutelves-not to discrimi-
nate between granizedo (frozen drinks)
unntecadas (ice creams), lannan_puneb
and jellim, and then complain to all their
friends and acquaintances the next day
that everything was scantily supplied and
was zoo elide that it made them sick all
night. The Mexican hoeteas simply has
her serettnte hand around trays of glasses
filled with sparkling water or with san-
gria-a very refreehing draught com-
posed of equol portions of wine and
water. 'with Huger ad libitum and 'suffi-
cient lemon juice to give it a pungent
flavor.
Frequently each glees of water is ac-
companied by a porous stick or mem of
crystallized sugar ("lightly flavored with
lemon juice. It data wives instentaneously
in water, affordina a most grateful and
nereshing drink. These sugar nicks are
known by different names in different
Mexican citica, hying varieuely called
dolmas, eapeijados, azuearilos and pan-
tiles. No headaches; or stomachic pains
are caused by Mexican ter-tulles. They
afford an excellent opportunity to take
terpeichorean exercise and get up an appe-
tite. Then everybody is free to go home
and take a late supper, • meal that every
Mexican prefers to eat in his ma-n haute,
ELS he would renounce the most richly
spieled table at which etiquette would
compel him to keep his coat on hie back
in favor of his frijohre (beans cooked in
oil) and radishes in his shirt.-Kanaas
City Times.
Advice to Parents.
Until parents centre teaching their chil-
dren that it is more honorable to gain
bread without soiling their hamlet than by
honest labor the drawback must continue.
Young men will be taught law who
would probably excel making the calf
which covers the hook which they study;
others will wiekt the scalpel with hands
that might betray more cunning in forg-
ing the steel from which it in _made;
some will keep accounts of goods sold
who instead should employ thenutelves in
nailing the boxes in which they are
racked. Fitness; will not he considere(i.
The only aim will be to make a genteel
living by doing aa little work ag poesible.
The sooner parents awake to the fact that
the beet they tem do by their sons to
cauee them to learn a trade the better for
the country. Unless a boy displaya an
especial aptitude for one of the learned
protest:done he should he put at somethieg
elw. Application may be an excellent
milatitute for genius, tsit it will be found
that when the two are combined the pe-
w-vigor of the former has but a poor show
In the race with his doubly armed rival.
Clerking, ton, is overdone, and it is a
poor mechanic indeed that dem not de-
rive more comfoet from his wages than
the illy-paid clerk who is compelled to
spend all he earns on dreea. Taking it
all in all, we may advise, by para-
phrasing Shakespeare. and say a trade's
the thing. Reflection will convince that
we are not far out of the way in saying
so.-Boeton Budget.
Along the Shores of Norway.
In sailing along the shore you con-
etantly see large churches placed close to
the water with nn peeilation around
them and no roads leading to them. A
little observation, particulerly on Sunday,
shows you that they are placed at such
pavilions that the pcseants can come to
them by boat, and they frequently come
from long distancee. Near some of the
churches there are housee vacant except
on Saturdays or Sundays, when the
peasants nime there and occupy them.
Occaeionally you we a picturesque mar-
riage party on their way to one of these
churches in boats, shooting off guns aa
they pass along. It is a little curious
that even way up to the North Cape you
find monquitties, and at times thee are
very annoying; so much no that all the
guide books adviee travelers to take
mosquito nets with them, but I did not
happen to find that necessary. From
the North Cape, or from -within a few
milts of it, I amused myself by cabling
to America, and euteequently learned
that my dispatch was received earlier in
point of time than at the hour it was
sent -Cob George Bliss in New York
Times.
Photographing Manuscripts.
A new ure of the photograph procem is
the preservation of nuenuscripta It is an
idea of the publishers of The (Watery dic-
tic.nary. the work on which involves so
much handling of the sheets nf paper con-
taining the matter to be printed that they
would soon be unreadable. Each of the
25,000 sheets of -copy" has been copied
on a negative, reduced one fortieth in
size. The negativee are kept in a fire
proof building. When a duplicate of a
sheet of copy is wanted, one prOduCed
from a negative of any required size. A
great saving in cost of insurance has been
effected by the adoption of this plan, the
value of the male of copy to the publish-
ers being not lees than $150.000, and the
cost of the negatives tieing not more than
$300. And no money received from an
insurance company in caae of destruction
of such property by fire could repair the
lose of time consumed by the host of
studente who had contributed the orig-
ami manuticript. The idea wan borrowed
front the custom followed Parig during
its siege by the Pruntian army, when re-
duced copies of letters were sent by car-
rier pigeons.-Boston Transcript
A Hint to Teachers.
Two little boys were playing by the
roadside as the new master panned along.
They hid behind a board fence and
peeped out as the genial faced man came
whistling along. twirling a flower in his
hand, watching with intenat some-birds
in a trete above them. One little fellow
took in the human side of the stranger at
a glance. exclaiming: -Nth Bob, that
ain't the matter; it's a man." ••Yes.
my boy, I am a man as well as the
master;•' and he picked up the little
fellow and lifted him up se high as his
arms could carry him, and as he rolled
him over on the grams in a rollicking way
he said: always be a man in the
eyes of the boys if I can." It isnot easy
for a teacher to be in schoitl what he
would he out, but the genius tumally
approximates that most deeirable blt•nd-
ing of the man in the teacher.- Journa/
et Education.
Tour Friends Will Never Tell Ton,
but perhaps somebody, who isn't your
friend, e Ill, that your presence is ren-
dered offensive by the foul, fetid smell
of your breath. Every word you utter,
though it be the very echo of wisdom
and poetry, disgusts your hearers, and
your laugh Is productive of anything but
mirth to them. It Is a duty fvou owe,
not only to youreelf, but to society to re-
move this cause of offense. Dr. Sage's
Catarrh Remedy will heal the dieeased
mucous membrane, will bring relief to
yourself and others. Do uot hesitate to
employ it.
It is pleasing to reflect that though
the wet !tomer begged his bread In sev-
en cities, the poet I been has just reedit,-
et! a romplimentary dinner of 130 covers
In Berlin.
Itch, Mange and Setatches of every
kind cured in 30 mitintes by Woolfortl's
Sanitary Lotion. A sure cure awl per-
fectly harmleme. Warranted by H. B.
Garner Druggiet, Hopkinsville.
The town of Nottingham in England,
famous for Its lace factorioe, complains
that Ite business has drooped during the
last three years, In eonsectitence of a
growing competition in Ayrshire and
Derbyeldre. anti also on the continent.
-40,- -4164.--r•
Pomeroy's Poroused Plaster
Is universally endorsed wherever
used. This verdict is supported by doc-
umentary evidence from thouniels of
intelligent people who have proved its
excellence. Sold by druggists and II.
B. Garner, Hopkineville, Ky.
The entire Englieh press 11144 chroni-
cled the death of the dog Rover, a favor-
ite collie owned and petted for the last
twenty years by the princess of Wales;
but no announcement has yet been made
as to whether or not this best of dogs
will be buried in Weetniineter Abbey !
If the Sniferers front lonsumpties,
Scrofula, and General Debility, will try
scorrs EMULSION of Pure Cod
Liver Oil with Hyphosphitee, they will
find immediate relief and a permanent
benefit. De. B. 11. Bnototat,Brodnax,
I.a., says: "I gave Scones Emulsion to
Mrs. C., troubled with a Very severe
Bronchial affection. Added to this the
birth of a child and subsequent Illness,
she was in a bad condition. I ordered
Seott's Emillaion, which she commenced
taking, giving at the same time some to
the baby, e tech Was very poor (weight
three awl one-half pottielt). Sine-e tak-
ing the Emithe tttt , eoneh I4 gone, looks
fresh, lull In the tare, fleeli firm, good
color ; baby mine, fat and in tine con-
dition
POWDER
Absolutely P u r e.
This p..wder never varies. A marvel of puri-ty. r4 retigth •nd wholesomeness More econom-ical than the ordinary kin.hi. cftnnot Ire soldin competition with the multitude of ow teat.short weight alum or plioaphate powders. goldmay or cows. BI.V•t.. Ilea I ND PoWDIte CO , 1013Wall Street, N. Y.




OMee-Up Stairs. opposite the Con rt- howte.
No. 4.
)(arm, containing 145 acres of land, initiated I.mile* wed of Hopi/ 'nevelt.. Ky., near Princetonmad. There is a small duelling house upon ItLand is of fine quality, about cleared. .1• burgaiu can be obtained in the purchaseof this land. Price $1,140. Tents, loo <sell. bal-ance in 1 amt 2 years, with illtereilt On deferredpayments.
No. 7.
Lot for Sale, containing sere. east of rail-road and north of road hi fair prroun.G. It is acheap lot forsonte one destritig a home in Hop-kiroville. Price $110.00.
No. 10.
Lot for sale eontainiag% of an acre aami situ-ated on Nashville street, opporite South Ken-ueky College. It is a splendid lot far buildingpurpotess. Price 4100. A guud bargain isstore forme:tie one.
No. 11.
A parcel of ground e.ontaining some oracres. situated on liumellville road-. just outsidethe oorporate limits of the city of HopkinsvIlle,and fronting the Blakemore property. Thispiece of ground has • frontage of NO0 feet. It laAn cx.,ellellit piece of properly and suecepti-hie of being divided Into 4 or 5 good buildingote, with an average depth of 300 feet. There isquite a number of frult trees in bearing on theplace and also a good vineyard. For buildingpurpoi.eit there is uot • more desirable piece ofproperty in or near the city. Price and termsreasonable.
No. 11.
Farm for sale, containine about 276 acres oiland, situated on the old Canton road. six miledfrom ilopkinoville. The lam! is of good qualityand grows tobacco, corn, wheat, clover andgrasses freely. The dwelling( is not in verygood repair, but with a little expenditure ofmoney it coul'l Le made quite comfortab'e.There is a good barn and stable beaides otherimprovements on the place. Any one desiring• good farm coulA secure a gond bargain bypurchasing this tract of land. 'Terms and pricereasonelde.
No. 13.
House and lot in Hopkinsville, situate.] oneusseitrine street. The house is a law andtrommodious one, having a rooms, with kitchen.servant's mem, and all be...rosary 441.1441111d-Agit. There is A gooril /1.4W stable Du the placethat will acconomelate 9 head of horn*, agoal carriage or buggy house, a good cistern,ie. There are 3 acre. of ground tbe lot, andupon it are over 300 peaelo pear and apple treesin full tearing. The location is healthy and tbeproperty is very desirable in every respect.
No. 14.
Lot is city of Hopkinav Northweet cornerof J matron acid Elm streets, in Jesup's additionto said city. Lot fronts on Jackoon street 96feet and runs back 190 feet to a 30 ft. alley.Lies beautifully and is well drained from frostto back. Price MO.
No. 15.
A splendid residence on Nuliville street, thiscity. Dot far from Wain. with 8 good rooms, allof which are in excellent couniltiOn. Hendeethis there are • servants room, kitchen, stahle,coal house, A041 ID fact all necessary outbuild-smog. A good cellar and cistern and quite asurmise of fruit trees in bearing. Any personwantong good home should see this one. Primand terms reasonable.
, No.14.
Farm, of IS4 acres of land neer tiorrettaburg,Cliristhin coouty, Ky., with lie acre* cleared sodDistance In fine timber. The tarn: locatedwithin lie miles of the depot of the I. A. & T. Rail-road which will peuetrate tbe Southern part ofthe county, and Is Woo located within k mile oftchurches and - • scbool-house. There is • gooddwelling with k good monis, a nevi stable that willshelter In avast of nock. and all other neceuaryouthilidinge on the place; also a barn that willhouse to acres of tobacco. m &ciao( the land areIn clover. Terms and price festooned:Ile.
No. 1.
A good house and lot for sale In the city of Hop-i/M..111e wl:.h rne good rooms. kitchen. servantsroom, cistern. stable. tc.. with k *err of land, situ-ated on Brown street. It Is an excellent homesod • good borealis le in store foe sonie one,
No. 19.
A farm for sale of 33 acres intuited near thesuburb.' of •Garretteburg. this county, with• roomy residence awl all necessary out.Suildinge. l'be e0Il in of excellent quality,
Also store house and tobacco factory is Gar-rettsburg.
No. W.
A 000d business house on Russellville street,within 1-2 square of Main, for sale or rent. Thehouse has a large store room with a couple ofroom*. good for once' or bed rooms, above.
No. 2t.
wille and in the Southern porno thereof. Lot
House and Int for mi. In the eitt of Hopkins-
contatuIng It of an acre. Nice ame dwellisg,with II good rooms and hall, kitchen. servant'srooni ann all liecemary outbuildings A good cis-tern with plenty of good water In It. Price,11640.
House aod lot for sale lo city of If opkinsvIlle, Infroot of Dr. D. J. tilsh's rosidence, frame, 2 storyreelde.ioe with 5 rooms. kitchen dtc. Price andterms ressousble
No. 24.
Farm for sale in this county 4 or 5 tulle* fromHoptinsville and mile from Priocevm pike of• aetes,0 or 70 affell of the land is eleared,bahallscela tine timber. There Is a frame house on same
with large and comLirtable rooms, kitchen,servant's room, good stable. barn. An. The land-will grow wheat, Inhaern, corn and rays splendidty. Here Is a good bargain for some one. Pricesod terms reasonable.
No.17.
Property foe sale at Kelly'e ?station. Christianeorinty. Ky., consisting of 4 acres of ground, logbuild ug with feet rooms. passage and: shedroom.. good cietern. There are also On the prem.lute o ults • number of fruit trees already In leaf-log. Price low and terms reasonable.
No.
troperty for Sale consisting of tsetse of poundel tutted at Kelly's ritatton, Christian county, Ky.Theron, • good log building 1 k stories high...wind°yards of depot. here Is a good well on theplace. The property Is on the L. It N. R. R.
No. M.
Property for sale at Kelly's station, ChristiancroOnty. Ky„ on the L. & N. R.. It., k acre agroundwith box house with two ie feet rooms.
No. 40.
Property for sale at Kelly's Station, Christiancounty. k on L. & it. R. There are acres ofground, eottage huildIng wItu rooms, front andhack porch. lathed, plastered and nicely papered,
good cistern. Sc. JOU fine fruit trees In good bear-ing.
No. 41.
eroperty at Kelly', Station, Christian county,Ky. 10 acres of land lying seardepok Utiod logcabin on tbe place.
lin. 41.
tr,ffinarloa-ntoiln m ialesd pufiroe,mivii !oinp.k jiniiiimveill,ec„looralrel
awl Ben. S. Campbell. contains 165 acres, No, 1
timber, 115 acres open lam! in good heart, ha•-
cabin, statute, crib, sheds, Act fine water in
years; good hosme of four monis and chaerte.
abuadanoe for stoek; gnod fenoes and in every
way desirable. Price1133 per acre. Terms eaay.
ing been (lowered anmdow. eultivated for six
Finn for sale.-Traet of 170 aerate. In this
county, 510 miles northeast of Hopkineville, sit
noted immediately on the Greenville road.Seventv•five acres of this land are in timber,
an-I ballet .• ,eared and in an exeellent stateofonitiveium. u. a hor cabin lat
a/ it. ntori and had logo. on the place, hike-neand all neeeseary outteolitings. There arealso/ good barna. blacksmith shop. good spring
of never fail's, water and an abutelanos of
%took water. Also MOOS a Wog Is °ribald al
No. IL
A good and desirable store-house, situated atKelly's Station, and In ID or SID feet of the St. Louissad 04. E. R. R. The building is a frame one. InirM(het, with two good family rooms Over same.There GOt of an &CD! In ttie lot and the store-houseIs admirably adopted for the dry goods or grocerybusiness. Apply to me for price, terms dic.
No. 27.
A house and lot for sale in the city of Hopkins-• un Jesup A venue ,• there is 4 of groundattached. House has dve good rooms, stable,with 4 stalls and loft, a good cistern. coal houseand all necessary out houses. There ia also agond plank fenee around the premises. Priceand Lerma 'seasonable.
No. I.
House and lot on Jeeup A venue..le city ofHopkinsville. The dwelling has five moodrooms coal house aort other good awl nee-easel:7
out buildings, sod also a good plant fencearound same. There is 1,4 acre of ground at-tached. Price and terms reasonable.
No. U.
Farm of 114 acres for aisle, in the neighbor-hood of McGehee's efore, Christian county,Ky., on t,erulean Sprier road. 90 acres of theland are cleared and in goud state of cultiva-tion, balance in timber, under good fence.There is a dwelling house with two rooms andhall; crib, stable, smoke house, an excellentcistern, plenty of fruit trees, a good •ineyerdwith choler. grapes; convenient to schools,churches and poet-ofilce, and io good neighbor-
hood Terms and price reasonable.
No. SO.
Farm for sale, situated in this county, within
3 miles of Crofton, containing about 376 acresA greater portion of this land is cleared ao.1 In1111 excellent state of cult ivetion, the balance. isin fine timber. There is on the place • aret-ratedwelling with 6 good and comfortable rooms,barer, stable owl all other necessary out-
houses. There is also on the premises a young
and vigorous orchard, bearing the latest and
best varieties of peacties, apples, pears ac.Churches, schools and poet once are in easy
reach ot the place. Price aad terms reseonable.
No. 31.
House and lot for rale Just outstde the corpor-ate limit* of the city of Hopkinsville, betweenWood's mill and the raitroa,l. There is an sereof ground attached, a good frame cottage andcabin Ira the premises. Property rents for tISper month. Prioe and terms reasonable.
No. M.
Parte tors le situated about II Utile' northeastof the city of Hoptinsville, on the middle forkof Little river, containing 100 acres. 75 acresof this land is cleared, balance in extraordi-narily doe timlwr. This land is in excolleetcoudildon for cultivatioa. every foot of it beingsuitable to the _growth of wheat. tobacco, corn,and greases. There is plenty of drinking andstock water on the place. There threellb good,never-failing springs and streams. There Isabbe &small orchard of select fruit already iabearing, strawbernee, raapberriet. Ac. ThereMa good double story log house, cabin, kitehecgood stable, barns Ile., on the premiaes. Termsand price reasonable.
No.111.
Pi operty for sale corialsong of o &ere of ground
wag between the Madisonville rood and the L. &Railroad at Kelly's stallou, Christian county,Ny. There Is a nest and desirable cottage heed-ing on the place. with 6 good rooms, a box star.house which could he easily converted Into • ho-tel. an exeellent cistern &c. Price low and termsvary realionahle.
peach, apple, plum and ober? WOOL Prior and I BENEVOLENT SOCIETUX.terms reasonable.
No. 41. 
Hort I he, Litt 1,00.01. NO. II, A. F. & •. M.
41••=01•••,
Hair Dressing
Done ln the very beau/se. Assisted by BJoees and I. H. Jones. All
Polite and Skillful Barbers
Don't forget the place.
st.. a dome E x press Once
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
PH VSICIANIN.
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Physician and Surgeon,
HOPKINSV ILLS, KENTUCKY.
Once over Phelps' law °see, Court street.
JAI A. YOUNG. IL D. JNO. A. Greif, M D.
DRS. YOUNG & GUNN
HOWEOPATHISTS,
HOFKIN8VILL13, KY.
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Once over Kelly's Jewelry Blom
ATTORNEYS.
JOHN !ISLAND. JOHN IfELAND,Ja.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
Farm, situated 7 mule* wart of Flopkinst lilton Gm uld Canton road. 24 miles from cod of ,the pike, rod 24 from I. A A It. k., non isconistructits. Contains trie ay tee of laud, Mtcleared, balance in timber: of the cleared land100 scree is in closer and grass, bolame in goodstate of culti•ation. Improvements cousist ..1comfortable d el/ og of ruottle, k itclieu,sitiorrhouse. ice Louse, carriage house, and other net •emery outbuildings, a good harm astern. s •stable for 16 or head of stock, a new era,Oran ion and shelling route aud rove statute fo6 or eight head of coweattacitel. 'Home stebleshave large, mousy lofts., sulltrieut hold It Leoof bay, one log sail 4 frame cabins.. liftlatter le 1111 etory abo•e each Old orchurdin bearing and young orchard of leo select tree.Dow let /lean. Plant) of stock water am" inexcellent neighborhood. Term• easy . A pp")to John W. l'ayne. or C. L. Dade on premien,
No. 41.
Contalos am-swell timber, art: lie. on theSinking Fork. adjoining the farms of kir.. Johnand Mark Met. arty , all good land rod .111 oret•id separately or in connection ath nircaeThis parcel et 5,110 acres is a part el the mu era,.metitionni e number ane. •houid oe neela a part oi same, hut ,f not desired as a partthe same tract, ean au.I will be Yield separatelyA pie^ John W. Payne, or C. L. Dade espremeser.
No. 46.
House and ot for sale, on Clarks•ille streetopposite tie in ',deuce of augene Wood, i• thecity of Hoplraaviiie. The lot 'metal's% acres.the (livening is a two story frame, with sgood rooms, hiteeen, cellar, stable. carroggihouse, in tam enveseary 4.41l1,111141Ingli, r parrie. Alm qu to a variety of fruit trees on Urplace. Price sod forme reaeonable.
No.47.
Fennel 110 acres for sale, situated in loslien meaty, HO mils, west of fluptinioelie, os.the Pribeeton pike, with frame 2 odory build-
"tomal.hkei Ilr.:Ill'ITI71,117'1°Doker el .1 "erlisjitki'letbeir:is a tenement house within • nide of theformer one and on the same place. There is anexcellent barn 901a0 feet with I pens and douh•le shed on the premises. 4 reek falls tl roughthe place and affords el oollent Mock wet. •during the entire year, oleo • never la.iiingspring which furnirtier drink rig Cater elsacres are cleared, balance is fine tone 160acres have been in clover for 3 years ar ' wa-broken up this fall. This is om of 1.1 e heattract. of land en the ceuety, every foot ef thesoil being rich and fertile and well steal ladethi-g row th tobacco. corn and wheat. en excellent bargain can Lic aecured here. Prn^e aceterms reasonahle.
No. 4.
Fame for sale containing 210 acres of land.stillated la the southern portion of the countyin the Newsiest! oeighborhotel, woe' double loghouse with 6 noon.. kivben. (-alone, ritahle.barn, eastern, spring. This land extenis downLittle raver. Tbere is also a good pond on theplace. Also quite a variety of fruit trees nowbearing. About WO mree of the Duni arecleared, balance in fine timber. This land isrich •nd well adapted to the growth .of tobacco,corn and wheat. Prove and terms reasonable.
No. 0.
Farm for sale of 250 acrea, situated imsouth Christias county, in the Newateadbeighborhoo.1, with dwelling of 5 good rooms, IIeaboo, smeke Louse. exeellent noble: andcribs, a large and commodious barn. There arealso 2 ace fish ponds on the premises, airever-failiug spring, which affords a riaMlidairy house. aim a large cistern. About I00acres of this land is in tweet:tea, balance infloe timber. This land is peculiarly sdeptedtbe production of tobecco, wheat and corn. •bargain CAU be had in the perch/swot' this trset.Price and terms reasonable,
No. 50.
Farm fos sale consisting ot 300 scree of land,situated In Chrietias county, 3 mileborthweet of Hopkiusville, on hie Buttermilkroad. There is a good cotter-it welling of fivemorns, with front and back mirth. good stablescrib and barn that will boils* 15 acre. of tobac-co, on the place There male° an excellent ap•ple orchard, • good well and a branch of newelfailing stoek water on the premises Also Macres of fine timber. This laud is fertile andwell adopted to the growth of tobacco, corn,wheat, clover.
No. 51.
Farm foreale, situates" la Christian county.Ky., shout 9 miles from Hopkinaville, in theNee stead vicinity. containing 100 aeres of land.all of which o eleareo lame 'there is a goodeaters and an alollidallee of stock water onthe farm. There is a frame building with tworooms on the premises; also • good barn, icehouse ac. Alm a young peach and appie or-chard now he bearing. The neighlwrboodwhich this level is located tea good one. ochoaleand churches fenvenieot. A g4.1041 mill withie14 mike of the place. The productive qualityof the land is excepttonibbly good. Price 'tadterms reasonable.
No. SI.
Farm of 131 acres situated near Newstead inChristian county Ky.. with a eornfortable dont,-te log cable, good barn and all necessary out-buildings on the place, also a good well. stockpond, and the land is cleared. This place iswithin 21O mime of the 1. A A T. IA It. land ofexcellent quality,
No 1.5
Farm of 190 berm situ•ted near NewetesAChristian county, Ky., within 13 miles of Hop-kneelile and mitre of the I. A. A T IK.There are tvvo good log cabinn on the place, alsobarn, stables, Le ,115 acres eleared balance isffne eel her land rich and productive.
No 64.
Farm for Rale, containing /13 acres, situatedin the vieinitv of Bainbridge. Christian couuty,Ky„ on the Cadiz and If adwonville road. TOaeree cleared. balance in good timber. Thereids goinl 4144041e l.qt house with four rooms andhall, a large 'bedded barn, stable, cabin, twogood springs an-I a fine •pple (weenie! cm tbeplace. This is cheap and will be sold on easyterms.
FARM FOR SALK. -Consisting of 28 acresof land situsted on Kumeliville pike, one mileeast of the city of Hopkinsville. There is ontbe land a Inrge log weather-boaoleet house, rstories, and ; eomfortalere rooma; hie cellars;also g.s.m1 atable, itervaiiCs house and offiee:spring of never-failing water; le acres tillableasd could be converted into excellent buildinglots; 'edam...! in timber A valuable place fornom.. one lin oleSiree A irood h011ee near clty
Sallfl Baku & C







It I Patriots* 7. 1.
▪ B Hopper, •
• Henry, W .
J I !Andes; Tree.
C Dietrich, eitte'O•
lit A acteosoa, D.
k d Ephraim. 1. Li
W . B. Lander, S.
Late meets at Masenic Ire szreiThompeon Block. first Monday sight lemonth
iillIENTAL CHAPTER NO. 14„ t. •.
Stated eonvocation• Id Monday el emitmonth at uhf mom Hall.
-
M E. Thomas Rod-
man, li. P.; , J. W .
• Pniebett, K.;1., Wm.
Skerritt, E.; Comp. J.
I . Lander, C. H. ;Coelp
W. atom*. P 6 :
Comp. Styes Hopper,
R. A. C ; Com . E. M.\ An prism, ad V;
Com ,, R. M. FaIrielgh.
6. • Sd V.; Comp.
1.) 11 Severe, is 111.
l'.;
omp, G. . Leader, Treas.
5.. 11. Dietrich. Seey." W. B. Lander. Guard.
MOORE COMMA ODER'S' NO. 41.K. 7.
8r. Kt. F. 1.. N'allerjlt.jo.
" Hooter Wood. Generalissimo" " Thomas liodman.SL•ptotGea." George Poindexter, Preate." " S. L. Salter, Sen. W
" B. W. Steas Jr. W.
Wn.. 8kerritt, tied Br.
" W C.FAvrards, SW. Rr." H. H Abernathy, Warder.Y. J. W. Pine-belt, Treasurer." C. li Ihetech awarder" Win. R. Landtr, C. of G.
ROYAL ARCANUll, HOPEINAVILLECOUN
LIL, NO. He
Jos. I. Landes, Regent.
Chas. H. Dietrich, Past Resent.1 111 Alpkina, VIC, itegest,
John Young, Orator.
A H Secretaro
J. P. BOisden Collector.
M Fairleigh. Medical Exam leer
Lipstioe, Treasurer.
G. W , Wiley. Chaplain
TUG. Long, Guele
?M.P. WInfree, Warden
G A Champlin Sentry,
Trustee": J. I. Landel, • H. o lark andJas. P. Braden
Meets Id awl 4th Thursdays levee* month.
110ATON COUNCIL NO .8CHOS IN rai EN I seM Upside., Chief Counaeler.J Hiplons, 5'. .
Joe. Twymas Secretary
L P Pay ne, Treasurer
T Blain, Prelate.
D West, Marone!.
J r. Pyle. Warden.
Geo W M. real., Guardi
J C Day, Sentry
Truseees:-J. Htpktos, J T. Rieketts andG H. Merritt.
Meeta in of Room Id and Moaday ineach month.
ChIRIPITIAN LODGE, NO. Mt KNIGHTS Or
HONOR.
R. If Andereon, Dictator.
John Der, Vice Dictator.
T. L. Smith. Awl Dictator,
W Randle. RepOrter.W. T. Tandy, F. keporter.
J. S. Forrey. Treasurer.
I ituenett, Chaplain.
J. M. Dennis, Medical Examiner.L P. Payne, Guide .
J. A . B. Johnson. Inside Guar&J W Poll% outside Guard.






W C Wright P C.
Jas Breathitt, (: C
E liSebree,
A H Clark. Prelate
C tiMearhani, K of K. A S
W T Taady, M. 01 E.
R. F. West. M. of f
D Wiley. at Arms.
L Elb, la Guard.
H A Phelps, Jr. Out Guard.; W Wright. T.for I- J. A. Young. E. G. Sebes •no Joan.W. Payne.Tnistees W. • 0 Fund.i Lodge meats the hi and 4tb Thured•ys se -try month.
ENDOWMENT R•NK,E. r.
Meets ever, 9.1 Monday is every Mouth.L. et. Dniv Prer't.
K Wiley.V. P
1/ A udersou, feeey and Treaa.
KNIGHTS OF Tilt G0111104 mows.
Meet' thr lat and Sd Fridays la ewe moats
V. W. Crab'', N. C.
R. W. Norwood, V NC
Roes A. Rogers. K. R.
F. IL. R.




B 11 Nance. 0
eiticlKeT ORDER Or UNITKD WORILM•Pl.
Time of meeting, 2.1 and 4411 Tuesdays.W. H. lee, W .
L. A. Moore. O. F.
John Moaners, 0.
B Rosenbaum, G.
A. S Caldwell, F.
W, C, Wright, E.
R. F. Wee; R.
GREEN RIVER LODGE, NO. 54, 1. 0 F.
W. F. Randle. N. G.
A s ( aldwell, V. O.
WIC. Wright, See'y.
D Tt. Rear& Treas.
Meets every Friday sight
MERCY' ENCAMPMENT, NO. 31, I. so Ir.
- F. F Heindersoo, C. P.
H. Y. McCaniy, H. F.
0 o. H. Anderson, ft. lir ,
H. e. Wiley. J. W.
„ W. co Wright. Sec'y
II7 D R. Beard, Treas.
g t,, i ,,, i, ,k ci, Lodge meets 1st and 1.1 Thureday nertim.
ORDER or THY IRON H•LL
John Nosy on, P. C. J.
, Jeane Peyne. C. J.
T C. ("rioter. Arc't.
John lioayon. Cashier.
Andrew rearrest, Itlantisse.
NE I. Oil., Herald',
H Ir IlletSmy, Prelate.
Max needle. Watchman
C H Dietrich, Adjuster
John Young, H. r. McCain,. aad Low's P.Payee, Trustees.
Y. M. U A -Room& over Ruseeles dry goodsstore, corner Main and Ninth. Rooms °pea eaa • Tueaday. Thursday and Saturday evenings fromII to 10 o'elock.
COLORED LODG ES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SO(' I ETV
Meets let and id Monday evening la eachmonth, o'clock, at their lodge room, Mainstreet, second story over Homer and Overst is -er's building. IL hIcrieal, President; Ned Tur-ner, Seey.
FREEDOM LODGE, NO. Tt, U. R. Ir.
Meets lat and Ird Tumiday nights in Pastel I'sHall, Court *met. R. W.Glass, W. M ; L. 111.Buckner, Secretary.
MUSADORA TEMPLE, NO. St, S. OF I.
Meets Id and 4th Tuesdays in each mouth laU. B. F. Hall Poetell's block Court street.Augusta Yemen. W. P; Carrie Basks, D. P;Katie Casky, Secretary.
HOFKINSVILLE LODGL, Nu. 10111, O. U. 0.
OF 0. F'.
Meets led sad ith Monday nights at Hosearand Overehmer's H• 11 Mani street. CharlesJesup N. G; William Gray, V. 6i; 1. W. Giallo,P. 8; William Clark N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. G. N. 0,
OF F.
Meets 1st and lird Wednesday nIghta of seekmonth. Silas Johnson, N. G C little P. „fl





r Scratchers.win practice in all the courts of this Com -mon w•Wta. Lumbago, Sprains.Odic n Hopper Block. alkezmatium Strain',
a.A.Champlin,
&taw and Connaallor at Law
Office over Planters Bank,
- - - - Ey.
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Nriev•patorir Adm•rtl•ing Bureau.
Spruo• St , Nerve York_




























THIS COOD OLD sTAND-DY
in-en-nplishes for ererybody •z art ly what is claimed
f• it one the reasons for the great ra.milDrIty
the Pluitan,: Liniment la found In Its ant t 
•pplIcabIllgy. everybody nests sues • Medicine.
The Lumberman needs it In raw arceldeni.
The /lee sew' fc needs it Lir general fanidy
The n enter needs It for his Warns mid Ph re•n.
The YI (schen lc needs It always os Cr: a-rk
tench.
The Miner needs It In cue of emergency
The l'I•nerr needelt-can't got along wlinMit It
The Farmer needs it In Wm house, its soul.,
and his st.et ard.
The Steamboat ma• or the 11••ts• • eso •
it In liberal surndy afloat and aslw.ra.
The H•ree,faocier needs it-it la Ness
friend •nd safest reliance.
The Steck-grower needs It-tt ••••
th .urands of dollars and • world of treuhle
The Railroad man needs it awl will aced it se
tong its his life Is • round of AC•eldents cla -Le -a,
The hackwoodesnn a needs It There .r r +m-
ing It as •n antidote for the dancers Me :Its.
heat and comfort hurt s.11-round ttio Soarer.
The Merelisi et needs it about Ids etaresee
Ma employees. dortder.ts wilt happen, and ...:*•a
thew meet the Mustang Liniftreat Is wanted si e'en,
Keep a Bot t le Is the II DOW. To the usti• vt
economy
Kee, a Rattle 1• the Pect•ry. Its ire- -
use In case of accident wince i•alt and keg -
Keep a Bettie Alway• le the a, au.• 41.
WOO when waisted.
NOTICE.
All persona holding claims against tbe latfirm -41 Itoiliner A WOoldrid,re ar. hereby °-tilled to file them with me. verifies] accordingto law, on or before the Seat day of March. IOC.
C. 11. BUSH,
Aesignee of Buckner • Woo/dreier,February ist, Per.
° Nat
